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Preface 

Computer simulation studies have advanced along way from the studies on 
monatomic fluids such as argon and molecular liquids such as water. Even the early 
pioneering explorations of macromolecular conformation, which were only achieved 
with the greatest technical expertise, look simple in comparison to what can be 
achieved in the 1990s. These advances have occurred because of the increasing speed 
of computer hardware whether scalar, vector or parallel as well as the availability of 
software. 

This book provides a series of snap-shots of the use of molecular simulation 
techniques to study a wide-range of biological problems. I hope you will not only 
see the current successes but also realize that there is still much further to go. We 
are still limited to the picosecond and nanosecond time range and to relatively small 
macromolecules when the biology demands that we study the behaviour of 
macromolecular assemblies on millisecond timescales. There are many other grand 
challenges ahead including the better incorporation of quantum mechanical effects, 
within large molecular systems, and the use of more realistic electrostatic models for 
both short and long range calculations. It will be of interest to see how molecular 
modelling develops over the next few years and whether it continues to progress as 
fast as the previous ten years and if it can keep pace with the exponential increase 
in experimental data on both sequences and structure of biological macromolecules. 

London, May 1995 Julia M. Goodfellow 
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Figure 4-4. The simulated barnase-water system. (a) The starting conformation of the system, 
consisting of one of the three barnase molecules in the asymmetric unit (molecule C) from 
the 2 A resolution refined crystal structure (represented by its molecular surface), 94 
crystallography determined water positions located within 4 A of a protein atom (in blue) and 
2265 randomly oriented water molecules (in red) placed on a cubic lattice in a rectangular box 
(dimensions : 49.68 x 37.16 x 49.68 A), (b) the same system after 50 ps. Colouring of the pro- 
tein surface is chosen according to the value of the mean square displacement of the main- 
chain atoms: small displacement < 0.6 A (blue), medium < 1.2 A (yellow), large < 4.0 A 
(red). Water molecules displaying a very large displacement ( > 4.0 A) are coloured in pink and 
represent bulk water molecules. It can also be seen that water molecules trapped in cavities 
display the same mean displacement as the surrounding protein atoms. 
(Text see page 69). 
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Figure 6-2. Solvated Gramicidin A dimer. Full system (top); cut-away close-up view (bottom). 
The system consists of 314 peptide atoms for the gramicidin dimer, 183 TIP3P [69] water 
molecules and 85 Lennard-Jones spheres ; there are 948 particles. Periodic boundary condi- 
tions were applied along the channel axis to mimic the effect of infinite bulk water (shown 
in darker light). A confining potential evaluated for the cylindrical geometry was applied in 
the radial direction on the water oxygen to maintain proper pressure in the system. The 
diameter of the cylindrical system is 2.1 nm and the length of the elementary unit is 4.1 nm. 
Water molecules within 0.25 nm of the surface of the cylinder and all the Lennard-Jones 
spheres of the model membrane were submitted to dissipative and stochastics Langevin forces 
corresponding to a velocity relaxation rate of 62 and 150 ps-' respectively; molecular 
dynamics was applied to the other atoms. The integration time step was 0.001 picosecond (ps) 
and a non-bonded group-by-group based cut-off of 1.2 nm was used. 
(Text see page 145). 
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Figure 7-4 Figure 7-5 

Figure 7-4. Molecular model for the interaction of HLA-A*0201 with peptide. The peptide, 
shown as a pink tube with side chains in ball an stick representation, is sited in the antigen 
binding cleft between the a-helices of the a1 and a 2  domains (coloured red and green respec- 
tively). The domains coloured dark blue and light blue are a3  and f%,-miroglobulin respec- 
tively and are membrane proximal in their orientation to the antigen presenting cell (APC). 
Both the N- and C-termini are heavily buried within the protein. In the 2.1 A structure of 
HLA-B*2705 it has been demonstrated that 48% of the 2003 A2 of buried surface of the 
RRIKAITLK model peptide would be buried by the chelation of alanine residues from Pl-P3 
and P8-P9 with no residues built into positions P4-P7. This buried surface was increased to 
57% by the substitution of AlaP2 to ArgP2. This suggests that the predominant direct interac- 
tions are at the termini and that the central bulge of the peptide is raised on a solvent bed 
to maximise its contact with the T-cell receptor (TCR). 
(Text see page 180). 

Figure 7-5. Side view of the model of HLA-A*0201 with peptide showing the asymmetry of 
the molecule. In the immunoglobulin-like a 3  and ~2-microglobulin domains the asymmetry 
of the packing gives rise to an atypical immunoglobulin (Ig) pairing. A slight shift in domain 
disposition, with respect to that in HLA-A2, in the membrane proximal Ig-like domains has 
been observed in the structures of HLA-B27 and H-2Kb. 
(Text see page 180). 
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Figure 7-18. Overlay of five conformers (displayed in magenta, red, purple, green and cyan) 
from the simulation of the Arg-P2 residue of the EBNA 3C peptide in the “45-pocket” of 
HLA-B*2705. It may be clearly observed that TIP451 is stationary throughout the simulation. 
The movements of the Arg-P2 side chain are small and are co-operative with those of TIP456, 
a water residue which is involved in the square planar hydrogen bonding network in the P2 
pocket. (Text see page 207). 
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1.1 Introduction 

There have been considerable advances in the field of computer simulation of mole- 
cular systems since the basic algorithms and early applications to simple liquid 
systems were published [l-51. The complexity and size of the systems being studied, 
and the number of applications which are published annually have increased enor- 
mously during the past decade. This expansion is correlated with the improvements 
in computer hardware [6] and the wider availability of simulation software. Projects 
which were not practicable in the 1970s became feasible using supercomputers during 
the 1980s, and have now become routine applications on high speed workstations. 
Thus, we can now reserve the current supercomputers for the most sophisticated, and 
hopefully most realistic, modelling applications at the cutting edge of computational 
science. 

The number of computer simulation and molecular modelling studies reported in 
the past five years is so large that it is difficult to cover comprehensively even the 
subset of studies involving the behaviour of the macromolecules, such as proteins 
and DNA, that are the subject of this book. In this area of structural molecular 
biology, brief annual reviews of both methodological advances and applications are 
now available [7-91. In this book, the focus is on an in depth consideration of par- 
ticular applications which have been chosen to highlight current areas of research, 
rather than methodologies, which are considered briefly in this chapter. This selec- 
tion has been made in the full knowledge that many other interesting areas of 
research in this very active subject have been omitted. 

1.2 What is Computer Simulation? 

The term ‘computer simulation and modelling of macromolecules’ is used to encom- 
pass a wide range of techniques. It is possible to divide these, somewhat artefactually, 
into three classes : knowledge or rule based methods, quantum mechanical methods, 
and classical ‘potential energy’ based techniques. These three areas are not mutually 
exclusive, and it may be necessary to combine quantum mechanical and classical 
methods to tackle particular problems, as well as to refine rule-based models using 
classical ‘potential energy’ methods. However, each class of methods forms a 
substantial research area in itself and it would be difficult to give detailed considera- 
tion to all of these classes in one book. Consequently, the focus of this book is on 
one of them, the classical potential energy based methods, which include energy 
minimization, Monte Carlo methods, and molecular dynamics. No attempt has been 
made to describe the numerous methods and applications in the area of quantum 
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mechanics. However, it has been impossible to resist the temptation to include an 
example from the extremely important area of rule based modelling of protein struc- 
ture. 

1.3 Methods 

The classical methods involving energy calculations are continually being updated 
and improved. However, the underlying principles remain the same. They all require 
input of an atomistic starting model (i. e. atomic coordinates), a mathematical 
description of the interaction energy between all pairs of atom types (i. e. force field), 
and the definition of the constraints on the system usually in terms of size, 
temperature, and volume or pressure. The basic simulation algorithms provide dif- 
ferent methods for the sampling of the equilibrium configurations of a molecular 
system, and detailed descriptions of the methods are available in the literature 
(e. g. [lo- 121). Protocols such as simulated annealing have been developed to deal 
with flexible peptides such as those described in Chapter 3. Long timescale simulated 
annealing studies have also been used in attempts to simulate protein unfolding 
[13- 161. Other time-consuming calculations are those needed for the estimation of 
free energy differences between similar molecular systems [17], and appkations of 
such calculations are given for mutants of barnase (Chapter 4) and ion transport in 
channels (Chapter 6) .  

Many force fields have been developed during the past twenty years [18-271, these 
are often associated with a particular software package, although several recent pro- 
grams offer a choice. There are several studies in the literature which compare the 
different force fields [28 -311 and their underlying approximations. One frequently 
used approximation involves the representation of the solvent implicity by modifica- 
tion of intra and intersolute forces, rather than explicitly including solvent molecules. 
This approximation is made because the explicit inclusion of solvent substantially in- 
creases the number of atoms in the system and is consequently very time-consuming. 
The use of implicit solvent representations is not however without drawbacks, and 
the effects of different solvent representations are considered in detail in Chapter 5 
for nucleic acids and in Chapter 6 for proteins. 

Another almost universial assumption has been the use of isotropic potentials to 
describe the electrostatic interactions between the molecule’s constituent atoms. 
Techniques are now available which take account of anisotropic electrostatic effects 
such as the use of electrostatic multipoles on each atomic site [32-341. 

Long range electrostatic interactions are generally omitted in order to minimise 
the time required to carry out a simulation of a large macromolecular system. The 
effects of this truncation of the electrostatic interactions in the system have recently 
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been assessed [35] and found to alter some properties of the system. Methods to effi- 
ciently approximate the long range interactions have been applied recently to 
biological systems [36] in an effort to minimise these truncation effects. 

The underlying constraint in an application of simulation techniques to macro- 
molecular problems is often computer resources which may limit the size of the 
system, the sophistication of the force field and/or the length of time for which the 
simulation can be undertaken. The latter is important as recent papers are emphasis- 
ing the need for simulations of a nanosecond or longer [37, 381 in order to obtain 
representative samples of the equilibrium configurations of large biological macro- 
molecules. Important recent developments which will help to reduce the user time 
necessary to carry out macromolecular simulations include the use of multiple 
timestep algorithms [39] and parallel architecture computers. Specific changes to 
algorithms have been made to take advantage of a number of different types of par- 
allel hardware [40-431. 

1.4 Prediction of Molecular Conformation 

One of the major applications of molecular simulation algorithms is the prediction 
of the conformation of macromolecules. Simulated annealing methods are now used 
routinely to refine both X-ray crystallographic [44] and NMR solution structure [45] 
of proteins and DNA, often prior to conventional least-squares restrained refine- 
ment. In other applications, only limited experimental data may be available for the 
required structure and these data may only be used to generate the starting model 
which is refined using molecular dynamics. For example, one may be interested in 
predicting the solution structure of a molecule given its crystal structure (Chapter 6), 
predicting the conformation of a complex between receptor and ligand when only 
the structures of the uncomplexed molecules are known [46], or predicting the effect 
of chemical modification on a structure [47, 481. There are numerous examples of 
these types of applications [7-91. An example of the use of simulation to study the 
important problem of the binding of peptides to the MHC class I antigen is 
described in Chapter 7. Energy minimization and molecular dynamics may also be 
used to refine rule-based or homology built models of proteins such as those 
described in Chapters 2 and 7. 
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1.5 Flexibility and Dynamics 

Molecular dynamics methods offer the possibility of studying changes in conforma- 
tion over a period of time ranging from picoseconds to nanoseconds, as well as 
estimating average properties of a system at equilibrium. For example, one can see 
changes in the pucker of the ribose ring in oligonucleotide conformations or the flex- 
ibility of loop regions in proteins. On a longer timescale, some of the most recent 
applications are in the related areas of protein unfolding [13- 161 and stability of pep- 
tides [49]. 

It is interesting to study the minimum energy path by which changes in conforma- 
tion can occur as such a study provides considerable insight into the behaviour of 
large molecules, and can often be carried out much more rapidly than a full simula- 
tion of the process. Techniques to find such reaction coordinates for conformational 
transitions form an important advance in methodology which has only recently been 
applied to biological systems [50, 511. One promising method is described in Chap- 
ter 8 together with an application related to changes in sugar pucker. 

1.6 Thermodynamics 

As simulation techniques are compatit.: with the principles of statisticr. mechanics, 
it is possible to estimate enthalpies and some free energies from simulations of 
molecular systems. As thermodynamic data are usually easier to obtain than struc- 
tural information for macromolecules in solution, comparison of calculated and ex- 
perimental thermodynamic quantities is an important process which gives some in- 
dication of the reliability of a particular simulation. Developments in the 1980s led 
to practical ways of estimating differences in free energy between similar systems 
using thermodynamic cycles. As well as providing information which can help 
validate simulation, such methods are of interest in rational drug design and the 
design of novel molecules. The use of free energy methods allows one to estimate 
the difference in equilibrium behaviour of similar proteins (e. g. the stability of wild 
type versus mutant proteins) as in Chapter 4, and also to compare the binding of dif- 
ferent ligands to the same receptor. Other examples of the application of free energy 
calculations to understanding biological processes include the study of the transport 
of ions and solvent through membrane channels, such as that of the simple mem- 
brane spanning polypeptide gramicidin considered in Chapter 6 .  
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1.7 Summary 

Computer simulation is one of a number of techniques which can be applied in the 
area of structural molecular biology. It is possible to both understand and predict 
conformational, dynamic and thermodynamic properties of macromolecules from 
knowledge about the interactions of their constituent atoms. There are continuous 
technical developments and comparisons with experimental data which are leading 
to more precise and accurate understanding of these complex systems. 
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2.1 Introduction 

The modelling of protein structures comprises a wide variety of activities, covering 
a multitude of sins plus an occasional good deed. Thus, although we shall include 
discussion of claims in addition to hard results (else there would be little to write 
about) we emphasise that “what you get is what you see”, not what people tell you 
that they get: Any method that has not been subjected to controlled blind tests is 
of dubious worth. 

It is useful to start by classifying the types of methods used according to the star- 
ting information, or “input”; and the expected nature and quality of the results, the 
“output”. This paper is not intended as a comprehensive review of research on the 
protein folding and protein structure prediction problems. Nor is it a step-by-step 
guide to constructing a protein model. Instead it is an introduction to a number of 
methods that can be applied now to problems of modelling the structure of a protein 
sequence, with the emphasis on allowing the reader who wants to build a model to 
decide whether his goals are currently practicable. Improvements that can reasonably 
be expected in the future are also outlined. 

2.1.1 The Difficulty of Protein Structure Prediction 

It is generally accepted that the amino acid sequences of proteins contain sufficient 
information to specify how the linear chain folds up into a compact 3-D structure. 
The evidence for this is the type of protein refolding experiments carried out first 
by Anfinsen [l] and extended by many workers to other systems. The existence of 
“chaperone” proteins, which are in some cases necessary for protein folding, 
modifies but does not overturn the fundamental general principle [2]. It should be 
noted that the ability of many intact proteins to refold after denaturation proves that 
their folding does not depend on the process of protein synthesis: it cannot be true 
that the initially-synthesised N-terminus must serve as a nucleus for folding. 

We take as our starting point, therefore, that the amino acid sequence of a protein 
determines the conformation. Nature therefore has an “algorithm” for mapping a 
set of amino acid sequences into three-dimensional structures. There are two possible 
approaches to trying to predict structure from sequence : deductive methods based 
on general physico-chemical principles (this is what nature does), and inductive ap- 
proaches based on studies of the known protein structures, including modelling by 
homology. 

Since the folding of an extended chain is a dynamic process the most physically 
realistic approach to the problem is the simulation of the motion of all atoms of a 
protein chain (molecular dynamics: MD) [3]. There are a number of currently in- 
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surmountable problems with this approach that have deprived it of the success it 
should in principle someday achieve. The major problems are limitations on com- 
puter time (currently time intervals of at most nanoseconds can be simulated with 
today’s fastest computers, whereas protein folding is thought to occur over seconds); 
and the problem of incomplete and inexact representation of the thermodynamic in- 
teractions - particularly the problem of appropriately representing the protein- 
water interaction (proteins fold in an aqueous environment which must be 
represented explicitly and accurately) - and other uncertainties about the interac- 
tion potentials used between atoms in the system, particularly the electrostatic terms. 
MD can however be usefully applied to modelling problems where there are suffi- 
cient conformational restraints, 

All other a priori prediction methods are less physically realistic than the above 
and involve either unproven assumptions or unlikely generalisations (or both). No 
method that might be expected to become generally successful is in sight. 

As a priori prediction is unsuccessful, we are fortunate that - unlike a protein 
chain folding in vivo - modellers can make use of knowledge from all known pro- 
tein sequences and structures when predicting a protein fold. It is the extraction and 
application of this information that is the basis for all successful prediction methods. 
Central to such methods is the idea of homology. 

2.1.2 The Idea of Homology Between Proteins 

Two proteins are homologous if they are related by natural evolutionary processes. 
Many homologous sequences are sufficiently closely related that their amino acid se- 
quences can be aligned so that the number of similar or identical pairs of amino 
acids at aligned positions is greater than expected by chance. An alignment may con- 
tain gaps because as a protein sequence evolves both mutation and insertion/deletion 
events can occur in the encoding DNA. 

Forming an accurate alignment of the amino acid sequences is absolutely essential 
for useful model building. When the divergence of the sequences has left no fewer 
than about 40% of the residues identical in an optimal alignment, it is likely that 
the standard sequence-alignment methods will provide a correct alignment [4]. In- 
deed, such an alignment is prima facie evidence for homology, which of course can 
only rarely be detected directly. (The exceptions are cases of obvious gene duplication 
and divergence. A classic example of this is the two domains of rhodanese [5 ] . )  When 
sequences have diverged substantially farther than this 40% threshold, it may be im- 
possible to determine the correct alignment from pairs of sequences only, but it may 
be possible to determine a correct alignment from a comparison of the structures, 
provided of course that they are available. Also, multiple sequence alignments are 
much more informative than alignments of only a single pair of sequences. In ex- 
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treme cases, the sequences may have diverged so far that even the fact of a relation- 
ship cannot be detected from the sequences alone, and it is usually impossible to 
distinguish true homology from convergent evolution. We shall discuss this point in 
more detail below. 

Close similarities among protein sequences allow proteins of different function or 
from different organisms to be clustered into families. This clustering provides 
evidence for homology, indicating that each member of a family is evolutionarily 
related and derived from a common ancestor. It is observed that homologous protein 
sequences also have similar 3-D structures and the relationship between sequence 
divergence and structure divergence has been quantified [6, 71. But structural 
similarity is often observed even if no sequence homology can be detected. A well- 
known example is the family containing hexokinase, heat shock protein 70 (hsp70) 
and actin: although many sequences were available, these were not known to be 
related until the structures of hsp70 and actin were solved and found to be very 
similar [B]. The converse - sequence similarity without structural similarity - has 
not been observed for anything other than very short peptides [9]. The conclusion 
is that protein structure is better conserved in evolution than protein sequence, and 
sufficient overall sequence similarity between proteins implies homology and a 
similarity of conformation. This idea underlies the methods of protein modelling we 
shall discuss. 

2.1.3 A Summary of What Can and Cannot be Predicted 

Figure 2-1 contains a representation of the current state of the art of protein struc- 
ture prediction. Vertically we characterise the input information: how much is 
known about proteins related to the target protein. Horizontally we characterise the 
output information: the more information we have about relatives of the target se- 
quence, the more - and the higher the quality - of the predictions we can make. 
Both input (unknown sequence) and output (structure prediction) axes can be 
divided into two distinct parts: 

For an input above the dashed horizon line, the sequence to be modelled can be 
shown to be homologous to at least one other sequence the 3-D structure of which 
is known. An input below the horizon line is homologous only to other sequences 
the structure of which are unknown, or no homologies are known at all. 

For an output to the left of the dashed vertical line 3-D structures are predictable 
with some degree of confidence and accuracy. Right of the vertical line a l-D struc- 
ture (i. e. secondary structure prediction), with perhaps hints of super-secondary 
structure, is the best result that is likely to be obtained. 

The main message of this figure is that if the input sequence cannot be linked to 
any protein of known structure then no >l-D structure can be predicted with any 
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Figure 2-1. An overview of the state of the art in structure prediction. This figure is organised 
into different categories of potential input information and different categories of potential 
output information. It describes the dependence of the quality and extent of detail of possible 
inferences, on the information available when undertaking a modelling project. The terms 1 - 4  
2-D and 3-D structure under “Output Prediction” refer to the information predicted: 1-D 
means that only the structural state (e. g. a-helix, P-strand, turn, coil) of a residue is predicted. 
2-D means that a list of interactions to each residue is predicted (e. g. contact map). 3-D means 
that the geometry of interactions of each residue is predicted (e. g. full threedimensional 
model). Note that the prediction of 1-D information may involve contributions from 2-D in- 
formation (e. g. Secondary Structure Prediction (I-D) involves i - i - n . . . i - i + n terms). 

confidence. This is a restatement of the protein folding problem outlined in Sec- 
tion 2.1.2. What is interesting is how the dashed lines are moving: For the input the 
horizontal is moving with respect to the proportion of the sequences of unknown 
structure which lie on each side. Progress is being made in aligning all known protein 
sequences to at least one known structure, as the sensitivity of the aligment programs 
improves and the database of known structures increases in size. A recent test case 
analysis of the 182 proteins identified in Yeast chromosome I11 [lo, 111 showed that 
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14 Yo of sequences could be associated with a protein of known structure using stan- 
dard sequence alignment methods. 

For the output, the dividing line may soon become blurred if it becomes possible 
to predict more than just secondary structure (1-D) when families of homologous se- 
quences are considered together. The Yeast chromosome I11 analysis found that 24% 
of sequences could be associated with an existing sequence family that had no known 
structure. As more proteins are sequenced such families are coming to have increas- 
ingly large numbers of members with wider sequence diversity. Since related se- 
quences may all be expected to adopt the same fold, any prediction must be consis- 
tent with each sequence in such a family. This is a considerable restriction and has 
allowed significant improvements in 1-D secondary structure prediction [12- 141, the 
latter method being available to anyone with access to electronic mail (send “help” 
to Predictprotein @ embl-heidelberg-de). Since the number of natural folds is 
thought to be finite and may be as small as 1000 [I51 there will come a time when 
all new sequences can be associated with a known protein structure. There is 
therefore something of a race between various methods - fold recognition versus 
fold prediction - that seek to eliminate the current “unpredictable” region of se- 
quence space. 

Figure 2-1 does not include all protein modelling exercises, as it omits designed 
sequences. It is important to realise that even if methods to predict a structure consis- 
tent with a large family of sequences are developed, this is not a solution of the 
folding problem. The assumptions that (1) any sequence folds and (2) folds are 
similar among homologous sequences are based on evolutionary reasoning, for se- 
quences that do not fold would be selected against and would not therefore be 
observed by chance, and significant sequence homologies are only likely to occur 
through divergent evolution, i. e. from a single fold. Designed sequences may not fold 
like the sequence to which they appear to be related and in many cases may not fold 
at all. In order to be able predict the structure of a designed sequence it will be 
necessary to predict structure from individual sequences, ignoring evolutionary rela- 
tions, i.e. to solve the a priori folding problem [16]. 

2.2 Proving a Sequence/Structural Relationship 

The first stage in any modelling project should be to compare the sequence of the 
protein of interest with the contents of sequence databases. There are many sequence 
alignment programs available that can do this with varying speed and sensitivity. The 
objective is to find homologous sequences of known structure, but finding any 
homologous sequence is useful since it provides additional information about the 
protein to be modelled. 
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The database of known structures, the PDB (Protein Data Bank) [17, 181 contains 
more than 3000 experimentally determined protein structures (Jan95 release) 
although by sequence homology these can be clustered into less than 400 distinct 
families [19], and by structural superposition into perhaps not more than 150 folds 
[20]. For each of these structures a file exists which contains all clearcut alignments 
between the sequence of that structure and all sequences in the protein sequence 
database Swissprot [21]. These “HSSP” files (homology-derived secondary structure 
of proteins) [22] are available by anonymous FTP over internet from ftp.emb1- 
heidelberg.de. If the sequence in question is not listed in any HSSP file it does not 
necessarily mean there is no relationship to any known structure: either the sequence 
is too new to be in the version of Swissprot used to generate the HSSP files or any 
homology is too weak be identified by such a method. Clearcut homology is con- 
sidered to exist where more than 40% of residues are identical in both sequences 
after alignment. HSSP files contain weaker homologies than this (down to around 
30%) although such alignments should be evaluated carefully. Still weaker 
alignments may be detected by other methods: The detection of weak homologies 
by sequence methods alone is a science in itself. A wide number of methods are 
available but it requires experience to distinguish a real alignment from a false, ran- 
dom one [23, 241. 

To try to detect structural similarities where sequence homologies are near the 
noise threshold, additional information must be included in the alignment pro- 
cedure. The two possible sources are multiple sequence information and structural 
information. 

Rather than try to detect overall homologies, an alternative approach is to look 
for conserved sequence motifs. These are short regions of conserved sequence and 
can be found by examining a multiple sequence alignment. If a number of conserved 
motifs can be found, a search “template” can be constructed, being a series of 
motifs linked by variable lengths of connecting sequence. If an input sequence is a 
member of a sequence family, a template can be constructed for that family and used 
to search the sequence database looking for a match to a sequence of known struc- 
ture. There are also motif databases, collecting in Amos Bairoch’s Prosite [25] that 
can be scanned with appropriate software [26]. An example of the use of this techni- 
que to produce a successful fold recognition and subsequent modelling was the 
recognition that the HIV protease resembles half of an aspartic protease and as a 
dimer has the same active site [27]. In this case, although it was only the active site 
sequence Asp-Thr-Gly that was clearly a conserved motif, the protein chains turned 
out to have very similar folds. 

Nevertheless, a conserved motif or motifs does not prove a global structural 
similarity and could even be a result of convergent rather than divergent evolution. 
For instance, the GTP binding site motif GxGxxG is common to a large number of 
protein families with folds of substantially different topology but which share a com- 
mon active site [25]. Therefore identification of a protein by a motif may permit in- 
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ferences about and even a model of a binding site, but it may not be possible to ex- 
tend the model to the entire structure. In general, matching folds based on small 
fragments must be done with care. 

Although the use of sequence templates has made weak structural relationships 
detectable, the weakness of the method is that it tends to concentrate on small 
regions of the sequence and does not test if two sequences are likely to have the same 
fold. Recently it was realised that traditional sequence alignment ignores a lot of 
potential extra information if the structure corresponding to one of the sequences 
is known [28, 291. Rather than aligning sequences using global residue exchange 
matrices as is done in normal sequence alignment, different exchange matrices are 
used for different residue positions depending on structural environment [30, 311. In 
many ways this is similar to sequence template methods except that the substitution 
pattern used at each position in the sequence is derived from the expected substitu- 
tion pattern for the structural environment at that point (e. g. helix/sheet/coil; 
buried/exposed; polar/nonpolar neighbours, Figure 2-2) rather than the observed 
substitution pattern at a position in a multiple sequence alignment. An extension of 
this approach is to consider residue-residue interactions in the known structure in the 
form of a potential for further constraints on an alignment [32-341. 

\ la,, 

Fraction 

environment 
polar 4 O % k  emi-pda 

Partly exposed; 

buried: 'u I 

Figure 2-2. Bowie, Luethy and Eisenberg [30] characterise the environments of residues in 
proteins in three categories: the degree of their exposure to solvent, the polarity of the atoms 
with which they are in contact (six classes are shown here. secondary structure: helix, sheet 
and other. This gives a total of 3 X 6 = 18 classes. The statistical preference of certain amino 
acids for certain classes can be applied to methods for identifying folding patterns and detec- 
tion of errors in structures. 
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The use of structural information in sequence alignment can be thought of as 
“threading” a sequence of unknown structure onto the fold of the known structure 
and measuring the quality of the fit [35, 361. Such techniques are more sensitive than 
traditional sequence alignment techniques but it is not yet clear by how much. At 
present no method can cluster folds in the structural database as well as searches 
using structural superposition [37]. For example, a very common fold is that of the 
a/p (TIM) barrel. At least 20 examples of this fold exist, the relationship between 
which cannot be recognised by sequence alignment methods [38]. Although it seems 
likely that at least some barrels may have evolved by convergent evolution [39], a 
perfect fold recognition algorithm should able to cluster them all together in an 
unambiguous way due to the particular symmetry of this fold. Although there has 
been progress on this front [40] no method can currently achieve this without either 
missing some or including unrelated folds. 

If after use of these methods an input sequence can be linked to a known struc- 
ture, prediction of the structure can proceed through homology modelling (Sec- 
tion 2.3). If not, pure structural prediction methods must be used (Section 2.4). In 
many cases it will be unclear whether a fold has been recognised or not. The only 
solution is to try to build a model based on the presumed structural similarity and 
then attempt to test its validity (in a similar way that a designed sequence is tested 
for compatibility with the fold it is meant to adopt (Section 2.4.2)). Even then the 
results may well be ambiguous. A current example of such uncertainty is the model 
of Hsp70 C-terminal domain based on the HLA binding site [41]. Despite con- 
siderable detailed analysis it remains difficult to decide, without an experimental 
structure determination, whether this model is right or wrong. 

2.3 Modelling Starting from a Known Structure 

2.3.1 Evolution of Protein Structures 

In order to understand the possibilities and limitations of model-building by 
homology, it is necessary to appreciate the kinds of structural changes that occur as 
proteins diverge. Numerous studies analysing the structural relationships between 
related proteins [42], and the dependence of structural divergence on sequence 
divergence [6, 71, provide us with the ability to estimate quantitatively how successful 
a model-building exercise can be, knowing how closely the target protein and its 
homologues are related. 

Natural variations in families of homologous proteins reveal how the structures 
accomodate changes in amino acid sequence. There are several accepted measures of 
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divergence of sequences; we have used the percent identical residues in the alignment 
of the sequences. There is the corresponding problem of calibrating a measure of 
the similarity of two or more structures, or portions of structures. A useful mathe- 
matical technique is to determine the optimal “least-squares” superposition of a pair 
of structures or parts of structures. By this we mean the following: We fix the posi- 
tion and orientation of one of the structures, and vary the position and orientation 
of the other to find the minimum value of the sum of the squares of the distances 
between the corresponding atoms. The square root of the average value of the 
squared distances between corresponding atoms is the root-mean-square (r. m. s.) 
deviation. If the two objects were precisely congruent, it would be possible to 
superimpose them exactly, and the r. m. s. deviation would be zero. In real cases, the 
“fit” of two nonidentical structures is never exact, and the minimal r. m. s. deviation 
is a quantitative measure of the structural difference. 

Included in the approximately 3000 protein structures now known are several 
members of families in which the molecules maintain the same basic folding pattern 
over ranges of sequence homology from near-identity down to below 20%. In both 
closely and distantly related proteins the general response to mutation is conforma- 
tional change. The maintenance of function in widely divergent sequences requires 
the integration of the response to mutations over all or at least a large portion of 
the molecule. 

It is the ability of protein structures to accommodate mutations in nonfunctional 
residues that permits a large amount of apparently nonadaptive change to occur. 
Residues active in function, such as the proximal histidine of the globins or the 
catalytic serine, histidine and aspartate of the serine proteases, are resistant to muta- 
tion because changing them would interfere, explicitly and directly, with function. 
Most buried residues are in the well-packed interfaces between helices and sheets. 
During the course of evolution, the buried residues remain hydrophobic, but can 
change size. Mutations that change the volumes of buried residues generally do not 
change the conformations of individual helices or sheets, but produce distortions of 
their spatial assembly. These tend to take the form of rigid-body shifts and rota- 
tional, which may be as large as 7 A, but more typically are 3-5 A. Surface residues 
not involved in function are usually free to mutate. Loops on the surface can often 
accomodate changes by local refolding 1431. 

The nature of the forces that stabilise protein structures sets general limita- 
tions on these conformational changes; other constraints derived from function vary 
from case to case. In some protein families large movements are coupled to conserve 
the structure of the active site (e.g., the globins); in others, active sites of alterna- 
tive structure are found (e. g., cytochromes c). In proteins that for functional reasons 
cannot tolerate conformational change - such as those with multiple binding sites 
that must maintain a relative spatial disposition, or those that must maintain a sur- 
face involved in complex formation - amino acid sequences are more highly con- 
served. 
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Families of related proteins tend to retain similar folding patterns. If one examines 
sets of related proteins (see Figures 2-3 and 2-4) it is clear that although the general 
folding pattern is preserved, there are distortions which increase progressively as the 
amino acid sequences diverge. These distortions are not uniformly distributed 
throughout the structure. Instead, in any family of proteins there is a core of the 
structure that retains the same qualitative fold, and other parts of the structure that 
change conformation radically. To explain the idea of the common core of two struc- 
tures, consider the letters B and R. Considered as structures they have a common 
core which corresponds to the letter P. Outside the common core they differ: at the 
bottom right B has a loop and R has a diagonal stroke. 

Figure 2-3. -0 closely-related proteins: (a) actinidin (crystal structure by E. N. Baker and 
E. J. Dodson [go]) and (b) papain (crystal structure by I. G. Kamphuis et al. [91]). The amino 
acid sequences of these molecules have about 50 070 identical residues. 

Figure 2-4. W o  distantly-related proteins: (a) poplar leaf plastocyanin (crystal structure by J. 
M. Guss and H. C. Freeman [92]) and (b) A. denitrificuns azurin (crystal structure by 
G. E. Norris, B. F. Anderson and E. N. Baker [93]). The circle near the top of the structure 
marks the position of the copper. In this case the double P-sheet portion of these molecules 
retains the same fold, but the long loop at the left changes its conformation completely. 
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It should be emphasised that, only the residues of the core can be aligned, that 
is, there is some correct residue-residue correspondence that links residues with the 
same structural context in two proteins. If one deals with sequences only, the stan- 
dard sequence alignment procedures will reproduce this correct structure alignment 
provided the sequences are sufficiently closely related. However, an error that is often 
made is to suggest, on the basis of sequences alone, that residues outside the core 
“align poorly”. What is in fact happening is that the residues outside the core cannot 
be aligned at all, because so much insertion and deletion has taken place that the 
trace of evolution has been entirely obscured. The examples of plastocyanin and 
azurin illustrate this point well. Of course, without analysis of the structures, this is 
not easy to detect, but it would be well if molecular biologists would stop thinking 
about “well-aligning” regions and “poorly-aligning” regions, but about “alignable” 
and “nonalignable” regions. 

Figure 2-3, showing actinidin and papain, illustrates two structures that are quite 
closely related. The sequences of these molecules have 49% residue identity in the 
common core. The common core consists of almost the entire structure except for 
small loop regions on the surface. The structural deviation is very small: the Ca 
atoms of the residues of the common core can be superposed to within an average 
deviation of 0.77 A. 

Figure 2-4, showing plastocyanin and azurin, shows two distantly-related pro- 
teins. In this case the common core is limited to less than 50% of the structure. It 
is clear that the long loop at the left has entirely refolded. (The fact that this region 
contains a helix in each molecule does not imply that the helices are homologous: 
in fact they are independent.) Nevertheless, the selective constraint on function has 
preserved the geometry of the copper-binding site. 

Systematic studies of the structural differences between pairs of related proteins 
have defined a quantitative relationship between the divergence of amino acid se- 
quence of the core of a family of structures and the divergence of structure. As the 
sequence diverges, there are progressively increasing distortions in the main chain 
conformation, and the fraction of the residues in the core usually decreases. Until 
the fraction of identical residues in the sequence drops below about 40-50%, these 
effects are relatively modest: almost all the structure remains in the core, and the 
deformation of the main chain atoms are on the average no more than 1.0 A. Ac- 
tinidin and papain illustrate this regime (Figure 2-3). With increasing sequence 
divergence, some regions refold entirely, reducing the size of the core, and the distor- 
tions of the residues remaining within the core increase in magnitude. Plastocyanin 
and azurin illustrate this effect (Figure 2-4). 

Figure 2-5 shows results from comparing pairs of homologous proteins from 
related families, including globins, cytochromes-c, immunoglobulin domains, serine 
proteases, lysozymes, sulphydryl proteases, dihydrofolate reductases, and plasto- 
cyanin-azurin. Each point corresponds to a pair of proteins: After determining the 
core of the structure, the number of identical residues in the aligned sequences of 
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the core was counted, and the root-mean-square deviation of the main chain atoms 
of the core was calculated. (The points corresponding to 100% residue identity are 
proteins for which the structure was determined in two or more crystal environments, 
and the deviations show that crystal packing forces can modify slightly the confor- 
mation of the proteins.) Figure 2-6 shows the changes in the fraction of residues in 
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Figure 2-5. The relationship between the divergence of the amino-acid sequence of the core 
of related proteins and the divergence of the main chain conformation of the core. 
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the core as a function of sequence divergence. In pairs of distantly related proteins 
the size of the cores can vary: In some cases the fraction of residues in the core re- 
mains high, in others it can drop to below 50% of the structure. 

2.3.2 Techniques 

A general outline of the steps involved in model building by homology is as follows: 

1. The sequence of unknown structure is aligned to the sequence(s) of known struc- 
ture and the sequence of unknown structure is divided into SCR’s and SVR’s: 
regions where the alignment has sufficient sequence conservation to be conserved 
structurally (alignable) are defined as SCR’s (Structurally Conserved Regions). 
The remaining regions (nonalignable - including but not restricted to loop 
regions) are defined as SVR’s (Structurally Variable Regions). 

2. The main chain conformation and spatial relationship of the SCR’s are taken 
from the coordinates of the known structure to which they were aligned. Confor- 
mations are generated for each SVR in the sequence, with correct endpoint 
geometry and length, which do not clash sterically with the rest of the structure, 
either using a database search method [44] or any alternative approach. This 
creates a complete continuous main chain model. 

3. Side chains are built onto the main chain model and their conformations op- 
timised. 

2.3.2.1 Alignment and Division into SCR’s and SVR’s 

Discovering a relationship between an input sequence and a structure does not 
necessarily give a full or accurate alignment. Frequently more sensitive alignment 
techniques not designed for fold recognition can give a more accurate alignment 
once the sequences to align have been identified. It is important to keep the lessons 
from evolution in mind (Section 2.3.1): There will be regions where there are several 
possible alternative alignments and there will be regions that cannot be aligned 
(nonalignable) because they are structurally different. 

The first of these problems can be tackled by using as much information as possi- 
ble (multiple sequence alignments for both known and unknown) and by exploring 
significant alternative sub-optimal alignments [45, 461, and if necessary, by building 
multiple structural models using alternative alignments. 

The second problem is to distinguish the regions in which the input sequence has 
the same fold as the model (SCR’s) and where it is different (SVR’s). Clearly where 
there are insertions and deletions the chain trace of the model must be different; 
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however, regions on either side of any deletion may also have a changed conforma- 
tion. Secondary structure prediction (SSP) may be useful at this point to see whether 
there is a strong change in the prediction at any point where the alignment is weak. 
Regions that have been identified as SVR’s must be predicted by methods described 
in the next section, as “loops” connecting the two chain ends of the preceding and 
following SCR’s. 

2.3.2.2 Modelling Loop Regions 

The term “loops” refers to sections of the polypeptide chain that connect regions 
of secondary structure. Frequently, helices and strands of sheet run across a protein 
or domain from one surface to another, and loops are characterised by (a) appearing 
on the surfaces of proteins and (b) reversing the direction of the chain. A typical 
globular protein contains one third of its residues in loops. 

In model-building by homology, loops often present special problems because 
they are often the sites of insertion and deletions. Frequently the residues cannot be 
aligned with those of the parent molecule because of this. Special techniques have 
therefore been developed to build loops, assuming that the core of the target protein 
has already been modelled. 

Hairpin loops (those that connect successive strands of antiparallel P-sheet) have 
been studied extensively to classify them and to elucidate the determinants of their 
conformations [47-571. Most residues of proteins have their main chains in one of 
two sterically-favourable conformations (these correspond to the conformations of 
a-helices and P-sheets). However, in order for a short region of polypeptide chain 
3-4 residues in length to reverse direction, and fold back on itself to form a loop, 
a residue that takes up a conformation outside these usual states is generally re- 
quired. The conformations of short loops therefore depend primarily on the position 
within the loop of special residues - usually Gly, Asn or Pro - that allow the chain 
to take up an unusual conformation. As pointed out by Sibanda and Thornton [55], 
the conformation of a short hairpin can often be deduced from the position in the 
sequence of such special residues. 

These general rules are however of limited utility for the understanding and 
prediction of the conformations of many functionally important loop regions ; for 
instance the antigen-binding loops of immunoglobulins. Many loops are not short, 
or not hairpins, or neither; and the determinants of their conformations are not en- 
tirely intrinsic to the amino acid sequence of the loop itself, but involve tertiary in- 
teractions : hydrogen bonding and packing. Indeed, even for some short hairpins, ter- 
tiary interactions can override the predisposition of the sequence, to determine a con- 
formation of the loop that does not follow these sequence-structure correlations. An 
example important in immunoglobulin structure is the second hypervariable region 
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of the VH domain (H2). The size of the residue at site 71, a site in the conserved 
0-sheet of the VH domain, is a major determinant of the conformation and position 
of this loop [58]. 

Several general methods have been developed for prediction of the conformations 
of loops in proteins. The antigen-binding loops of antibodies have received special 
attention, and some special methods have been developed for them [52]. 

Prediction of Loop Conformations by Energy Calculations. The main chain confor- 
mation of a loop attached to a given framework must obey the constraint that the 
chain must connect two fixed endpoints using a specified number of residues. For 
loops of fewer than about six residues, it is possible to enumerate a fairly complete 
set of main chain and side chain conformations that bridge the given endpoints and 
do not make steric collisions within the loop or between the loop and the rest of the 
molecule. The search procedure can be fine enough to be sure to produce a loop close 
to the correct one. 

However, there are in general many possible loops of different internal conforma- 
tions that bridge a given pair of endpoints. To choose one of them as the predicted 
conformation, it is possible to estimate conformational energies and evaluate the ac- 
cessible surface areas of each loop - in the context of the remainder of the protein 
- and set criteria for selecting the one that appears the most favourable. Typical 
conformational energy calculations include terms representing hydrogen bonding, 
van der Waals, and electrostatic interactions. Accessible surface area calculations 
give estimates of the interaction between the protein and the solvent. This is in princi- 
ple a completely general, automatic and objective procedure. 

Procedures for conformation generation and evaluation have been implemented 
in a number of computer programs, of which the best known is CONGEN, by Bruc- 
coleri and Karplus [59]. (Other similar procedures have been developed by Fine et 
al. [60], and by Moult and James [61].) An application to predicting all six antigen- 
binding loops of McPC603 and HyHELS, based on the program CONGEN, has 
been described by Bruccoleri, Haber and Novotny [62]. The CONGEN procedure 
generates conformations for a single loop, and calculates energies of that loop in the 
context of the fixed portion of the structure. To apply this procedure to the predic- 
tion of several loops - for instance the six loops of an antigen-binding site - a pro- 
tocol must be used that involves a sequential prediction of the loops, starting with 
the loops that interact primarily with the known parts of the molecule, and then pro- 
ceeding to the loops that interact with each other. 

Prediction of Loop Conformations by Data Base Screening. Jones and Thirup [44] 
developed a method of building loops, based on selecting from proteins in the 
database of known structures loops that span the given endpoints and overlap with 
peptides at the loop termini. Vpically, a user selects the endpoints and initiates a 
data base search. The results are displayed interactively at a graphics terminal. 
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W o  general possibilities may arise: All the main chains of the loops found lie 
within a narrow “sheaf” of trajectories between the fixed endpoints. Provided the 
common structure thus indicated does not have steric clashes with the rest of the 
protein, one can adopt the main chain with some confidence as an approximate 
model for the target loop. In many cases there is conservation of a special residue 
- such as Gly, Asn or Pro - that is responsible for the conformation of the 
loop. 

Alternatively, the loops retrieved from the data base may “fan out” broadly. In 
this case, the selection of the model is more hazardous. One can look for the presence 
of special residues - again, Gly, Asn or Pro - at the same positions as in the target 
structure. Alternatively, it has been attempted to determine the conformational 
energies of the loops to select the best one. 

Database searching is the most widely available method for loop building. It is 
a facility of a large number of computer graphics programs as a loop-building option 
and has been incorporated into many automatic model building programs such as 
Composer [63]. 

A particular problem that arises in building a model by grafting loops into a 
model of a set of SCR’s is the possibility of error at the junctions between loops and 
SCR’s. It is useful to apply programs that build a main chain with CP atoms directly 
from Ca coordinates alone, by automatic chain fitting procedures [37, 64, 651. One 
may test a model of the main chain of an entire structure for “self-consistency”, by 
extracting the Ca’s, rebuilding the complete backbone from them, and comparing 
with the starting model. A large number of main chain peptide “flips” between the 
original and automatically generated main chain may show errors in the original 
assumptions from which the model was built. (Such procedures are also useful in 
refinement of models during structure determinations.) 

Special-Purpose Technique for Antigen-Building Loops of Immunoglobulins. Ana- 
lysis of the antigen-binding loops in known structures has shown that the main chain 
conformations are determined by a few particular residues and that only these 
residues, and the overall length of the loop, need to be conserved to maintain the 
conformation of the loop [52]. The conserved residues may be those that can adopt 
special main chain conformations - Gly, Asn or Pro - or that form special 
hydrogen-bonding or packing interactions. Other residues in the sequences of the 
loops are thus left free to vary, to modulate the surface topography and charge 
distribution of the antigen-binding site. 

The ability to isolate the determinants of loop conformation in a few particular 
residues in the sequence makes it possible to analyse the distribution of loop confor- 
mations in the many known immunoglobulin sequences [66]. It appears that at least 
five of the hypervariable regions of antibodies have only a few main chain conforma- 
tions or “canonical structures”. Most sequence variations only modify the surface 
by altering the side chains on the same canonical main chain structure. Sequence 
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changes at a few specific sets of positions switch the main chain to a different 
canonical conformation. 

As an example Figure 2-7 shows the L3 loop from VK McPC603. In this, the most 
common VK L3 conformation, there is a proline at position 95 in the loop, in a cis 
conformation. Hydrogen bonds between the side chain of the residue at position 90, 
just N-terminal to the loop, and the main chain atoms of residues in the loop, 
stabilise the conformation. The side chain is an Asn in McPC603; it can also be a 
Gln or His in other VK chains. The combination of the polar side chain at position 
90 and the proline at position 95 constitute the “signature” of this conformation in 
this loop, from which it can be recognised in a sequence of an immunoglobulin of 
unknown structure. 

b b 
Figure 2-7. An antigen-binding loop from the VK domain of the immunoglobulin McPC603. 
This loop contains a cis-proline, and is stabilised by hydrogen bonding between a polar side 
chain just N-terminal to the loop and inward-pointing main chain atoms in the loop. 

The observed conformations are determined by the interactions of a few residues 
at specific sites in the hypervariable regions and, for certain loops, in the framework 
regions. Hypervariable regions that have the same conformations in different im- 
munoglobulins have the same or very similar residues at these sites. On the basis of 
the canonical structural model, it has been possible to create a detailed roster of the 
canonical conformations of each loop - with the possible exception of H3 which 
is more complicated and still uncertain - and the sets of “signature” residues that 
permit discrimination among them. 

A procedure to predict the structures of the variable domains of immunoglobulins 
has been formulated based on the structures of solved immunoglobulins and the 
canonical structure model of the conformations of the hypervariable loops [65]. 
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1. Align the sequence of the VL and VH chains of the target immunoglobulin with 
the sequences of the corresponding domains in the known immunoglobulin struc- 
tures. 

2. For each domain (VL and VH), select a parent domain from among the cor- 
responding domains of known structure. The percent residue identity with the 
target domain is usually in the range 45 070 and 85 070. 

3. If the selected parent structures for VL and VH domains come from different im- 
munoglobulins, pack them together by a least-squares fit of the main chain atoms 
of residues conserved in the VLVH interface. 

4, Identify the canonical structure of each loop by checking the sequence for the 
particular sets of residues that form the signature of each canonical structure. H3 
is a special case, far more variable in length, sequence and structure; and must 
be modelled by other methods. 

5. Graft a loop from a known immunoglobulin structure - preferably the domain 
from which the framework was built - into the framework model. 

6 .  If a canonical structure for any loop cannot be identified, the loop must be 
modelled by other means. 

7. To build the side chains: At sites where the parent structure and the model have 
the same residue, retain the conformation of the parent structure. If the side chain 
is different, take its conformation, if possible, from an immunoglobulin having 
the same residue in the corresponding position; within hypervariable loops, take 
the side chain conformation only from a loop with the same canonical structure. 

8. Subject the model to limited energy refinement, only to tidy up the stereo- 
chemistry. 

How good a model can be expected from this procedure, assuming the hypothesis 
that for the three loops of the light chain and for the first two of the heavy chain 
a canonical structure present in the data base can be identified? 

The first of several “blind” tests was made on the antilysozyme antibody D1.3 
[6] .  Comparison of this prediction with the best available crystal structure of D1.3 
has shown that all six hypervariable regions had the predicted main chain conforma- 
tions. Other tests are described in Chothia et al. [66] .  The general conclusion is that 
if the structures used as parent structures for the two domains and the loops are high 
resolution, well-refined structures, one can expect the backbone of the framework 
to be correct within 1.0 A r. m. s. deviation, and the backbone of the predicted loops, 
not including the special case of H3, to differ by about 0.7 A r.m.s. deviation on 
average, and by no more than 1.0-1.2 A in all cases. In addition, one can expect the 
positions of Ca  atoms of residues in the loops to shift, relative to the frameworks 
of VL and VH domains, by 1.0-2.0 A typically and by up to 3 A in the worst cases. 
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2.3.2.3 Side Chain Building and Optimisation of Side Chain 
Conformation 

Once a complete main chain model has been constructed side chains need to be built 
and their conformations determined. 

For closely-related proteins, it is observed that most side chains tend to retain con- 
formation - even mutated ones. This is because each side chain, even those on the 
surface, is packed in a cage formed by its neighbours. In closely-related proteins, a 
mutated side chain is likely to find itself in a cage created largely by nonmutated 
neighbours, and must conform itself to it. Therefore the first approximation should 
be: for side chains that have not been changed from the parent structure, retain the 
same conformation; for mutated side chains, retain the same conformation as far 
as the stereochemical similarity will allow. Of course application of this rule will pro- 
duce some sterically impossible combinations. 

An essential step therefore is to adjust the side chain conformations to achieve 
a low-energy conformation. There are now a large number of programs available to 
carry out such building and packing automatically [37, 64, 65, 671 which are pro- 
bably more accurate (and of course much quicker) than manual manipulation [68]. 

Currently available procedures for automatic side chain modelling and packing 
perform quite well when starting from experimental main chain atoms or Ca’s. It 
is not so clear what happens as the position of the main chain in the model becomes 
less and less accurate (as the closeness of the relationship between the input sequence 
and the sequence of known structure decreases). Exact Ca/main chain positions may 
force a unique side chain packing. In contrast, in a real modelling situation Cdmain  
chain positions will be inexact, and packing errors are more likely. In particular, the 
incorrect positioning of a large buried hydrophobic residue can result in serious 
packing errors within a whole region of the hydrophobic core of a protein. 

Finally, once all atoms have been built, the model can be subjected to Energy 
Minimisation (EM) or Molecular Dynamics (MD). EM is a purely cosmetic opera- 
tion. It will remove some bad atom contacts in a model but will not significantly alter 
even side chain conformations. It can be useful however to “clean up” a model by 
small local adjustments. MD can be used to explore a much greater conformational 
space around the model structure than EM. If the changes in conformation are to 
be at all realistic, it is necessary to simulate in the presence of water. However, it is 
important to realise that if the starting model has substantial errors, even a very long 
MD run is very unlikely to improve it. Perhaps the most useful result of such simula- 
tions is to observe how a model moves with time. If the model is wrong it is likely 
to be more unstable when subjected to simulation. 
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2.3.3 Available Modelling Programs 

Homology modelling programs of various degrees of automation are now readily 
available. These include : Insight I1 [69] (commercial, graphics based, Homology 
modelling module: semi automatic); Quanta (commercial, graphics based, semi 
automatic module) ; What If [70] (academic, graphics based, semi automatic 
module); 0 [71] (academic, graphics based, essentially crystallographic modelling 
program but with database loop modelling features); Sybyl (commercial, graphics 
based, semi automatic module based on Composer [72, 731, also available as a non- 
graphical, academic program). All these packages contain essentially a sequence 
alignment program, a database loop searching program and features for optimising 
side chain conformations. For an assessment of the errors associated with such 
modelling procedures see Topham et al. [63]. Such semi-automatic modelling 
packages can very quickly produce models with no bad atom-atom contacts but 
which are partially or completely wrong due to the errors associated with alignment 
and loop building already discussed. Programs for evaluating homology models are 
not generally included in such packages: methods such as those described below 
(Section 2.4.2) should be used to look for errors. Regardless of the results of any 
tests, any user of models built in this way should always be mindful of the likely 
errors. 

2.4 Modelling de novo: Structure Prediction 

When no specific relationship can be found between a sequence of unknown struc- 
ture and any known structure only direct structure prediction methods remain an op- 
tion, and as shown in Figure 2-1, only the secondary structure can be predicted with 
any degree of accuracy at present. 

2.4.1 A Family of Similar Sequences 

Secondary structure prediction (SSP) can carried out on single sequences; however, 
where a family of homologous sequences exist more accurate results can be obtained. 
This has been known for some time [74, 751 but it is with the successful prediction 
[12] of the catalytic subunit of cyclic AMP dependent protein kinase [76] and the 
development of a neural-network based multiple sequence SSP method available 
over the internet by e-mail [13, 141 that use of such methods have become 
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widespread. Such methods make use of multiple sequence information, looking for 
consistency between the predictions for different sequences. It should be noted that 
even given a correct secondary structure assignment, it is very difficult to determine 
how the units fit together in three dimensions. [77]. A table of aligned sequences may 
well contain derivable information about the 3-D structure of a protein but attempts 
to recover it have so far met with no more than sporadic success [12]. However, useful 
deductions about the most likely folded structure can be made in a systematic way 
from a combination of analysis of SSP results and the conservation patterns 
observed in a multiple sequence alignment. Successful predictions using such an ap- 
proach have been made for the annexin [78] and Src homology 2 (SH2) protein 
families [79]. 

2.4.2 A Lone Sequence or a Designed Sequence: 
no Multiple Sequence, no Known Relatives 

This situation is the most unfavourable for model building; as one has no way of 
applying known sequence or structure information. In effect the problem can only 
be handled by a priori methods, Even secondary structure prediction is inaccurate 
for single sequences and therefore the likelihood of building a correct three-dimen- 
sional model is small. 

If there is any suspicion (perhaps on functional grounds) that a natural sequence 
has a certain fold, or in the case of a designed sequence, built to fold in a particular 
way, the situation is slightly better since it is possible to test the likelihood that a se- 
quence can match a particular fold. Methods for doing this include checking polarity 
1801 ; packing quality and residue-residue contact frequencies [81] ; various free 
energy functions incorporating solvation effects [82, 831, hydration and heat stability 
effects and more recently using threading techniques to establish if the sequence is 
compatible with the fold [MI. 

The disadvantages of these methods are that (1) most provide only an assessment 
of the structure as a whole rather than of local regions (models are frequently only 
partially right e. g. [86]) (2) even at this level they are inaccurate, i. e. some experimen- 
tally determined structures are classified as incorrect whereas some misfolded models 
are classed as correct in blind tests and (3) that the results are essentially dependent 
on the quality of the model rather than the correctness of its fold. Moreover, these 
tests only look at the final state and do not assess if the sequence is compatible with 
any pathway to that state. For natural sequences it can be assumed that folding to 
a compact state can be achieved but this is more likely to fail to be the case for 
designed sequences. Current experimental [87] and theoretical work [88] on the 
folding pathways of proteins suggest that there are clear folding initiation sites 
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specified in a protein chain. No method for identifying such sequences directly has 
yet been developed but it would seem clear that many sequences that are compatible 
with the desired final fold may contain no such folding signals. Until an understand- 
ing of the requirements for such sites is developed, de novo protein design [89] will 
remain very difficult, particularly for large proteins. 

2.5 Future Possibilities 

This review has tried to present a snapshot of what is possible now. What are the 
prospects for the near future? 

Research is most active in the area of threading. The many groups developing 
potentials for fold recognition have taken a number of slightly different approaches, 
each with its own advantages. There will be more variations and those in the field 
anticipate substantial further improvements in the potentials. Fold recognition is 
however only the first stage in building a 3-D model. 

Threading methods should ultimately be able to incorporate almost all the 
methods discussed for model building and evaluation so that a single sequence (Sec- 
tion 2.4.2) may be tested against all known folds. It is therefore anticipated that what 
will emerge will not only provide more accurate fold recognition, but the incorpora- 
tion of other, more detailed, model-building techniques to produce a specific three- 
dimensional structural prediction. It is by bringing together the various techniques 
for prediction and testing of structures that the interaction between them will 
ultimately generate the most satisfactory results. 

2.6 Summary 

The explosion of protein sequence and structural information has generated in its 
wake a number of significant advances in protein modelling methods. If a relation- 
ship can be demonstrated between the sequence to be modelled and some known 
structure, a 3-D model of predictable quality can be constructed. If no such relation- 
ship can be shown, models can still be constructed but with little quantification of 
the chance of their being correct. 
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Note Added in Proof 

There is a serious ‘catch 22’ like problem in evaluating the effectiveness of protein 
modelling: if you model a structure that is known, you cannot be sure how biased 
you were by that prior knowledge (since almost no modelling system is entirely a 
black box) whereas if you model a structure that is unknown you cannot assess the 
accuracy of your models. One way around this is to build models ‘just in time’, i. e. 
immediately before publication of an experimentally-determined structure, so it is 
possible to evaluate the accuracy of your model with the confidence that it was a 
blind prediction. When this chapter was written there had been isolated examples of 
this sort of arrangement between theoreticians and experimentalists but they were 
quite rare. 

In the last month there has been a meeting to evaluate the first ever large scale 
protein structure prediction competition, which ran for most of 1994 [94]. - 3 5  
groups made - 150 predictions about - 25 target proteins. The predictions were con- 
sidered in three categories : homology modelling, fold recognition and ab initio 
prediction. The results were instructive: 

Homology modelling naturally gives the most reliable predictions, but despite the 
efforts made to automate the modelling process, it is clear that where the template 
structure used to build the model differs substantially from the experimental struc- 
ture the model is generally wrong: we are unable to model the variations that com- 
monly occur between homologous proteins (loops, man chain shift and the asso- 
ciated different side chain packing) with much greater accuracy than was possible by 
hand 10-15 years ago. 

Although the accuracy of homology modelling was disappointing, the number of 
targets that could potentially be modelled based on a template structure is going to 
increase, since the meeting demonstrated that fold recognition techniques (using new 
methods such as ‘threading’) can already indentify the most similar fold in the struc- 
ture database in a substantial number of cases. Threading is still a very young techni- 
que and it is clear that many improvements can be made, so the accuracy and sen- 
sitivity can only increase. 

Finally, it does appear that useful ab initio structure predictions can be made for 
targets where there are many homologous sequences. Secondary structure prediction 
by the PHD method [13, 141 in such cases is sufficiently reliable for predictors to con- 
sider how these secondary structural elements might be assembled (i. e. to attempt 
a full tertiary prediction) and new techniques are emerging to predict such long range 
interactions based on specialized potentials [95] and correlation information 1961. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Conformational studies of peptides have a long history, with some of the first calcu- 
lations of biological molecules being studies of dipeptides. The first major under- 
standing in the field of peptide and protein conformation came with the finding that 
nearest neighbour interactions have an important part to play in shaping protein con- 
formation [l-31. Today with hundreds of protein crystal structures solved it is still 
found that most of the residues fall within the allowed (q, I,U) region of the 
Ramachandran map. The use of energy parameters [2-51 and minimisation techni- 
ques [6-81 to search for global minimum energy conformations and the subsequent 
application of molecular dynamics techniques [9] to study conformational transi- 
tions and pathways was the next stage in the understanding of peptide and protein 
conformation. Currently, with the advent of more and more sophisticated forcefields 
and integrating algorithms coupled with extremely good graphics visualisation pro- 
grams, molecular modelling using dynamics simulations is becoming a routine tool 
in the study of peptides and proteins. The number of molecular dynamics studies 
on peptides has burgeoned in the last few years. Table 3-1 gives a list (by no means 
complete) of recent peptide modelling studies. As is evident, the combined use of 
NMR data with molecular dynamics simulations is on the increase, and represents 
a pofverful method to obtain structural pointers in explaining bio-activity. 

Peptide hormones are currently of great interest as they control many of the 
homeostatic mechanisms of animals and humans. By modulating the behaviour of 
peptide hormones with agonists or antagonists, it is possible to control many medical 
conditions. There is currently much interest in the pharmaceutical industry in design- 
ing drugs by mimicking the peptide controlling the faulty or diseased biological 
mechanism. We know that hormones bind to a receptor, which is generally a protein, 
by non-bonding interactions. The receptor is only capable of binding molecules if 
they can adopt a specific conformation, the active conformation. However, the struc- 
ture of most receptors is generally not known. This is partly because there are only 
a small number of receptor molecules per cell, which makes it difficult to get enough 
material for structural studies, and partly because many receptors are membrane- 
bound proteins, whose structures are difficult to determine. Our only way out of this 
situation, if no receptor structure is likely to be available, is to attempt to “guess” 
the structure of the active conformation by looking at ligands which are known to 
bind to the receptor. Since peptide hormones are highly flexible, a major part of 
designing the drug is to find out what is the “active conformation” of the hormone, 
by investigating the energetically accessible conformations of the hormone and its 
analogues. 
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Table 3-1. Some recent examples of molecular dynamics studies on small peptides. 

Examples of system studied Remarks Referencea 

Boc-Cys-Val-Pro-Pro-Phe- 
Phe-Cys-OMe 
cyclo enkephalin analogues 

cyclic hexapeptide NK-2 
analogues 
neuropeptide Y analogue 

Tyr-Pro-Gly-Asp-Val 

deltorphin-I1 
antifreeze peptide 38 residue 

antamanide 
LHRH antagonists 

HPLC-6 

anti-adhesive RGD peptides 
defensin antimicrobials 
HNP-1 and NP-2 
c(G1y-Pro-D-Phe-Gly-Val) 

oxytocin 
Boc-Ala-Aib-Ala-OMe 

Ac-Pro-D-Ala-Ala-NMe with 
Ca2 + 
lanthionine-bridged enkephalin 
analogues 
dermophin analogues 

zinc-finger peptide 
cyclic analogue of substance P 

0-glycosylated cyclic peptides 

mastoparan-X 

ribunuclease-S peptide 
c(G1y-Pro-Phe-Val-Phe-Phe) 
cyclic peptide templates 
bombesin and GRP analogues 
tuftsin and analogues 

neurokinin antagonist 

GRF analogues 
Boc-Gly-Val-Gly-Gly-Leu-OMe 

MD in water Zannoti et al., 1993 

MD in polar and apolar 
environs 
NOE-restrained MD 

MD used to confirm 
structures 
MD in solution 

NOE-restrained MD 
MD on ice 

MD in chloroform 
NOE-restrained MD in 
vacuo and solvent 
restrained and free MD 
NOE-restrained MD 

MD in vacuo compared 
with NMR 
restrained MD 
MD with time-averaged 
constraints 
MD coupled with random 
search 
MD compared with NOE 
data 
MD at 600 K with 4 
starting points 
MD in vacuo and water 
NOE-restrained MD in 
DMSO 
NOE-restrained MD in 
vacuo and solvents 
NOE-restrained MD 

MD and free energies 
MD in vacuo and DMSO 
MD at 900 K 
NOE-restrained MD 
high temperature quenched 
MD 
NOE-restrained MD 

NOE-restrained MD 
MD in vacuo 

Chew et al., 1993 

Wollborn et al., 1993 

BeckSickinger et al., 1993 

Karpen et al., 1993, 
Tobias et al., 1991 
Ohno et al., 1993 
Jorgensen et al., 1993 

Bruschweiler et al., 1992 
Rizo et al.. 1992 

Gurrath et al., 1992 
Pardi et al., 1992 

Liu and Giersch, 1992 

Bhaskaran et al., 1992 
Brunne and Leibfritz, 1992 

Michel et al., 1992 

Polinsky et al., 1992 

Wilkes and Schiller, 1992 

Palmer and Case, 1992 
Saulitius et al., 1992 

Kessler et al., 1991, 1992 

Sukumar and Higashijima, 
1992 
Simonson and Brunger, 1992 
Kessler et al., 1992 
Floegel and Mutter, 1992 
Malikayil et al., 1992 
O’Connor et al., 1992 

Malikayil and Harbeson, 
1992 
Fry et al., 1992 
Lelj et al., 1992 
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Table 3-1. (continued). 

Examples of system studied Remarks Referencea 

polyalanine 13 residues 
RGD containing peptides 
cyclic endothelin antagonist 

endothelin-I 

enkephalin derivative 

H helix of myoglobin 
motilin 
c(D-Ala-Phe-Val-Lys-Trp-Phe) 
neuropeptide Y 
vasopressin and antagonists 
polyalanine 

Ala and Val peptides 

nr-Pro-Gly-Asp-Val 
cyclolinopeptide A 

gramicidin channels 
physalaemin analogues 
oxytocin 

blocked dipeptides 
lgGl hinge peptide derivative 

ribunuclease A S-peptide 

(Gly)*30 and (Ala)*30 
human calcitonin gene-related 
peptide 
alamethicin 

vasoactive intestinal peptide 
analogue 
MCH and analogues 
antagonists of LHRH 

MD in vacuo and solvent 
MD and NMR data 
MD with NMR distance 
constraints 
MD and NMR derived 
constraints 

MD in solvent 

MD in water 
NOE-restrained MD 
MD with DMSO as solvenl 
MD at 600 K 
MD using NMR data 
long MD at high 
temperature 
MD with specialised 
sampling 
2.211s MD in water 
MD in vacuo and solvent 

MD with water 
NOE-restrained MD 
conformational search 
and MD 
MD in water 
NOE-restrained MD in 
vacuo and in solvent 
MD in water 

MD in vacuo and water 
NOE-restrained MD 
simulation in water 
MD compared with NMR 
data 
NOE-restrained MD 
simulation in solvents 
MD compared with nmr 
conformational searching 
and MD 

Daggett and Levitt, 1992 
Bogusky et al., 1992 
Krystek et al., 1992 

Saudek et al., 1991, 
Krystek et al., 1991, 
Reily and Dunbar, 1991 
Smith and Pettitt, 1991, 
Smith et al., 1991 
Soman et al., 1991 
Edmonson et al., 1991 
Mierke and Kessler, 1991 
MacKerell, 1991 
Schmidt et al., 1991 
Daggett et al., 1991 

Tobias and Brooks, 1991 

Tobias et al., 1991 
Saviano et al., 1991, 
Castiglione et al., 1991 
Chiu et al., 1991 
Holzemann et al., 1991 
Ward et al., 1991 

Tobias et al., 1990 
Kessler et al., 1991 

TiradoRives and 
Jorgensen, 1991 
DiCapua et al., 1991 
Breeze et al., 1991 

Fraternali, 1990 

Fry et al., 1989 

Paul et al., 1989 
Paul et al., 1989 
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3.2 Energy Calculation Methods 

Most peptide hormones have had some form of energetic study of their conforma- 
tional behaviour. The first studies of peptide hormones used simple energy minimi- 
sation to determine local energy minimum conformations. Unfortunately, the flexi- 
ble nature of peptide hormones means that they have many structurally very dif- 
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ferent conformations which are within 1-2 kcals of each other. For this reason 
various conformational search methods have been used to attempt to explore more 
of conformational space without performing a full search. Two important methods 
are those based on distance geometry [lo] and those based on molecular dynamics 
[I 1, 121. Distance geometry techniques essentially are non-energetic techniques which 
set up random distance matrices, i.e. the matrix of all distances between all atom 
pairs in the molecule, with constraints on certain distances, e. g. bond lengths, NOE 
data etc. and compute Cartesian coordinates from these matrices. Molecular 
dynamics is a deterministic simulation process wherein the positions and velocities 
of atoms in a molecule are integrated forward in time using Newton’s laws of motion. 
The initial velocities are randomly ascribed to atoms via a Maxwellian distribution 
consistent with the temperature at which the simulation is being performed. The 
movement of the atoms is then governed by the kinetic energy input into the system 
and the restoring forces that act on the molecule when its position from a minimum 
energy conformation is disturbed. The latter term is described by a forcefield from 
which the potential energy of the system can be determined. This term consists of 
strain energies such as bond length, bond angle deformations, torsional components 
etc. and van der Waals non-bonded interactions and electrostatic terms. The Valence 
Force Field (VFF) [13] AMBER [14] and CHARMM [15] are examples of forcefields 
in use to study peptide and protein conformations. 

3.3 Applications of Molecular Dynamics 

As seen from Table 3-1, the most common use of calculations on peptides at the mo- 
ment is to aid in generating conformational hypotheses in association with data from 
NMR studies. Many of these studies involve NOE-restrained molecular dynamics, in 
which the experimental proton-proton distance constraints corresponding to NOE 
cross-relaxation rates, obtained from 2D NOESY experiments, are directly used in 
the simulation [16]. Typically a harmonic term is included in the forcefield to 
penalise for deviations from the observed proton-proton distances. 

Another application is the use of relative free energy to compare chemically 
distinct systems using finite difference thermodynamic integration (FDTI) [17]. In 
practice, this is done by introducing a coupling parameter A into the forcefield which 
changes from 0 to 1 as the hamiltonians correspondingly change from state A to state 
B. Results from these calculations can be directly related to experimentally obtained 
thermodynamic properties. 

A number systems have been studied in solvent, mainly water, but some have 
involved other solvents commonly used in NMR studies of peptides. 
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Pharmaceutical Applications of 
Conformational Studies of Peptides 

~ 

A very common problem in the pharmaceutical industry is how to determine the con- 
formational requirements for activity in systems where the structure of the receptor 
is not known. Much time and effort has been devoted to this problem. Here we con- 
centrate on the application of molecular dynamics to this problem and look at the 
specific example of peptide hormones, systems which are very difficult to handle 
with standard methods because of the highly flexible nature of peptides. Two ex- 
amples of peptide hormones that we have studied will bring out the techniques and 
the information one can get from such studies. 

Molecular dynamics was first used in this way to study the hormone vasopressin 
[MI. These procedures were developed based on the idea that conformational 
recognition is the basis of receptor-ligand interactions. Initially the receptor 
recognises a “binding” conformation, which the ligand must be able to adopt to 
bind to the receptor. The receptor may recognise this conformation by looking for 
the correct positioning of certain functional groups, the binding groups. This means 
that the ligand has to be able to adopt a certain conformation, one which has the 
functional groups positioned correctly. Following binding, the response is generated 
by either a conformational change occurring in the ligand-receptor complex (which 
involves the ligand) or the correct positioning of certain functional groups (the active 
groups). Thus, agonists are capable of undergoing this conformational change or 
they have the active functional groups, whereas antagonists do not. 

Therefore, if we find the accessible conformations of a peptide hormone and 
those of an antagonist, and then perform a structural cross comparison of these two 
sets of structures, conformations that both the peptide and antagonist adopt are 
putative binding conformations whereas conformations that agonists adopt but an- 
tagonists do not are putative conformations necessary for activity. We have used 
molecular dynamics simulations to access the conformational space of a molecule, 
and use the resulting minimised conformations to give us pointers to the molecule’s 
function. In this case we are simply using the properties of molecular dynamics to 
search conformational space in an energetically directed manner. This is not a 
“simulation” of the molecular properties of the system, but a means to determine 
which conformations the trajectory has passed through. Hence we can use high 
temperatures and we do not have to worry about equilibration, indeed it is better to 
use the non-equilibrated parts of the trajectory. We use two major methods of trac- 
ing accessed conformations. The first one is to follow the conformational transitions 
in the molecule by plotting backbone torsional angles like a, and t,u of key or “in- 
teresting” residues and minimising from that point in the trajectory. The second 
method is to periodically minimise conformations accessed during the simulation at 
say every 5.0 or 1 picosecond and cluster them into families depending on rms devia- 
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tions. We have found the former technique useful for constrained systems like cyclic 
peptides with the latter being more useful for linear molecules with a lot of confor- 
mational flexibility. Other parameters to use to follow the overall shape of the 
molecule include end-to-end distance, radius of gyration and moment of inertia. 

3.3.2 Luteinising Hormone Releasing Hormone (LHRH) 

LHRH is a decapeptide synthesised in the hypothalamus which on arrival at the 
anterior pituitary gland, selectively stimulates the release of gonadotropins Luteinis- 
ing Hormone (LH) and Follicle Stimulating Hormone (FSH). These glycoproteins in 
turn stimulate the gonadal production of sex steroids and gametogenesis respectively. 
In 1977 the Nobel prize was awarded to Drs. Schally and Guillemin for the isolation 
and chemical characterisation of LHRH. The chemical structure elucidation of 
LHRH was a major breakthrough in peptide chemistry and LHRH was found to have 
the sequence p-Glu-His-Trp-Ser-Tyr-Gly-Leu-Arg-Pro-Gly-NH2. LHRH supposedly 
has a half life of 3 to 6 minutes in the hypothalamic-pituitary blood portal circulation 
and is degraded by a combination of endopeptidases acting at 5r5-Gly6, enzymes 
that hydrolyse p-Glu and enzymes that cleave the carboxyl side of Pro. 

Not long after the sequence of LHRH was first established and its synthesis suc- 
cessfully performed, analogues were made which turned out to be (a) superagonists 
or (b) mild antagonists. In the case of agonists the replacement of Gly6 by hydro- 
phobic D-residues had the greatest impact on its activity as did substitutions at the 
C-terminal end. Most of these analogues turned out to be superagonists. However 
when Gly6 was replaced by L residues there was a considerable drop in activity. This 
led to the implication that, while resistance to enzymatic activity may be responsible 
for the increased potency by substitution of the Gly at the C-terminal end, it is the 
conformational constraint provided by the D-Ala6 residue while binding to the 
receptor that is responsible for the superagonist action. Superagonist analogues are 
now commercially available and have a variety of clinical applications. 

Since the receptor of this hormone is not known, the “active conformation” has 
to be deduced from data about the hormone and putative agonists and antagonists. 
The working hypothesis is that the hormone, its agonists and antagonists all have 
common conformational features which are necessary for binding to the receptor. 
The hormone and its agonist (but not antagonists) have additional features which 
elicit the receptor’s biological response. The possibility of using an LHRH an- 
tagonist to control fertility and also treat hormonal disorders had spurred the search 
for a highly potent long acting low toxicity analogue. To this end thousands of an- 
tagonist analogues of LHRH, incorporating various substitutions at different posi- 
tions in its sequence have been made and tested. Furthermore, over the years the bin- 
ding and activity of the analogues have increased by several orders of magnitude with 
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the second generation of antagonists 100 to a 1000 times more active than the earliest 
analogues and the present day antagonists a similar proportion more active than the 
second generation analogues. 

3.3.3 Structural Studies on LHRH 

The early energy calculations on LHRH by Momany, published as two papers in 
JACS in 1976, supported a conformation for LHRH which was characterised by a 
Tyr5-Gly6-Leu7-Arg* modified type 11' /3 turn [19, 201. Later calculations by other 
groups also tended to support this conformation [21]. However, unequivocal NMR 
evidence for such a conformation of LHRH itself was not forthcoming though many 
groups had worked on the problem. This however could be attributed to the solvent 
in which NMR was performed (mainly water or D20) and also the conformational 
variety exhibited by the molecule. However, it was generally accepted that the low 
energy conformations of LHRH were characterised by the 5 -8 p-turn. 

In the design of antagonists therefore, it was thought essential to retain this con- 
formational feature of LHRH as it was expected that a similar affinity to the recep- 
tor would be conferred by the presence of the type 11' 5-8 8-turn. A common prac- 
tice in designing peptide analogues is to design analogues with restricted conforma- 
tional space. Cyclisation is one of the ways to achieve this restriction [22]. A set of 
LHRH analogues, cyclised through the side chains of residues 5 and 8, was found 
to be potent agonists [23]. The analogue: Ac-D-Phe'(C1)-D-Phe2(C1)-D-Trp3-Ser4- 
Glu5-D-Arg6-Leu7-Lys8-Prog-D-Ala'o-NH2 was found to be a highly potent LHRH 
antagonist. This antagonist was conformationally constrained to form a cyclic pep- 
tide between residues 5 and 8 in order to mimic the p-turn that was shown by energy 
calculations to be present in the native peptide. 

An exhaustive study of the conformational preferences of this analogue was car- 
ried out using conformational search MD and minimisation techniques [24]. A con- 
formational search of the cyclic part of the analogue was carried out first, followed 
by minimisations of all the generated conformations that were consistent with 
cyclisation. Among the 22 conformations obtained after minimisation, only two had 
a &turn conformation at position 6-7, and these were = l o  kcal/mol higher in 
energy than the most stable conformation. In all other generated conformations the 
central two residues were in extended or y-turn conformations. A MD study of this 
analogue was performed next. The initial structure was based on the lowest energy 
conformation found for the cyclic part. Additional investigations of the conforma- 
tional preferences of the N and C terminal of the peptide defined a plausible confor- 
mation for 3 more residues. The others were set to an extended conformation. After 
about 24 ps the peptide adopted a 8 sheet conformation, with a /3 turn between 
residues 3-6. The evolution of the 8-turn 8 sheet conformation from an extended 
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one is illustrated in Figure 3-1. Additional molecular dynamics simulations starting 
from the conformation with a P-turn at residues 5 - 8  resulted in higher energy con- 
formations. Similar studies were carried out on other antagonists cyclised through 
the side chains of residues 5 and 8. A total of 1.5 nanoseconds of MD simulations 
were carried out, starting from different initial conformations as suggested from con- 

Figure 3-1. Results of a conformational search and molecular dynamics study of an LHRH 
antagonist. The backbone of the peptide is denoted by the filled bonds. Snapshots of confor- 
mations captured in this figure show the evolution of a /3-turn, /%sheet conformation at 50 ps 
from a fairly extended conformation at 18 ps. The final conformation (lower right hand cor- 
ner) was found to fold into a 3-6 type I /3-turn which included the Glu-Lys sidechain cyclisa- 
tion residues. 
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formational searches and previous studies. A master list of accessible conformations 
for the peptide and its cyclised analogue was compiled. Each of the compounds was 
template forced onto all conformations, thus investigating the ability of each 
analogue to adopt these conformations. A consistent trend emerged indicating that, 
for this series of analogues, a p sheet structure with a turn at residues 3-6 is mot 
favourable. All structures with a 5-8  turn were of higher energies. 

In the preferred structure that emerged from these simulations the N and C ter- 
minals are in close proximity. This suggested that the next step towards a more active 
antagonist might be to join the two ends by an arnide bond. Calculations [25] showed 
that the bicyclic analogue maintained the preference for a 3-6 rather than a 5 - 8  turn. 
In addition, any other possible patterns of hydrogen bonding consistent with a p- 
sheet structure were ruled out by using an N-methyl residue at position 10. The stable 
conformation for this analogue is depicted in Figure 3-2. The two bicyclic analogues, 
with D-Ala" and with D-MeAla" were synthesised. The first analogue was not ac- 

Figure 3-2. Proposed bicyclic analogue of LHRH based on the results of molecular dynamics 
conformational searching. 
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tive, however, the methylated analogue showed considerable activity [25]. Thus the 
design of an analogue based on the molecular dynamics calculations confirms our 
structural predictions regarding the location of the 0-turn and its overall influence 
in the structure. 

3.3.4 LHRH Agonists 

This leads to the following question. Is the conformation of LHRH proposed earlier 
from energy calculations [19, 201, i. e. the one with a 5 - 8  p-turn a truly low energy 
conformation? Constrained molecular dynamics on LHRH was performed starting 
with conformations forced to adopt /?-turns between residues 2-5, 3-6, 4-7 and 5-8. 
All possible types of p-turns, appropriate to the sequence of the middle residues were 
tried in the calculations. Thus the starting conformations consisted of 

(a) a type I His2-Trp3 p-turn 
(b) a type I Trp3-Ser4 p-turn 
(c) a type I Ser4-Tyr’ /?-turn 
(d) a type I Tyr5-Gly6 p-turn 
(e) a type I1 Tyr5-Gly6 p-turn 
( f )  a type I Gly6-Leu7 p-turn 
(8) a type 11’ Gly6- Leu7 8-turn 
(h) an extended conformation 

The simulations were performed for 50 ps each, at 600 K, and the conformations ac- 
cessed sampled at appropriate intervals. The results are shown in Table 3-2. The 
lowest energy conformations do indicate some p-turn character between residues 5 
to 8 though without the associated 4-1 hydrogen bond, vindicating the earlier 
calculations on LHRH. Conformations with a hydrogen bonded p-turn between 
residues 3 to 6 (which were found to be low energy conformations in the antagonist 
series) are about 10 kcal/mol higher in energy. The calculations were extended to D- 
and LAla6 substituted LHRH analogues and it was found that a 5-8 type 11’ pturn 
conformation is indeed the one with the lowest energy conformation. Though both 
the analogues can adopt this P-turn the D-Ala analogue is about 6 kcal/mol lower 
in energy than the GAla analogue. 

Why is this apparent predilection of agonists for one type of p-turn and for the 
most potent antagonists known to date to adopt another type? One possibility is that 
the in the antagonist conformations with the 3 -6 p-turn though the binding is good 
the effector system is not triggered owing to the different sidechains that come to 
bear on the receptor. Whereas in the agonist with a 5-8 type II’ &urn it is some 
other residues that interact with the receptor which is responsible for gonadotropin 
secretion. In the absence of a structure for the LHRH receptor all this will remain 
highly speculative. 
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Table 3-2. Conformations of LHRH from different starting P-turn conformations. 

Stat  pglul Hi2 Trp3 Se? Ty? Glys Leu7 Arga Pro' Gly'O Energy 

h n f .  c Y c Y c Y c (v c Y c Y # Y c V C Y  # w(kcaVmo1) 

34-typel I41 174 -85 85 -71 -12 -65 -27 -83 82 -84 77 -88 100-102 104-82 82 -85 78 165.5 

109 75 -89 82 -95 -72 -78 81 -127 96 88 -92 -126 75-148 116-79 95-165 79 144.4 

114 -47 -83 74 -77 -21 -67 -24-100 -59 -86 101 -76 82-136 95-67 97 88 -77 142.6 

45-typel 143 90 -89 78-108139 -57 -45 -80 -7-173 84 -88106 -90 116-80 74 -84 90 144.9 

142 91 -87 75-109 146 -61 -36-106 93 98 71 -84104-104104-80 82-160 93 140.2 

138 100 -79 79-103 142 -61 -18 -92 -67 -90 87 -88 92 -112 155 -75 89 -175 96 130.6 

139 97 -83 87-108 154 -58 -29-116 55 160 77 -89 90-105152-67 -27 -79 74 133.6 

56Jypel 109 75 -91 83 -99 100 -79168 -58 -38-100 61 -145 112 -98107-81 82 -84 79 161.8 

143 93 -88 91 -79 91 -163 -79-127 -33 -62 -58 -94 102 -86 124-80 78 87 -86 140.1 

144 -43 -81 91 -80 79-171 -59-129 -47 -61 -59 -93105 -89 115-84 67 79 -80 127.2 

56-type2 145 71 -89 80 -97 86 -91 150 -63 117 81 -4-149 85 -119 96-83 78 -84 78 148.5 

112 -54 -88 84 -95 82 -104 160 -62 119 81 -3-150 95 -111 93-78 84 146 -86 139.9 

67-type1 145 69 -90 81 -95 71 -89 89-130 133 -59 -29 -88 -4-101 108-80 78 -85 78 161.1 

109 74 -88 83 -95 65 -93 77-105 147 -76 -67 -84102 -98123-52 -43 -86 81 152.8 

144 -52-143130 -84 92 -82 76-127142 -56 -47 -72 -34-136 86-86 78-169 -89 132.6 

67-type2' 144 90 -115 82 -96 99 -79 99 -85 81 66 -112 -90 -5-100 108-81 113-147 86 134.7 

146 -50 -93 88 -86 125 -77 102 -84 80 77 -104 -122 66 -148 87-71 111 -144 113 128.9 

144 -51 -88 86-131 158 -76 97 -81 80 77-106-121 67-148 94-76 100 84 -89 121.7 

110100 -77100-143160 -78 96. -83 84 80 -69-129 -48 -71 118-76100 170 -82 132.1 

extended 1445 68 -90 82 -94 66 -95 78 -94 83 -84 78 -88 101 -102 104 -82 82 -85 78 158.3 

145 69 -94 76 -114 163 -77 90 -82 97 -84 47-100 79-125 91 -83 77-178 83 149.1 

145 -53 -99 94-132 171 -79 80 -88 157 -75 -69 -84 113-101 107-80 92 143-101 137.7 
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3.3.5 Melanin Concentrating Hormone (MCH) 

MCH is a neuropeptide produced in the hypothalamus. In teleosts it concentrates 
melanin within the pigment cells of the skin [26], hence causing the fish skin to ap- 
pear paler, but it is not a simple antagonist of melanin stimulating hormone (MSH). 
It also induces melanosome dispersion within tetrapod melanophores [27]. MCH 
also acts as a potent pituitary hormone, inhibiting the release of ACTH in mammals 
[28], and stimulating growth hormone release in rats [29]. Although it has been 
shown to be present in man its function in man is, as of yet, unknown. MCH is an 
oligopeptide of 17 residues with the sequence: 

Asp-Thr-Met-Arg-Cys-Met-Val-Gly-Arg-Val-Tyr-Arg-Pro-Cys-Trp-Glu-Val 

A disulphide bridge between Cys' and Cys14 forms an intramolecular ring of 10 
residues. 

From an arbitrary starting conformation, built using molecular graphics such that 
the Cys-Cys disulphide could be made, we generated a total of 150 picoseconds of 
molecular dynamics trajectories on MCH and the 2 fragments, the cyclic MCH5-14 
ring and the linear MCH,-,, fragment [30, 311. The next stage of the molecular 
design procedure is to determine the local minima being passed through. This is done 
by taking the instantaneous coordinates every picosecond and minimising each of 
these structures. One of the major features of these conformations is an internal 
cross-ring hydrogen bond from the Tyr" side chain hydroxyl to the backbone car- 
bony1 of Cys' which may, to a certain extent, be responsible for the rigidity of the 
ring. In all the conformations we generated we found that the largest conformational 
changes occured in the GlyE-Argg region. Some regions of the peptide were seen to 
be constrained in the simulations. One such area was the section Val" to Cys14, 
around the Pro'3 residue. A sample minimised conformation of cyclic MCH,-,, 
showing the cross-ring hydrogen bond is given in Figure 3-3. 

Thus, from the molecular dynamics we have been able to identify conforma- 
tionally constrained features and regions of conformational flexibility of MCH, 
which may have bearing on the conformation required for activity. It should be 
noted these studies have been carried out as part of experimental programs, which 
is important for many biological systems as modelling with limited information must 
always be checked against experimental data and structural hypotheses tested by syn- 
thesis (see [30-321 for full details). 

At this stage of the investigation, we cannot determine which of the conforma- 
tions may be the binding or active conformations. Additional information, from a 
known antagonist or additional agonists or inactive compounds, is needed before we 
can make a more specific prediction of the active conformation. 
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Figure 3-3. The cyclic ring in MCH from Cys' and Cys14, the part considered essential for 
activity. Molecular dynamics shows conformational mobility around Glys and conforma- 
tional rigidity around Pro13. The cross-ring hydrogen bond involving Tyr" is shown by the 
dotted line. 

3.3.6 De NOVO Peptide and Protein Design 

So far we have considered the molecular dynamics studies of peptides with a specific 
sequence and known functionality. We would like to be able to design arbitrary pep- 
tide sequences which would have some specific function, e.g. a certain secondary 
structure. Although such de novo design is in its very early stages, a recent study of 
ours has attempted to do just this by designing amphiphilic peptides which would 
adopt an a-helical structure in a membrane. 

Electronic devices have lead to rapid advances in technology by virtue of their 
ability to be densely packed. However, electronic devices are now at a stage where 
further reductions in size are limited by fundamental physical laws. The search is on 
for novel devices that could replace current electronic devices such as transistors, in- 
tegrated circuits and yet be much smaller in size. Molecular-based devices would 
allow very small devices to be created and many such devices would occupy a very 
small amount of space. Living creatures use molecular behaviour to manage their 
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interaction with the environment and have done this very successfully. Using nature 
as a model, we can look for analogues of the systems we would like to develop as 
molecular devices. One important function required is a switch which acts on some 
information flow. An important switch in nature is the ligand gated ion-channel, 
which is found in many organs but in particular is an important component of brain 
cells. A switchable ion channel could form the basis of molecular electronics com- 
ponents based on ion gating, rather than electron gating. 

Switchable transmembrane ion channels are used in nature to control ion concen- 
trations on either side of a membrane. One of the best-studied ion channel families 
are the ligand-gated ion channels [33] of the which the most studied member is the 
nicotinic acetylcholine receptor. From experimental studies of this channel, the ion 
channel is believed to involve four a-helices which pack together in a helix-bundle 
type arrangement to form a central channel. From amino-acid sequence information 
of the ion channel, model a-helices have been created which suggest that the polar 
amino-acids of these helices aggregate on one face and the apolar amino-acids on 
the opposite face. Synthetic peptide ion channel models based on these native se- 
quences also have a similar positioning of polar and apolar amino-acids. Such pep- 
tides have been shown to act as short life-time channels in synthetic lipid bilayers 
P41. 

Hence, we wished to design novel peptides which would form stable a-helices in 
membranes and would aggregate to form a helix-bundle which would allow ions to 
pass through a central channel. Our primary design suggestion was to add hydro- 
philic polyethoxy spacers to link the hydrophilic residues (Ser) of the synthetic se- 
quence based on the natural ion channel which showed channel activity. A number 
of question were raised by this suggestion for which we used molecular dynamics 
simulations to find answers. Two main questions were: What length of spacer would 
stabilise the helix with the least perturbation of the helix structure? and How many 
of these helices would form the bundle best able to transport ions? 

3.3.7 Molecular Dynamics Calculations 
on Synthetic Ion Channels 

Simulations were performed on synthetic ion channels having 4, 5 and 6 helical 
bundles of (LSSLLSL)*3 peptide with and without bridging spacers between the 
Ser-2 and Serd of each LSSLLSL fragment. All the helices were aligned parallel to 
each other in the starting conformations. The initial conformation for the residues 
was set to a (p, ty) of (- 57, - 47). In addition, in the case of the four helix bundle 
an anti-parallel arrangement was tried. Also a simulation of the four helix bundle 
without spacers but including three Na ions within the channel was attempted. Thus 
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a total of eight molecular dynamics simulations were undertaken. The simulations 
were performed for a total of 100 picoseconds (ps) for the 4 and 5 helix bundles and 
for 50 ps for the 6 helix bundle. The temperature of the simulations was 300 K with 
a timestep of 1 femtosecond and the Leap Frog algorithm was used to update the 
coordinates and velocities. The starting structure in each case was built by eye using 
the program Insight [35]. 

The results of the dynamics simulations were analysed in terms of the conforma- 
tions accessed by the different systems under study. These conformations were 
generated by energy minimisation at various instances during the simulation. The 
torsion angles v, and ty of each residue were tabulated for each minimised structure. 
The principal components of the moment of inertia around an axis of rotation and 
the associated radius of gyration were also calculated for each structure. In the case 
of the four helix bundles, the anti-parallel arrangement was found to be more stable 
than the parallel one from energy considerations. Table 3-3 compares the lowest 
energy conformation obtained from an analysis of the molecular dynamics simula- 
tion of 100 ps each of the parallel and anti-parallel four helical bundles. Clearly the 
highly favourable electrostatic interaction is the cause of the lower energy of the anti- 
parallel arrangement. One explanation is that a-helices can be thought of as macro 
dipoles [36]. 

Table 3-3. Lowest energy conformations of 4 helical (LSSLLSL)*3 bundles. 

Energy kcal/mol Parallel Anti-parallel 
~ _ _ _ _ _  

Bond 164.2 169.1 
Angle 310.7 318.9 
Torsion 52.4 63.9 
Out-of-Plane 1.9 3 .O 
Non-Bonded - 12.5 16.0 
Electrostatic 117.7 25.3 

Total 634.4 596.3 

Figure 3-4 shows the principal components of the moment of inertia of the paral- 
lel and anti-parallel four helix bundles. In these figures the smaller value continuous 
line corresponds to the direction of the helical axis, while the dashed and dotted lines 
represent elongations along directions normal to the helical axis. Clearly the four 
helix bundle in both parallel and anti-parallel arrangements show overall channel like 
structure over the simulation period. However, the constancy of these values for the 
anti-parallel case suggests that the original arrangement of the helix bundle built by 
eye on a picture system is better retained right through the 100 ps in the anti-parallel 
case. The parallel arrangement of four helical bundles seems a plausible structural 
arrangement for channel forming activity of synthetic peptides [37, 381. However, 
there is no consensus regarding the parallel or anti-parallel arrangement in naturally 
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occuring systems like Alamethicin [39]. A ribbon diagram of the lowest energy con- 
formation of the four helical parallel bundle is shown in Figure 3-5 from two dif- 
ferent perspectives. 
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Figure 3-5. Side-on and end-on views of the lowest energy conformation of a four helix 
(LSSLLSL)*3 bundle. The ribbon represents spline curves fitted to the position of the 
backbone atoms of the peptide, with the plane of the ribbon determined by the plane of the 
amide bonds. 

3.3.7.1 Spacer in (LSSLLSL)*3 Helix 

In order to confer additional stability to the a-helix a synthetic program was started 
wherein the residues Ser’ and Ser6 in each (LSSLLSL) fragment was bridged. Three 
bridges were tried and calculations showed that the bridge -CH2-CO-CH2- between 
the Ser’ and Ser6 sidechains was an optimum one for retaining an a-helical arrange- 
ment. Molecular dynamics simulations of the four helix bundles with spacers was 
performed as before. The moment of inertia plots for a four helical bridged bundle 
in a parallel arrangement is shown in Figure 3-6. Once again, we see that the overall 
channel arrangement is maintained during the simulation period. Comparing 
Figures 3-6 and 3-4 it can be seen that the helix is shortened along the helix axis 
direction and broader in one of the directions normal to the helix axis. 

Finally, in the four helical bundle case, simulations were performed with 3 Na 
ions incorporated into the helix. Even here, the overall channel structure was retained 
right through the simulation period showing the feasibility of these synthetic pep- 
tides to conduct small cations. This is illustrated in Figure 3-7. 

The calculations were extended to five and six helix bundles with and without 
bridging spacers in the parallel arrangements. In all cases except the five helical bun- 
dle motif the overall channel structure was found to be maintained. We do not know 
at this instance whether this was an artifact of our starting conformation or if the 
five helical arrangement is an unfavourable one as a channel. Although each of its 
a-helices are not far removed from their starting conformations. However, the 
bridged version of the five helical bundle retains its overall structure. The pore size 
increased as the number of peptides forming the bundle increased. We are currently 
awaiting experimental work on these peptides to be concluded so as to be able to 
predict with greater authority all the structural characteristics. 
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Figure 3-6. Principal components of moment of inertia of the four helical bundle with 
spacers. The small value continuous line corresponds to the direction of the helical axis. The 
dotted and dashed lines are extensions along directions normal to the helical axis. 

Figure 3-7. Principal components of moment of inertia of the four helical bundle with Na 
ions. See Figure 3-6 for a description of the meanings of the lines. 
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3.4 Conclusions 

Molecular dynamics is an useful implement in the ever-growing arsenal of computa- 
tional chemists and molecular modellers. It finds wide application in the area of 
drug design. With the advent of more powerful computers it is now possible to 
routinely include solvent in molecular dynamics simulations. This makes feasible 
direct comparison with certain experimental conditions. While such simulations are 
no doubt useful in certain conditions, it is useful to keep in perspective the overall 
aim of a molecular dynamics study. As shown in this article much insight can be 
gathered which in turn can be helpful in designing more active analogues even by 
in vacuo calculations. This is especially relevant in cases where the structure of the 
receptor is not known and one has to attempt to infer the binding site structure from 
the allowed conformations of analogues. In vacuo calculations would bring out most 
of the underlying conformations without being side-tracked by the solvent used in 
the study which in turn may not be representative of the binding environment. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Molecular dynamics (MD) techniques have found many useful applications in an in- 
creasing variety of problems involving biological molecules (see Goodfellow and 
Williams [l] for a recent review). 

One very popular application, which requires faithful reproduction of structural 
properties, has been the refinement of protein models obtained by X-ray diffraction 
[2] and NMR spectroscopy [3-51. It involves techniques termed restrained MD 
simulations [6, 71 where use is made of simulated annealing protocols [8, 91 to op- 
timize the correspondence between the model and the experimental data. 

Much interest has also been generated by the use of MD simulations to evaluate 
free energy changes in proteins caused by sequence modification [lo- 131, differences 
in association constants for protein-protein [14] and enzyme-ligand complexes 
[15, 161, or the energetics of enzyme reactions [17-201. With the need of reproducing 
energetic and thermodynamic quantities to within only a few kilocalories, this latter 
category of applications demands an accurate representation of both structural and 
dynamic properties of the system, as well as an adequate sampling of its phase space. 

Substantial progress has been achieved in MD simulations since their first ap- 
plication to biological systems in 1976-1979 [21]. Clearly however, they are still not 
able to achieve all this reliably. Many problems such as (1) use of inadequate or in- 
complete potential functions, (2) improper representation of the environment (sol- 
vent, ions), (3) sensitivity to simulation conditions, (4) insufficient sampling of rele- 
vant regions of phase space, are still being tackled by many researchers. 

As an illustration of the progress in the field we describe a room temperature MD 
study of a small protein, barnase, in presence of explicit water molecules, with em- 
phasis on practical aspects of the simulations and on the analysis of the results. The 
length of the studied trajectory is 250 ps (1 ps = s). Until recently, only two 
other studies described trajectories of comparable length for a protein-water system 
the 60 ps trajectory of protease A from Streptomyces griseus in the crystalline state 
[25], and the 200 ps trajectory of Bovine Pancreatic Trypsin Inhibitor (BPTI) in 
water [22]. Only lately trajectories of 50'0 ps and longer have been generated for a 
number of protein- and peptide-water systems [12- 14, 23 -261. These trajectories 
were computed both at room temperature and at higher temperatures used to 
simulate of protein denaturation. Their detailed analysis is still in progress, and 
should provide valuable new insight into the dynamics of the native state and the 
events associated with unfolding. 

The second part of this chapter describes the use of MD simulations in computing 
the differences in unfolding free energy between wild-type barnase and a mutant 
where isoleucine 96 in the hydrophobic core of the protein is replaced by alanine. 
Various aspects of the computational analysis will be described and results will be 
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discussed in light of the experimentally determined measures of protein stability 
changes caused by the mutation. 

4.2 Molecular Dynamics Simulations 
of Barnase in Water 

Barnase is an extra cellular ribonuclease from Bacillus amyloliquefaciens. It is of 
particular interest because, being small enough (1 10 residues), it is readily amenable 
to physical, chemical, spectroscopic and structural studies. Indeed, it has been 
analyzed by nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) [27, 281. The crystal 
structure of the free enzyme is known to 2.0 A resolution [29] and the structure 
determinations of its complexes with nucleotides [30, 311 and with the protein in- 
hibitor barstar [30], are being completed. Furthermore, barnase undergoes reversible 
thermal and urea induced denaturation [32] and has served as a model system for 
studying protein stability and folding by site directed mutagenesis [28]. It contains 
a significant amount of secondary structure, which comprises a P-sheet composed 
of 5 strands (residues 50-55, 70-75, 85-91, 94-101, and 106-108) and two a-helices 
(residues 6-18 and 26-34), as depicted in Figure 4-1. 

The 250 ps MD simulation of solvated barnase described in this section, is used 
to analyze the detailed motional behaviour of this protein in solution and its interac- 

Figure 4-1. Ribbon drawing [51] of the barnase crystal structure [29]. 
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tions with the solvent. The major aim of such theoretical analyses is to assess the 
computational methodologies, and to gain new insights, which experimental studies 
cannot provide. 

4.2.1 Simulation Methodology 

4.2.1.1 Integration Algorithm 

To compute the time dependent trajectory of the protein barnase in presence of ex- 
plicit solvent molecules, Newton’s equations of motion of all the particles in the 
system were integrated using the Verlet algorithm [33, 341: 

A t 2  
r j ( t + A t ) = 2 r j ( t )  - r i ( t - A t ) + - e ( t )  

mi 

ri(t + A t )  - ri(t - A t )  
vi ( t )  = 

24 t 

(4-1 a) 

(4-1 b) 

To speed up MD simulations of complex biological system a common practice is to 
“freeze” the very fast vibrational motion associated with bond stretching in the pro- 
tein molecule and with all intra-molecular modes (bond stretching and angle ben- 
ding) of the water molecules. Freezing such high frequency motions should in princi- 
ple not affect the properties of the system above the pic0 second time scale [35]. It 
has the advantage of allowing the use of longer time steps in the numerical integra- 
tion procedure ( A t  = 2 x s instead of 0.5 x s, used otherwise), and is 
achieved by applying constraints. This is done using the SHAKE procedure by 
Ryckaert et al. [36], which is implemented here in the context of the Verlet algorithm. 

In presence of constraints, the equation of motion of a particle becomes: 

The second term on the right hand side is an extra-force due to I holonomic con- 
straints imposed on atom i. & represents Lagrange multipliers, that must be chosen 
so as to always satisfy the constraints equation: 
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Where c is the fixed distance between particles i and j, taken here as that observed 
in the starting conformation. The latter is the crystal structure of barnase after being 
subjected to energy minimization so as to regularize bond distances and angles and 
to relieve close contacts. To freeze bond stretching, the distance constraints are 
directly applied to the atoms defining the relevant bonds. To freeze the bending of 
a valence angle between atoms i - j - k, they are applied to the distance between 
atoms i and k. 

Inserting the right hand side of Eq. (4-2) into the Verlet’s algorithm Eq. (4-1 a): 

I A t 2  
ri (t + A t )  = 2ri ( t )  - ri (t  - A t )  + - [I;;. ( t )  - c lZ,ViG,] (4-4) 

mi k = l  

where one readily recognizes the standard Verlet formulation of Eq. (4-1 a), plus a 
correction term due to the constraints. This allows to “decouple” the integration of 
the positions into two steps: 

Step 1: the equation of motion are solved in absence of constraints using the Verlet 
algorithm to predict new “unconstrained” positions r’ (t + A t ) .  

Step 2: the “unconstrained” position r’ is modified by an increment 6r to yield the 
new “constrained” positions r (t  + A t ) :  

ri ( t  + A t )  = r; (t  + A t )  + 6ri (4-5) 

This involves an iterative procedure which is applied until all the constraints are 
satisfied to within a predefined tolerance. 

4.2.1.2 The Force-Field 

One of the major challenges in simulations of large biological systems is the avail- 
ability of force-fields that adequately represent their physical properties. The use of 
classical empirical force-fields offers the important advantage of testing different 
functional forms and fitting parameters to a variety of experimental data and to 
results from detailed quantum mechanical calculations. Obtaining an improved set 
of parameters and better potential functions is an ongoing effort in many 
laboratories [37-421. Here, all the atoms of the system, including aliphatic and polar 
hydrogens, were considered explicitly. Forces and interaction energies between pro- 
tein atoms and between atoms of the protein and water, were calculated using a 
relatively recent version (version 19) of the CHARMM potentials [38] developed at 
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Harvard. These potentials are expressed as a sum of bonded and non-bonded energy 
terms. 

(4-6) utot = ub + unb 

The bonded terms represent the potential energy contribution associated with the 
bond, bond-angle and torsion-angle deformations. 

where bo is the equilibrium bond length in A and Kb is the force constant in 
kcal/mol/A2; Bo is the equilibrium angle in degrees and KO is the force constant in 
kcal/mol/degree2; p is the torsion angle measured between two planes defined by 
four atoms, K ,  is the force constant in kcal/mol, n is the periodicity and 6 is a 
phase angle. Terms representing the deformation of planar groups (fe in aromatic 
groups), are also considered, but not shown here. 

The non-bonded terms represent the potential energy contribution from non- 
bonded interactions. They are expressed as powers of the inverse distance between 
pairs of atoms, which are separated by at least three chemical bonds. The first term 
in E q .  (4-8) describes the coulombic interactions and the second term, the Lennard- 
Jones dispersion-repulsion interactions: 

[ (:)I2 - (391 4.9.  un, = c rJ + c 4eij 
i < j  Drij i < j  

(4-8) 

rij is the interatomic distance, qi is the partial charge localized on atom i, and e, (T 

are the well depth and the interatomic distance at which the potential is zero, respec- 
tively. D is the dielectric screening factor for which various values are used according 
to the system that one simulates. In presence of explicit water molecules (the case 
of this study), as well as for pure water simulations, D = 1 is used, since one con- 
siders that the dielectric effects are modelled implicitly by the microscopic properties 
of the system. 

Hydrogen bonds are modelled by the usual 6-  12 and Coulombic terms via an ap- 
propriate choice of values for e, rs and the partial charges. Interactions of the polar 
hydrogen with the acceptor atom and with atoms covalently linked to it reproduces 
the H-bond angular dependence, which is not represented explicitly. 

The solvent was modelled by the well known three-center charge TIP3P model 
[40, 431 which considers the water molecule as rigid. In this model, the water 
hydrogen and oxygen atoms take part in Coulomb interactions, while the Lennard- 
Jones term is computed only between oxygen atoms (Figure 4-2). 
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Figure 4-2. The TIP3P water molecule [40]. b is the value of the (fixed) 0 - H bond length 
in angstrom, 0 is the H-0 -H (fixed) bond angle value in degrees. qaH are the partial 
charges assigned to the nuclei (in fraction of elementary charge unit [el = 1.6 lo-'' C). A 
single Lennard-Jones interaction center is positioned at the oxygen nucleus, E is the well depth 
in kcal/mol and o the interatomic distance at which the potential is zero (in angstrom). 

4.2.1.3 Treatment of Long-Range Coulombic Interactions 

Coulombic interactions vary as rij -' and therefore belong to the catagory of long 
range interactions [44]. One of the major problems in simulating dilute protein solu- 
tions which contain a large polar water phase, is to achieve an adequate treatment 
of such interactions. To save computer time a common practice is to neglect interac- 
tions between atoms that are further apart than a given cutoff distance, rc, which 
is usually no more than 7-10 A. Whereas van der Waals interactions are negligible 
at such distances, Coulomb interactions still make substantial contributions, and 
simply applying the cutoff rule causes spurious fields that influence the behavior of 
the system in a non-physical way. To avoid this problem a radial atom-atom cutoff 
distance of 7 A was used here together with a truncation scheme which modifies the 
Coulomb interactions over the entire distance range so that it smoothly decays to 
zero at the cutoff distance: 

U'( r )=  U ( r ) . S ( r )  (4-9) 
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with U' and U being respectively the modified and unmodified Coulomb potential 
and r the interatomic distance. S (r) is the ME14 shifting function [45] which has the 
following form : 

(4-10) 

S (r) = 0 r > r, 

with r, being the cutoff distance. 
The modification produced by S ( r )  on the Coulomb potential is displayed in 

Figure 4-3. In a recent study [46], several truncation schemes for long-range interac- 
tions were calibrated against the Ewald-Kornfeld summation method [47] in simula- 
tions of pure liquid water. It was shown that with three-center models such as SPC 
and TIPS, the ME14 function performs best with respect to both structural and ther- 
modynamic properties, hence the choice of ME14 for protein-water simulations in 
which water is expected to play an important role. 

- - - - _ _ _ _  - _  - _  - _  
0.0 I I I I I 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 r/rc 

Figure 4-3. Coulombic potential as a function of the reduced distance r/rc. 
- unmodified potential U (r), - - - modified potential U' (r) [46]. 

4.2.1.4 Starting Conformation and Simulation Conditions 

The starting conformation of the system consisted of the following components : 
(1) one of the three molecules (molecule C) in the asymmetric unit of the 2 A resolu- 
tion refined crystal structure of barnase [29]; this molecule was subjected to 
100 steps of energy minimization using the conjugate gradient algorithm [48], in 
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order to releave possible close contacts, and to adjust bond distances and angles, 
(2) crystallographically determined water positions located within 4 A of a protein 
atom and (3) randomly oriented water molecules placed on a cubic lattice in a 
rectangular box of dimensions 49.68 A x 37.16 A x 49.68 A, as illustrated in 
Figure 4-4a. The system contained a total of 8777 atoms. These included 1700 
protein atoms, comprising all hydrogen positions, generated using standard bond 
distances and angles [49], 94 water molecules positioned crystallographically, and 
2265 generated water molecules. 

Relevant simulation data and parameters are summarized in Table 4-1. In perfor- 
ming the simulations, periodic boundary conditions [73] were applied. With the 
chosen box dimensions, atoms of proteins in adjacent boxes were separated by at 
least three water layers, and therefore did not influence each other. The simulations 
were performed in the microcanonical ensemble (N, V, E), at room temperature 
((T) = 304 K) using vectorized procedures implemented in the Brugel package [51]. 
They started by a thermalization period of 4 ps, during which the temperature was 
adjusted using a velocity rescale procedure where the velocity of each atom is 
multiplied at regular intervals by the factor I/T,/T where T and are respec- 
tively the current and the desired equilibrium temperatures. This was followed by an 
equilibration period of 40 ps, after which the simulations were carried on for 250 ps. 
The trajectory generated during this latter interval was used to analyze the properties 
of the system. A snapshot of the system after the first 50 ps of the production run 
is shown in Figure 4-4 b. 

Table 4-1. Relevant data and simulation parameters for the 250 ps molecular dynamics 
simulation of barnase in water. 

Protein-solvent simulation conditions 

Thermodynamic ensemble: 
Integration algorithm: Verlet [33] 
Integration time-step: 
Constraints (Shake [35, 361): 

Long-range interactions : 
Shifting function: ME14 [45, 461 
Periodic boundary conditions : 

Equilibration : 40 ps 

Microcanonical (N, V, E) 

0.002 ps (1 ps = 10-12 s) 
Protein: bond distances 
Water: 
I A cutoff distance 

Box dimensions: 49.68 x 49.68 x 49.68 A 

bond distances and bond angles 

Thermalization : 4 PS 
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Figure 4-4. The simulated barnase-water system. (a) The starting conformation of the system, 
consisttng of one of the three barnase molecules in the asymmetric unit (molecule C) from 
the 2 A resolution refined crystal structure (represented ~ by its molecular surface), 94 
crystallography determined water positions located within 4 A of a protein atom (in blue) and 
2265 randomly oriented water molecules (in red) placed on a cubic lattice in a rectangular box 
(dimensions : 49.68 x 37.16 x 49.68 A), (b) the same system after 50 ps. Colouring of the pro- 
tein surface is chosen according to the vadue of the mean square displacement of the maiq- 
chain atoms: small displacement <0.6 A (blue), medium < 1.2 A (yellow), large <4.0 A 
(red). Water molecules displaying a very large displacement (> 4.0 A) are coloured in pink and 
represent bulk water molecules. It can also be seen that water molecules trapped in cavities 
display the same mean displacement as the surrounding protein atoms. 
(Colour illustration see page XIII). 
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4.2.2 Analysis of the 250 ps Trajectory of Barnase 
in Water 

4.2.2.1 Protein Motion 

Analysis of the movements displayed by the protein structure during the MD simula- 
tion is always quite revealing. Such movements can be measured by computing the 
deviations of the atomic positions between conformations generated in the simula- 
tion and a reference state, usually taken to be the crystal structure. To eliminate con- 
tributions from the rigid-body tumbling and translational motion of the entire mole- 
cule, these deviations are computed after performing coordinate superpositions [52]. 
Large structural deformations uniformly distributed across the 3D structure could 
result from shortcomings in the potential functions or from inadequate simulation 
conditions. Significant localized deformations could be due to such problems as 
well, but may also represent structural re-adjustments that occur in certain regions 
upon transfer from the crystalline environment to solution conditions, or reflect the 
inherent local flexibility of such regions. 

The root mean square deviation (rmsd) of the backbone atoms of individual con- 
formations of barnase along the 250 ps strajectory is displayed in Figure 4-5. This 
rmsd, measured relative to the starting crystal conformation, displays a value of 
about 1.2 A at the beginning of the trajectory (t = 0), indicating that movements 

1.6 

3 1.2 

t (PS) 
0 . 4 ~  0.0 0 50 100 150 200 250 

Figure 4-5. Root mean square deviations (rmsd) of barnase backbone atoms in conforma- 
tions along the 250 ps molecular dynamics trajectory of the protein-water system. The rmsd 
values are computed relative to the barnase crystal structure after coordinate superposition 
(McLachlan [52]) .  The significant rmsd value at t = 0, reflects movements in the structure that 
occurred during the thermalization and equilibration phases that precede the 250 ps produc- 
tion period (see text). 
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away from the crystal structure have occurred during the thermalization and 
equilibration periods that precede the production run. Thereafter, only a small 
overall drift is observed, with fluctuations of the order of 0.3 A. The backbone rmsd 
of the average protein conformation computed from the entire 250 ps trajectory is 
1.2 A, and that of all the atoms (including aliphatic hydrogens) is 1.7 A. 

The rmsd values obtained in the present simulations are among the lowest values 
reported so far for simulations of solvated proteins where rmsd of C, atoms usually 
range around 1.4-1.9 A [23-261. Somewhat smaller rmsd values (1.18 A) were 
recently reported for the non-hydrogen atoms of BPTI in a 200 ps MD simulation 

Inspection of the deviations between the backbone atoms in the average simulated 
protein conformation and the crystal structure (Figure 4-6) shows that the largest 
deviations occur in regions that participate in crystal contacts. These regions are 
located at the N terminus and in three loops: the loop preceding the second a-helix, 
the loop between /3-strands 2 and 3 and that between strands 4 and 5.  As expected, 
residues belonging to the &sheet, which are involved in numerous tertiary interac- 
tions display the lowest deviations (rmsd - 0.6 A). The deviations displayed by the 
recognition loop (residues 54-60) are intermediate in range, with the largest one 
(-2.0 A) exhibited by residue Lys 57. The near uniform 1 A displacement of 
residues 6-17 in the first a-helix, represent a rigid-body movement of this helix 
relative to the P-sheet. 

P21. 

Figure 4-6. Deviations (in A) of Ca atoms of the 250 ps average conformation of barnase 
from the crystal structure, as a function of their position N, along the sequence. Bars indicate 
the limits of secondary structure elements, and stars indicate residues involved in inter- 
molecular contacts in the barnase crystal. Both are displayed below the abscissa. 
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2 m  

4.2.2.2 Variations of the Protein Accessible Surface Area 
and Volume 

: / , " " y  , , , , , , , , , , , , , , t (PS) , , 

Other parameters such as the protein accessible surface area and accessible volume 
were also monitored along the trajectory (see Figure 4-7). These quantities, defined 
in the legend of Figure 4-7, were computed using an analytic algorithm implemented 

Accessible surface 
(AZ) 

0 50 100 150 200 250 
(a) 

Accessible volume 
(A3) 

22000 1 

21500 

21000 

20500 3 

Figure 4-7. Accessible surface areas (A2) and volumes (A3) of barnase conformations along 
the 250 ps trajectory of the protein-water system. Areas (a) and volumes (b) were computed 
with an analytical algorithm [54], using a probe radius of 1.4 A. The accessible volume is 
defined as the volume contained within the accessible surface of the protein [54]. Values cor- 
responding to the accessible surface area and the accessible volume of the crystal structure 
respectively, 5800 A' and 20050 A3, are indicated by arrows. The largest changes in both 
quantities occur during the thermalization and equilibration periods, which precede the 
250 ps production run. 
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in the Brugel package [51]. We see that here too a large increase in the protein 
accessible surface area and volume occurs during the thermalization and equilibra- 
tion phases that precede the 250 ps production run. Considering all the simulation 
phases, the largest change relative to the crystal structure is 17% for the accessible 
surface area, and 8% for the accessible volume. The volume changes are consistent 
with a slight expansion of the molecule (an increase of about 0.5 A in the gyration 
radius) which is not incompatible with the known physical properties of protein 
systems [53]. The surface area changes are larger then expected from the expansion. 
They result from movements of surface side chains and the N-terminus, which lead 
to their increased exposure. The fluctuations of the surface areas and volumes of in- 
dividual conformation relative to the mean values of the corresponding quantities, 
evaluated over the entire trajectory, are significantly smaller and do not exceed 2%. 

4.2.2.3 Hydrogen Bonds 

Hydrogen Bonds Between Protein Atoms. Hydrogen bonds are important landmarks 
in protein conformation. They contribute to the stability of secondary structures and 
of interactions between specific sidechain and mainchain polar atoms. A com- 
parative analysis between the hydrogen bonds formed during a MD trajectory and 
those found in the crystal structure provides an additional means for assessing the 

Figure 4-8. Hydrogen bonds formed between barnase atoms during the 250 ps trajectory. 
(a) “Persistent” hydrogen bonds, those present in more than 60% of the conformations along 
the trajectory; (b) “medium” hydrogen bonds appearing in 30% to 60% of the conforma- 
tions; (c) “weak” hydrogen bonds, formed in less than 30% of the conformations. Different 
hatchings are used to represent hydrogen bonds counts according to the location of the donor 
and the acceptor on the polypeptidic chain: mainchain-mainchain ; mainchain-sidechain 

; sidechain-sidechain H . Hydrogen bonds present in the original crystal structure are 
labeled “crystal” ; those formed during the simulation are labeled “new”. Criteria used to 
define hydrogen bonds were as follows: the hydrogen-acceptor distance must be 5 2.5 A, the 
donor-hydrogen-acceptor angle, and the hydrogen-acceptor- “from” angles must be larger or 
equal to 90” (“from” stands for the atom covalently linked to the acceptor atom). 
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correspondence between the simulated dynamical system and the experimental static 
picture. Such analysis nearly always involves the use of somewhat arbitrary 
(geometric or energetic) criteria to decide when an H-bond is formed and when it 
is not. With the criteria used here (see legend of Figure 4-8) we define a total of 140 
intra-molecular hydrogen bonds in our starting barnase crystal structure. Among 
these, 63 are in the mainchain, 53 between mainchain and sidechain groups and 24 
between sidechain groups only. 

Table 4-2 summarizes the behavior of these hydrogen bonds in the 250 ps trajec- 
tory. We see that a majority (78%) of the 63 mainchain hydrogen bonds present in 

Table 4-2. Mainchain-mainchain, mainchain-sidechain and sidechain-sidechain hydrogen 
bonds behavior in the 250 ps trajectory of solvated barnase. 

Main-main 
crystal new 

Persistent 
Medium 
Weak 
Total 

49 
8 
6 

63 

8 
10 
65 
83 

146 

Main-side 
crystal new 

Persistent 
Medium 
Weak 
Total 

23 
7 

23 
53 

10 
27 

131 
168 

221 

Side-side 
crystal new 

Persistent 
Medium 
Weak 
Total 

4 
9 

11 
24 

2 
8 

62 
72 

96 

“Crystal” refers to hydrogen bonds present in the origin crystal structure, “new” refers to 
hydrogen bonds formed during the simulation. Hydrogen bonds formed in more than 60% 
of the conformations in the trajectory are labelled “persistent”, “medium” hydrogen bonds 
are those found in 30-60% of the conformations, “weak” hydrogen bonds are found in less 
than 30% of the conformations. 
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the crystal structure, persist during the simulation (they occur in more than 60% of 
the conformations in the trajectory). The proportion of persisting crystallographic 
hydrogen bonds decreases to 43 (70 in the sidechain-mainchain category, and then fur- 
ther to 17 %, in the sidechain-sidechain category. In parallel to the loss of crystallo- 
graphic hydrogen bonds we observe the formation of new intra-molecular hydrogen 
bonds not present in the crystal structure. However, most of them occur transiently 
with only a very small number persisting in 6O%, or more, of the generated confor- 
mations. For example, among the 83 new hydrogen bonds formed between main- 
chain atoms, only about 10% persist, and among the 72 new sidechain-sidechain 
hydrogen bonds only 2 (about 3 070) persist. Figure 4-9 summarizes these data for the 
mainchain hydrogen bonds in barnase. 

Figure 4-9. Hydrogen bonds formed between amide and carbonyl groups of the polypeptide 
backbone during the 250 ps molecular dynamics simulation of solvated barnase. The se- 
quence position of the amide groups is given vertically, and the hydrogen bonds that they form 
are plotted in the upper left diagonal. The sequence position of the carbonyl groups is given 
horizontally and their hydrogen bonds are plotted in the lower right diagonal. Only 4 
catagories of hydrogen bonds are plotted: hydrogen bonds observed in the crystal structure, 
and maintained in more than 60% of the conformations in the trajectory (B); hydrogen 
bonds observed in the crystal structure, and maintained in less than 60% of the conformations 
(0); new hydrogen bonds generated during the simulation and maintained in more than 60% 
of the conformations (a); new hydrogen bonds generated during the simulation and main- 
tained in less than 60% of the conformations (0). 

Protein-Solvent Hydrogen Bonds Involving the Backbone. In addition to intra- 
molecular interactions, polar groups can also form hydrogen bonds with water 
molecules. The average number of hydrogen bonds formed during the simulation 
by mainchain amide and carbonyl groups with water molecules is displayed in 
Figure 4-10a. Data on intra-molecular hydrogen bonds formed between the same 
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groups are shown in Figure 4-lob for comparison. We see that overall, backbone 
groups are involved more often in hydrogen bonds with water molecules (a total of 
144 hydrogen bonds on the average) than with other protein atoms (a total of 60 
hydrogen bonds on the average). We find furthermore that carbonyl groups are more 
often involved in hydrogen bonds with water molecules than amide groups. This fits 
with the general tendency of carbonyl groups to form more hydrogen bonds than 

1 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 N 

Figure 4-10. The average number of hydrogen bonds formed by backbone amides and car- 
bony1 groups of barnase during the 250 ps simulation of the protein-water system. The average 
number of hydrogen bonds for each group ((NHb)NH or (NHb),,) is defined as the number 
of conformations in which the corresponding group makes a hydrogen bond divided by the 
total number of conformations in the trajectory. The criteria for hydrogen bond formation 
are given in the legend of Figure 4-8. (a) displays the average number of hydrogen bonds made 
with other protein atoms, by the backbone amides (above) and carbonyl groups (below) along 
the amino-acid sequence of barnase. (b) displays the same data, but counting only hydrogen 
bonds made with water molecules. 
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amide groups, observed previously in surveys of proteins [55 ,  561. It is also consistent 
with the known chemical properties of these groups. Carbonyl oxygens have indeed 
the ability to utilise their lone pair sp2 orbitals as acceptors, and hence to form two 
hydrogen bonds simultaneously, while the amide nitrogens can act only as a single 
hydrogen bond donnor. 

Not unexpectedly, most of the backbone-solvent hydrogen bonds are located in 
loop regions, and at the extremities of secondary structure elements. In several in- 
stances the same group (more often a carbonyl than an amide) makes on the average 
hydrogen bonds with both the protein and the surrounding solvent. This occurs fe 
for several peptide groups in the loop involved in guanine recognition (resi- 
dues 57-61), and at the N terminii of the a-helices. In general it reflects exchange 
between intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bonds which takes place during the 
simulation as a result of thermal motion. Detailed comparison of these results with 
experimental data on amide proton-deuterium exchange rates measured by nuclear 
magnetic resonance [57, 581 should establish to what extent they reflect the actual 
behavior of the protein. Analysis of such data, which have become available for bar- 
nase recently [31] is in progress. 

Hydrogen Bonds Involving Protein Sidechains. Figure 4-1 1 displays the average 
number of hydrogen bonds formed by the sidechains of barnase during the simula- 
tion as a function of their position in the sequence. Sidechain groups too are in 
general more often involved in hydrogen bonds with water molecules (a total of 94 
hydrogen bonds on the average) than in hydrogen bonds with other protein atoms 
(a total of 33 hydrogen bonds on the average), as seen from Figures 4- 11 a-c. Side- 
chain-sidechain hydrogen bonds (Figure 4-11 b) are less common than sidechain- 
mainchain hydrogen bonds (Figure 4-11 a). Interestingly, persistent sidechain-main- 
chain hydrogen bonds - those present in 90% or more of the computed conforma- 
tions - involve primarily short sidechains such as Asn, Thr and Ser. Those 
sidechains contribute an average number of hydrogen bonds equal to, or higher than 
0.5 in Figure 4-11 a. Among the fewer sidechain-sidechain hydrogen bonds, the most 
persistent ones belong preferentially to charged sidechains such as Arg, Glu and Asp, 
and one belongs also to Tyr 103. Among these sidechains, several (Arg 83, 87; 
Glu 60, 73; 5 r  103) are believed to be involved in the catalytic function of barnase 
[59-611. Others, such as that between Asp 8, 12 and Arg 110, which bridge the chain 
ends, are likely to play an important role in protein stability [62, 631. 
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(a) Average number of hydro- 
gen bonds made by the 
sidechain of each residue 
with backbone atoms. 

(b) Average number of hydro- 
gen bonds made by the 
sidechain of each residue 
with other sidechains. 

3.0 1 n 

2.0 

(c) Average number of hydro- 
gen bonds made by the 
sidechain of each residue 

1.0 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 N with water molecules. 
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Figure 4-11. The average number of hydrogen bonds formed by individual residues along the 
sequence during the 250 ps molecular dynamics simulation of barnase in water. 
In each case the average number of the corresponding hydrogen bonds is computed by summ- 
ing the average number of hydrogen bonds, defined as in legend of Figure 4-10, made by all 
donor and acceptor groups of the sidechain and dividing it by the number of donors and ac- 
ceptors in the sidechain. 
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4.2.3 Structural and Dynamic Properties 
of Water Molecules Near the Protein Surface 

MD simulations can provide a very accurate picture of the structure and dynamics 
of water molecules near the protein surface. A number of recent simulation studies 
[26, 64-66] have already contributed to changing our view from that, provided by 
X-ray and neutron diffraction studies, where hundreds of molecules are considered 
to be statically bound to the protein, to that in which water at the protein surface 
conserves a significant degree of mobility, implying that many fewer water 
molecules, if any, are truly immobilized at the protein surface. A similar picture is 
emerging from experimental analyses by NMR [67-691. 

4.2.3.1 Structural Properties 

Here we describe results of the analysis of water structure at the surface of barnase 
as seen in our 250 ps simulation. Radial distribution function of water oxygens and 
hydrogens around specific protein atoms in non-polar, polar and charged groups 
have been computed in sidechains whose atoms are exposed to solvent [51]. A sample 
of these distributions is shown in Figure 4-12a-c. 

We see that for polar groups, the maxima of the distributions, which correspond 
to the most probable position of nearest hydrogen bonding partners, are within the 
expected hydrogen bonding distances of the groups involved (see fe Figure 4-12a). 

The peak in the water oxygen distribution around the non-polar methyl group of 
Ala 32 in barnase (Figure 4-12c) occurs at 3.55 A, corresponding roughly to the sum 
of the van der Waals radii of the methyl and water groups. Similar distances of 3.6 
and 3.7 A were obtained previously for the methane-water first peak [70] and for 
both the butane-water [71] and the peptide methyl-water [72] first peaks, respectively. 

A quite useful pictorial representation of the first solvation shell around specific 
protein sidechain groups can be obtained by representing water molecules from in- 
dividual snapshots along the trajectory in a common local reference frame attached 
to the corresponding sidechains, as illustrated in Figure 4-13. Such representation is 
particularly helpful in analyzing the water structure in the vicinity of planar groups 
as illustrated in Figure 4-13a. This figure shows the near planar arrangement of the 
water molecules relative to the aromatic plane of Phe 82 in barnase, with water 
hydrogens pointing towards the plane on its more exposed side. In contrast, Fig- 
ure 4-13 b shows the nice spherical arrangement of the water molecules around the 
sidechain of Ala 32. 
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Figure 4-12. Radial distribution functions g (r) for water atoms around solvent exposed 
groups of barnase. g(r) between water oxygens (0,) and the Os atom in the carbonyl group 
of Asn 22 (a); g(r) of water oxygens (0,) and the H, group of Tyr 17 (b); g(r) of water ox- 
ygens (0,) and the CD of Ala 32 (c). 
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I I 

Figure 4-13. Pictorial representation of water structure around selected solvent exposed 
groups in barnase. Individual snapshots along the trajectory are represented in a common 
local reference frame attached to the respective sidechain groups. Atoms from the sidechain 
groups appear superimposed in the center of the picture, with water molecules arranged 
around them. Water structure around Phe 82 (a) and around Ala 32 (b). 

4.2.3.2 Dynamic Properties 

Detailed information about the dynamic properties of water molecules surrounding 
the protein can be obtained from the simulations by computing their translational 
and rotational diffusion coefficients. In doing so it is furthermore possible to 
analyze separately water molecules interacting with different groups on the protein 
surface (hydrophobic, charged, polar, flexible, rigid, etc.), thereby providing insight 
into how various physical parameters of the protein surface influence the solvent 
dynamic properties. As a first step in this direction, the translational self diffusion 
coefficients of molecules in the first water shells around selected protein groups were 
evaluated. The self diffusion coefficient D was computed using the Einstein relation 
1731, which requires monitoring the displacements of the center of mass of individual 
water molecules (ri) in a given solvation shell as a function of time (s), and averag- 
ing over time origins ( t )  and molecules in the shell: 

(4-1 1) 

A schematic representation showing how the water molecules belonging to the solva- 
tion shell are selected along the trajectory is given in Figure 4-14. The resulting 
ensemble of water molecules is then used to calculate the time correlation function 
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Figure 4-14. Definition of a dynamical solvation shell around protein groups. A water 
molecule is considered as belonging to the first shell if it is within a distance R of a reference 
protein atom P, and has not left this perimeter during the simulation for a continuous period 
longer than 10% of a maximum correlation time s [74] (see Eq. (4-11). In all cases R is fixed 
to 4 A and the correlation time s to 5-10 ps. 

in Eq. (4-11). A typical correlation function for such water molecules is given in 
Figure 4-15. According to Eq. (4-ll), D is proportional to the slope of this function 
at long time scales. Due to the conditions applied for selecting the water molecules 
(see legend Figure 4-14), D does not represent simply the average diffusion coeffi- 
cient of water molecules in the first solvation shell. The diffusion coefficient is 
dominated by the most slowly moving water molecules in this shell, of which there 
may be only a few. 

Table 4-3 lists the results obtained for water molecules around, respectively, the 
Hp protons of alanines, the H, protons of isoleucines and the Hc protons of lysines 
in barnase. The value for the diffusion coefficient computed for bulk water in the 
same simulation is given in the column on the far right. In these calculations, only 
protons in groups that expose more than 30% of their surface to solvent were con- 
sidered (see legend of Table 4-3 for details). 

We find that the self diffusion coefficients of water surrounding the amide 
protons and the Ala fi protons are very small (0.3 and 0.4 x lop9 m2 s-', respec- 
tively) relative to the diffusion coefficient of 4.8 x lop9 m2 s- ' ,  computed for 
bulk water in the same simulations. It is noteworthy that the latter value, which 
agrees with those previously obtained for the pure liquid using the SPC or TIPS 
water models f43, 46, 751, is a factor of 2 larger than the experimental measure 
(2.4 x m2 s-I). Water in contact with the Ile 6 and the Lys < protons is 
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Figure 4-15. Mean square displacement correlation function of the water molecules around 
HJ’S of Ile in barnase. Were considered in the computations only isoleucines Ha’s that expose 
more than 30% of their surface to solvent (residues 4 and 55). The diffusion coefficient D 
is proportional to the slope of the correlation function at long time scales. 

significantly more mobile (D = 1.6 x s-’), but still much less mobile than bulk 
water. 

To help interpret these observations, Eq. (4-11) was also used to compute the “self 
diffusion coefficient” of each type of reference proton around which the water shells 
were analyzed. These coefficients are given in column 2 of Table 4-3. 

Table 4-3. Diffusion coefficients at the surface of barnase. 

Group Dintrinsic (lo-’ m2 s-’)  DWarer (lo-’ m2 s-’) 

N-H 
Ala Hp 
Ile H, 
LYS H, 

0.3 
0.4 
1.4 
0.65 

0.3 
0.4 
1.6 
1.6 

Intrinsic refers to the diffusion coefficient of the reference protein atoms and water refers to 
the diffusion coefficient of the water molecules belonging to the first solvation shell around 
these reference atoms (see Figure 4-14). In the calculation 21 amide protons were considered; 
8 Ala Ha protons belonging to Ala 32, 37,43 (3 out of the 7 Ala residues in barnase); 6 IleH, 
in Ile 4, 55 (2 out of the 8 Ile in barnase) and 14 LysHr in Lys 19, 39, 49, 62, 66, 98, 108 
(7 out of the 8 Lys residues in barnase). 

We see that the “diffusion coefficient” of the Ile H, is about 4 times larger than 
those of the amide and p protons. This is consistent with the 6 protons being at the 
extremity of a flexible side-chain and therefore moving faster, than the amide and 
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p protons which are part of the backbone whose movement reflects more closely the 
slower overall tumbling motion of the protein. The small diffusion coefficient of the 
Lys [ protons can be explained by the fact that 3 out of the 4 considered lysines are 
involved in electrostatic interactions with negatively charged protein groups and 
therefore do not move freely. 

Comparison of the data in columns 1 and 2 of Table 4-3 reveals clearly that the 
diffusion coefficients of the reference proton are virtually identical to those of the 
slowest water molecules in their first solvent shell. There is one exception however: 
the lys ( protons diffuse 3 times slower than their most slowly moving first shell 
waters. 

The above results taken together indicate that the motion of water molecules in 
the first solvation shell is influenced by the presence of protein groups and possibly 
even coupled to their movements. 

It is interesting that no difference is detected in the dynamic behavior of water 
molecules surrounding polar and hydrophobic groups, a result, which if confirmed, 
may have an important bearing on our understanding of the hydrophobic effect. One 
sees instead that water molecules in contact with groups that are close to or part of 
the protein backbone (fe the amide and p protons) move more slowly than those in 
contact with flexible sidechains (fe 6 and (protons). This may be due to the fact that 
the movement of water molecules near the polypeptide backbone is hampered 
through partial shielding from the bulk by nearby sidechains, or through the com- 
bined influence of interactions with other backbone atoms. Similar observations 
about the slower movement of water molecules near the backbone than near 
sidechain groups were also made in a recent analysis of a 1 ns (1 ns = s) 
simulation of solvated Bovine Pancreatic Trypsin Inhibitor (BPTI) [26]. 

The slow diffusion coefficient of the ( protons relative to that of their surroun- 
ding water molecules is interesting. It suggests loose coupling between the movement 
of these water molecules and that of the positively charged protein group. Whether 
this is a general behavior of water surrounding positively charged groups remains to 
be seen. 

A more exhaustive analysis, where averaging is performed on larger ensembles, 
is clearly needed to verify these observations and to gain further insight. 
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4.3 Computing the Free Energy Change 
Associated with a Hydrophobic Mutation 
in Barnase 

The thermodynamic stability of proteins, defined by their denaturation free energy, 
is not very large, with observed values in the range of about 10 kcal/mol [76]. This 
stability is thought to result from a delicate balance between different types of in- 
teractions. Among those, hydrophobic interactions are believed to play a major role 
[77-791. Site directed mutagenesis combined with thermal and spectroscopic 
stability measurements have provided valuable insights into the contributions to pro- 
tein stability from individual amino-acids [80]. But the information they provide on 
the physical origins of these contributions is often incomplete. Theoretical analyses 
based on a detailed microscopic description of the molecular systems should 
therefore be helpful in gaining further understanding of the underlying physical 
phenomena. Methods for computing free energy changes by using MD [81, 821 or 
Monte-Carlo techniques [83, 841 are particularly well suited for this purpose, as they 
evaluate thermodynamic quantities that can be directly compared with the ex- 
perimental values. These methods are however still not routine [85-871 and the 
reliability of the results, especially when they are obtained for complex systems such 
as proteins, depends critically on the validity of the basic assumptions made in the 
simulations [88]. 

In the following, the free energy simulation method is outlined, and its applica- 
tion to the analysis of the stability change produced by a hydrophobic mutation in 
barnase, is illustrated. The latter involved the substitution of isoleucine at position 
96 by alanine, in the hydrophobic core of the protein and was shown to reduce the 
stability of the protein from 10.5 kcal/mol (wild type) to 6.5-7.3 kcal/mol [89, 901. 

4.3.1 The Free Energy Perturbation Method 

To compute the free energy difference, AG, between two states A and B representing 
respectively, the wild type and mutant proteins, a "computer alchemy" operation is 
undertaken where one amino acid is transformed into another [ll]. This is achieved 
using a hybrid potential: 

V(r", A) = (1 - A )  v, (r") + A v, ( r N )  (4-12) 

This potential is a linear combination of V, ( r N )  and V, (r"), the empirical poten- 
tials describing wild type and the mutant proteins respectively, with A being a cou- 
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pling parameter, varied from 0 to 1. r N  are the atomic coordinates of the system en- 
compassing here the protein and solvent molecules. With this simple form of the 
hybrid potential problems of convergence are not uncommon and can be overcome 
using more complex forms, non-linear in 1 [85 ] .  

The free energy difference AG between the two states A (wild type) and B (mu- 
tant) can be obtained from either of two formally exact expressions. One is the so 
called "exponential formula" (EF) [91, 921 : 

(4-13) 

where A V =  VB (r") - V, (r"), dAi = Ai+l  - Ai,  kB the Boltzmann constant and 7 
the absolute temperature; the angle brackets represent an ensemble average obtained 
using the potential V(r", Ai) from Eq. (4-12) to represent the system. To implement 
Eq. (4-13), a series of simulations is set up corresponding to a succession of discrete 
1 values between 0 and 1. From each simulation at a given 1, ensemble averages of 
the exponential factor are evaluated. Summation of the natural logarithm of these 
averages then leads to the required free energy value. Equation (4-13) is formally 
exact provided that the configuration ensemble generated at a given Ai is represen- 
tative of the potential corresponding to A i + l .  This implies conserving reversibility of 
the perturbation at each step along the pathway and requires taking small enough 
1 intervals. It is also the main reason why the method is restricted to small size per- 
turbations. The reversibility condition also stipulates that the EF expression, when 
used in both the forward and reverse directions along a given perturbation, should 
yield the same result in absolute value. This is often done to monitor convergence 
and as a consistency check, and involves using the mirror expression of Eq. (4-13) 
which gives the free energy difference evaluated from an ensemble obtained from a 
simulation performed at A i + l  : 

AG = kBT c In 
i 

(4-14) 

The other equivalent formulation, is called thermodynamic integration (TI). It has 
often been applied to compute the free energy change of systems where a parameter 
specifying the thermodynamic state, such as the volume or temperature, is varied 
slowly. It uses the folIowing expression [93]: 
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(4-15) 

where the canonical average (g)Aj is equal to ( A  provided the hybrid poten- 

tial energy function V(r”, I i )  is linear in I (as in Eq. (4-12)). Ensemble averages of 
A V are computed at each A value. Like in the EF procedure, these averages are ob- 
tained from a series of simulations performed at successive A values. The integration 
over A, which is also an exact expression, approximated here by a summation over 
a finite number of A I  “windows”, then yields the requested free energy value. 

The accuracy of the results obtained with either the EF or TI procedures will de- 
pend on the quality of the empirical potential function V(rN, Ai),  on whether or not 
it is appropriate to use the linear form for the hybrid potential (in particular for the 
TI procedure), and on the method employed to sample the configuration ensemble. 

Differences due to changes in the number of particles may arise due to the kinetic 
energy contribution to A G. These differences cancel out however when identical 
alchemical transformations are considered in two different states. Here they are the 
native and unfolded states described below. 

4.3.2 Computing Free Energy Differences : 
Practical Aspects 

4.3.2.1 Implementation of the Perturbation Method 

Previous studies have shown that the linear dependence of the hybrid potential on 
the coupling parameter A, is adequate for treating charged to non-polar (e.g. 
Asp + Ala [ll]), and charged to charged (e. g. Arg -+ His [94]) mutations. However, 
in cases where van der Waals interactions dominate the transformation, non linear 
forms of the hybrid potential were shown to lead to faster convergence [85 ] .  In the 
application illustrated here which involves a non-polar to non-polar mutation 
(Ile + Ala) dominance of van der Waals interactions was also expected. To ensure 
convergence of the calculations a variant of the classical procedure described in Sec- 
tion 4.3.1 was therefore used. Several intermediate states were defined along a 
pathway from A (wild type) to B (mutant) as illustrated in Figure 4-16. These states 
were generated by gradually modifying van der Waals parameters and bond lengths 
of the relevant sidechains in the direction of the transformation. The free energy dif- 
ferences A Gi+i+l between successive states along the transformation pathway were 
then computed with Eq. (4-13) or Eq. (4-15), using three values of I (A = 1/6, 3/6, 
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Figure 4-16. Schematic representation of the pathway used for the Ile + Ala alchemical 
transformation. The pathway between the end states A (Ile) and B (Ala) is defined by six in- 
termediate states labelled S1 -S6. These states are generated by gradually modifying van der 
Waals parameters and bond lengths of the sidechain representing state A in the sidechain 
representing state B (see Prkvost et al. for details [13]). The overall free energy difference is 
computed as the sum of the free energy differences between successive states along this 

pathway (AGj), yielding AG(A-,B) = 

I 
AGj. 

j = l  

516). Individual L ~ G ~ , ~ , ~  values were then summed to give the overall free energy 
difference for the transformation. This corresponds to taking discrete points along 
a pathway between A and B that is described by a non-linear hybrid potential, and 
performing a linear interpolation between these points using the classical procedure. 

4.3.2.2 The Molecular Systems and Simulation Procedure 

The ensemble averages over configuration space required for Eqs. (4-13) and (4-15) 
were computed at room temperature (300 K) using a time saving molecular dynamics 
procedure called Stochastic Boundary Molecular Dynamics (SBMD) [95]. This pro- 
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cedure is valid for simulating localized events and is appropriate for analyzing small 
conformational changes that would occur around and near the mutated sidechain. 
An essential feature of this method is the partioning of the system into several 
regions; simulating in full detail only the region of interest while representing the ef- 
fect of the rest of the system by appropriately chosen mean and stochastic forces. 

The perturbation protocol and the SBMD procedure were applied to the folded 
and unfolded states of barnase. The folded state was represented by the high resolu- 
tion crystallographic coordinates of barnase [29]. Unlike the folded state, the un- 
folded state is rather ill-defined. Given that the mutated residue at position 96 is part 
of a /3 strand, and following experimental evidence that the unfolded state of barnase 
contains an appreciable amount of /3 structure [96], the unfolded state was modelled 
as an extended heptapeptide in water, comprising in addition to residue 96 the three 
residues on each side of the mutated position. 

Calculations were performed in presence of water for both the folded and un- 
folded states. To remove close contacts, all initial conformations were subjected to 
100 steps of energy minimization. 

In both the folded and unfolded states, the system was partitioned into two ap- 
proximately spherical regions; the inner region with a radius of 9 A was simulated 
by molecular dynamics and the region between 9 and 11 A was modelled by Langevin 
dynamics [95]. The spheres were centered on the initial Cpsposition of Ile 96, the 
residue undergoing mutation. The empty space inside the 11 A sphere was filled with 
water molecules by overlaying a previously equilibrated box of TIP3P waters [97], 
and removing all molecules within 2.5 A of any protein atom. After a 5 ps equilibra- 
tion of the water structure in the presence of the fixed protein or heptapeptide, a se- 
cond TIP3P overlay was made to fill any voids in the solvent. The simulated system 
for the folded protein included 472 protein atoms and 21 water molecules while that 
of the unfolded state included 76 protein atoms and 145 water molecules. Simula- 
tions were also performed for the unfolded state in vacuum, taken to represent a gas 
phase reference state. 

All the free energy calculations described in this section were performed with the 
CHARMM program [38]. The potentials V, and V, in Eq. (4-12) were represented 
by standard empirical energy functions and parameters for the polar hydrogen model 
which treats aliphatic groups as extended atoms. Long-range interactions were 
smoothly truncated at 8.5 A with a shifting function for the electrostatic interaction 
and a switching function for van der Waals interaction. A dielectric constant of unity 
was used. 

Calculations of AG for a given L consist of an equilibration simulation of 5 ps 
followed by an averaging period of 10 ps. Coordinates from every fifth time step were 
saved and used in Eqs. (4-13) and (4-15). Each full alchemical transformation in- 
volved 105 ps of equilibration and 210 ps of averaging. With an integration step of 
1 fs, a 5 ps simulation required about 30 minutes of CPU time on the Cyber 205 
computer at the former John von Neuman Center. 
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4.3.3 Computed Changes in Protein Stability for the 
Ile 96 -+Ala  Mutation 

Table 4-4 lists the computed free energy values obtained by the exponential formula 
(EF) and thermodynamic integration (TI) procedures for the Ile 96 into Ala 
alchemical transformation. These are, ~ l G f ” ~  for the solvated native protein, 
LIGL’~ for the solvated unfolded state, and d GI’A for the gas phase reference state. 

Table 4-4. Computed free energy changes (in kcal/aol) the Ile --* Ala mutation in barnase. 

Contribution AGf-A AGf’A AAGf,,, AAG,,, AAG,,f 
protein water reference 

~ ~~ 

TI -3.09 -8.3 -7.15 - 5.21 -1.15 4.06 
EF -3.39 -6.81 -6.56 - 3.42 -0.25 3.17 
EXP -3.3a; -4.0b -0.21‘ 

Negative values in AAG correspond to contributions in which the wild type (Ile) is stabilized 
relative to the mutant (Ala). AGf, AG, and AG, are the free energies for the alchemical 
transformation Ile + Ala, in the folded state (protein), the unfolded state (water), and the un- 
folded state in the gas phase (reference) respectively. AAGf-u is  the unfolding free energy dif- 
ference for the alchemical transformation. AAG,,, and AA G,,f are respectively, the solva- 
tion free energy differences for Ile versus Ala in water and in the protein interior. The cor- 
responding AAG values are derived from the corresponding AG values as explained in the text. 
EF, TI and EXP stand for, the exponential formula Eq. (4-13), the thermodynamic integration 
procedure Eq. (4-15), and experimental results respectively. The superscripts a, b and c indicate 
that values are taken from Kellis et al. [89, 901 and Wolfenden et 01. [lo61 respectively. 

By use of the thermodynamic cycle (Figure 4-17 a), the corresponding difference in 
unfolding free energy, d ~ l G ~ , ~  is obtained from the following expression [lo] : 

A A G ~ , ,  = A G , ” ~  - L I G ~ ” ~  = AG&, - AG;,,, (4-16) 

The calculated L I L ~ G ~ + ~  values are -3.41 and -5.21 kcal/mol obtained using the 
EF and TI procedures respectively. These values agree in sign and magnitude with 
the values of - 3.3 and - 4.0 kcal/mol, measured in the experiment unfolding studies 
of Kellis et al. [89, 901. The negative values indicate that unfolding the mutant is 
energetically more favorable than unfolding the wild type, and hence that the wild 
type folded state is more stable than the mutant folded state. 

Using another thermodynamic cycle the solvation free energy difference 
dAG,,,, is given by (Figure 4-17b): 

AAG,,, = AG;’* - LIG~+ = AG$, - AG:~,, (4-17) 
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where AG,,,, are the solvation free energies, or  equivalently, those of the transfer 
from the gas phase to aqueous solution. The AAG,,. values calculated by the EF 
and TI procedures are - 0.25 and - 1.15 kcal/mol respectively. The corresponding 
difference obtained from experimental measures is - 0.21 kcal/mol. Experiments 
and calculations hence agree about the small difference in solvation free energy bet- 
ween the Ile and Ala residues. The negative sign of the computed (and experimental) 
values indicates that transferring the Ile containing peptide from the gas phase to 
water is less favorable than transferring the Ala containing peptide. 

In addition, the free energy change for going from the gas phase to the folded 
protein was also calculated by use of the relation (Figure 4-17c): 

AAG,+= AG;’* - A G ~ ’ ~  (4-18) 

4 Figure 4-17. The thermodynamic cycles in the calculations and the experiments. 
(a) The thermodynamic cycle for the unfolding process of barnase. The vertical direction con- 

cerns alchemical processes corresponding to the Ile -+ Ala transformation. On the left 
hand side the transformation occurs in the folded protein, yielding the free energy dif- 
ference dG{+A. On the right hand side, the transformation occurs in the unfolded state 
(modeled in our computation by an extended heptapeptide), yielding the free energy dif- 
ference A G,”A. The horizontal direction concerns chemical steps of the unfolding reac- 
tion. Unfolding of the wild type protein in presence of Ile is shown on top; it corresponds 
to the free energy difference dG;+:,,. Unfolding of the Ala containing mutant is shown 
on the bottom, with the corresponding change in free energy of AGj’,,. 

(b) The thermodynamic cycle for the solvation process of the unfolded protein (the extended 
heptapeptide). The vertical direction concerns alchemical processes corresponding to the 
Ile + Ala transformation. On the left hand side, the transformation occurs in the gas 
phase, yielding the free energy difference L I G ~ ’ ~ .  On the right hand side (which is iden- 
tical to the right hand side of cycle in (a)), the reaction occurs in water, yielding the free 
energy difference d Gt’A. The horizontal direction concerns the solvation process for the 
unfolded protein. Taking the Ile containing unfolded protein from the gas phase to water 
is shown on top. It yields the free energy difference AGf,,. The solvation process for the 
Ala containing unfolded protein is shown on the bottom, with the corresponding change 
in free energy of AG:’,,. 

(c) The thermodynamic cycle for a folding/solvation process which brings the unfolded pro- 
tein in the reference (gas phase) to the solvated folded state. The vertical direction concerns 
alchemical processes corresponding to the Ile --t Ala transformation. On the left hand side 
(which is identical to the left hand side of the cycle in (b)), the transformation occurs in 
the gas phase, yielding the free energy difference dGf‘A. The right hand side (which is 
identical to the left hand side of the cycle in (a)), shows the same transformation in the 
folded protein, which yields the free energy difference d Gf”A. The horizontal direction 
concerns the folding/solvation reaction. The process of transferring the Ile containing un- 
folded protein from the gas phase to the Ile containing folded state is shown on top. It 
yields the free energy difference d Gf+j.. The same process in presence of Ala is shown on 
the bottom, with the corresponding change in free energy of ~ l G f l , ~ .  
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The values obtained are +3.17 and +4.06 kcal/mol. No direct measurement of this 
quantity is available from experiment. It can however be obtained by difference from 
the other experimental data given in Table 4-4. This yields values of +3.1 and 
+ 3.8 kcal/mol, corresponding to the two different experimental measurements for 

A A G f -  - 
We thus see that though hydration effects provide important contributions to the 

free energy of transfer of the individual sidechains from water to the protein interior, 
they seem to play only a minor role in the overall free energy balance when the dv- 
ference between the sidechains of Ile and Ala is considered. The major contribution 
to this free energy balance is on the other hand provided by terms pertaining to the 
native folded state. 

It should be noted however, that for mutations involving charged or polar 
sidechain one would expect the contributions from hydration effects, or alternatively 
those resulting from the alchemical transformation in the unfolded state, to be much 
more important [ll] than it is in the case discussed here. 

4.3.4 Error Estimation 

The free energy values computed from ensemble averages of complex systems such 
as those considered here, may be subject to uncertainties and errors from different 
origins. This being a difficult and controversial aspect of the free energy calculations, 
much effort has been recently devoted to investigating it [98- 1031, and detailed 
description of the error analysis made for the computations described above would 
require extending the discussion well beyond the scope of the present chapter. In the 
following is therefore provided only a very limited account of this analysis. 

One obvious source of error would be the incomplete convergence of the simula- 
tions [98, 1031 which can be assessed from estimates of their statistical precision. 
Computations based on the standard deviation of individual A Gi free energy values 
obtained here by the TI procedure, estimate the precision of the overall free energy 
difference AG to be about 1 kcal/mol. The precision of the corresponding A A G  
values is thus of about 2 kcal/mol. Also, the computations have been performed 
with two formally equivalent procedures (the EF and TI methods) that would give 
identical results if full convergence had been achieved. The discrepancy between the 
free energy differences for isoleucine and alanine obtained by these methods is 1.8 
for denaturation and 0.9 kcal/mol for solvation (see Table 4-4). 

In addition to random errors, systematic errors may also arise. Owing to the severe 
limitations on simulation times rotational barriers are crossed infrequently, and 
sampling of configuration space is often restricted to the potential wells of only one 
or a few of the possible isomers. As a consequence, computed free energy values 
often neglect the contributions from multiple isomeric states, which could be a 
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potential problem [102]. Assuming that only the rotational isomers of the mutated 
sidechains contribute significantly to the free energy difference, the procedure of 
Straatsma and McCammon [loo] was used to evaluate the correction that one would 
need to apply to the computed free energy change for the Ile + Ala mutation, to ade- 
quately account for rotational isomer sampling. This correction was evaluated to be 
about 0.5 kcal/mol [104], in accord with results obtained previously when computing 
binding free energies of antiviral drugs to human rhinovirus [105]. 

Another source of systematic error could be the use of an inadequate model for 
the unfolded state, about which detailed information is not available. The magnitude 
of the error thus introduced was evaluated in the context of a different mutation of 
the same residue: Ile 96 -+ Val [104]. The corresponding alchemical transformation 
was computed in the gas phase for both the extended heptapeptide, and the same 
heptapeptide taken in the a-helical conformation. The computed free energy values 
were found to differ by less than 0.5 kcal/mol between the two conformations. 

In conclusion, the statistical imprecision of the free energy calculations described 
in this section are evaluated to be between 1-2 kcal/mol. Several of the possible 
systematic errors are estimated not to exceed 0.5 kcal/mol and hence to lie well 
within the overall statistical error of the calculations. Systematic errors due to short- 
coming of the potential function may also be of consequence, but have not been con- 
sidered here. 

4.3.5 Protein Stability and the Hydrophobic Effect 

In analyzing the effects of amino-acid substitutions on protein stability, parallels are 
often drawn between protein denaturation and transfer processes from organic 
solvents to water, or hydration free energies. In a good number of cases [89, 90, 
107- 1101 the change in thermodynamic stability between the wild type and mutant 
was found to be roughly proportional to the free energies of transfer. But the correla- 
tion with hydration free energy changes were much poorer [107]. 

Similar trends are observed for the Ile-Ala mutation analyzed here. The 
difference in the transfer free energies of Ala versus Ile range from 1.5 to 
3.11 kcal/mol, values obtained for octanol and cyclohexane respectively [lll,  1121. 
These values are of the same order as the computed or experimental folding free 
energy differences between the wild type and Ala mutant. On the other hand, 
the hydration free energy differences between Ile and Ala are significantly smaller. 
The experimental values differ by - 0.21 kcal/mol and the computed difference 
(AAG,,,) is -0.251 - 1.15 kcal/mol. 

To understand the origins of these observations it is useful to consider separately 
the transfer of the side chain from the gas phase to the interior of the protein and 
into the aqueous solvent (Figure 4-18). To do so, the water to protein transfer process 
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Figure 4-18. Thermodynamic cycle incorporating the solvation and unfolding processes. The 
water to protein transfer process (the unfolding process) is decomposed into two separate 
solvation processes: gas phase to water solvation process, and gas phase to protein solvation 
process. Boxed values correspond to the differences (Ile versus Ala) in the experimental 
transfer or solution free energy values for the organic solvents, ethanol (Ethol), octanol 
(Octol), cyclohexane (Chx) as well as the difference in water solution free energies. The com- 
puted Ad G values for the Ile --t Ala transformation are given in bold (see legend of Figure 4-16 
for further details). 

is decomposed into two separate solvation processes which use the gas phase as a 
reference state. We see that the total free energy difference when going from the gas 
phase to the protein interior (Ad G,+) is significantly larger than the corresponding 
difference in hydration free energies (dAG,,,). As already outlined in Sec- 
tion 4.3.3, this indicates that hydration effects play only a minor role in the overall 
free energy balance when the difference between the sidechains of Ile and Ala is con- 
sidered, despite of the fact that they provide important contributions to the free 
energy of transfer of individual sidechains from water to the protein interior. It also 
suggests furthermore that important contributions to this free energy balance are 
provided by effects pertaining to the native protein. 

The interesting question then arises of what such effects may be. In order to ad- 
dress this question it is useful to critically examine the correlation between the 
changes in unfolding free energies upon mutation and small molecule transfer data. 
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Analyses of a number of “non-disruptive” mutations [89, 90, 107, 110, 113-1151 
where a large hydrophobic amino-acid was replaced by a smaller hydrophobic 
residue, as in the Ile -, Ala case studies here, showed that the unfolding free energies 
were highly variable, but that they were generally larger in magnitude than the cor- 
responding difference in transfer free energies. This can be attributed in part to the 
use of transfer data obtained with different organic solvents [go, 1071. But it is more 
likely to result from the fact that transfer experiments may not always be a good 
model for protein folding. It is for example questionable that the protein interior 
resembles non-polar or, even slightly polar, organic liquids. Proteins are more 
densely packed than these liquids, with densities similar to those of crystals of small 
molecules [116]. The polymeric nature of proteins could furthermore severely con- 
strain packing re-arrangements needed to accommodate changes in residue size. 
Also, the environment of a given amino acid may differ from one protein to another, 
or in different sites within the same protein, 

Arguments in favor of these hypotheses have been recently provided. The analysis 
of six non-disruptive hydrophobic mutations in the core of phage T4 lysozyme [113], 
presents compelling evidence that the excess in stabilization free energy over the 
transfer free energies observed in these mutants is linearly related to the size of the 
cavity created upon the mutation evaluated from the corresponding mutant crystal 
structure. This suggests that the protein core may indeed differ from organic solvents 
by its reduced ability to adjust packing around the modified group. Rather convinc- 
ing theoretical arguments were also presented [117], that this excess can be attributed 
to contributions from cavity formation and protein reorganization processes. 

In view of the above considerations, what can be said about the Ile 96-+Ala 
mutation in barnase? The measured change in unfolding free energy (3.214.0 kcal/ 
mol) could concievable be in excess relative to the difference in the transfer free 
energies (1.5-3.11 kcal/mol) if the lower value (obtained for octanol) is considered. 
In this case the possibility that substitution of the bulky Ile sidechain by the smaller 
Ala creates a cavity at the helix-sheet interface, should be examined. To this end, 
atomic volume calculations [54] were performed using coordinates from the end 
points of the simulation pathway. They show that a cavity of about 60-90 A3 is 
formed around residue 96 in the Ala containing mutant. Furthermore, rms atomic 
fluctuations were computed from several independent 30 ps vacuum molecular 
dynamics trajectories of the wild type and the mutant proteins. While these were 
found to be similar on the average, fluctuations of mainchain and C, atoms of 
residue 96 were about twice as large in the Ala mutant, suggesting that the latter is 
more mobile. These results suggests that the Ile 96 + ala mutant in barnase follows 
the trends observed for other non-disruptive mutations. But given that this conclu- 
sion is based on simulated models, it must await conformation from a detailed 
analysis of the mutant crystal structure. 
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4.4 Concluding Remarks 

This chapter described the application of molecular dynamics simulation techniques 
to the study of the dynamic and thermodynamic properties of wild type barnase and 
of one of its stability mutants. 

Methodological and practical aspects involved in generating a 250 ps trajectory 
of wild type barnase in water, were described. This trajectory was then analyzed 
focusing on aspects of protein motion and protein-solvent interactions. The analysis 
suggests that the simulated system of 8777 atoms displayed a physically reasonable 
behavior, a tribute to the progress achieved in improving the force-fields and simula- 
tion methodology. Protein conformations deviated relatively little from the starting 
crystal structure, during the simulations; the structure of the first water layer at the 
protein surface, followed patterns previously observed for dilute solutions of small 
molecules; the simulations revealed a reduced mobility of the water molecules at the 
protein surface, in agreement with experimental evidence from NMR spectroscopy, 
and with other simulation studies. 

It is however clear that the time scale of the simulations (250 ps) is still much too 
short to allow the system to sample the conformational states accessible to it under 
experimental conditions, and/or that are biologically relevant. It may thus not always 
be possible to relate the detailed picture provided by simulations of this length to ex- 
perimental data, a problem which also hampers its validation. This situation is im- 
proving however, as computational tools, that allow a more efficient sampling of 
conformational space are developed, and as the available computer power increases. 

The second part of this chapter, illustrated the application of molecular dynamics 
simulations to the calculation of the free energy change produced by substituting Ile 
96 by Ala in the hydrophobic core of barnase. Despite the well known sampling pro- 
blems discussed above, free energy perturbation methods relying on molecular 
dynamics trajectories of 315 ps, are shown to yield computed free energy differences 
which are in satisfactory agreement with the changes in the denaturation free 
energies, and in solvation free energies measured experimentally. It is important to 
realize however, that the error associated with the computed free energy values is of 
the same order as the values themselves, and hence that the reliability of the results 
depends critically on the underlying assumptions. With due vigilance however, the 
described free energy computation analysis is seen to provide useful insights into the 
origins of the hydrophobic stabilization of proteins. 
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5.1 Introduction 

An understanding of the functional mechanism of a biological macromolecule re- 
quires the knowledge not only of its precise molecular organization in space but also 
of its internal dynamics. Molecular modelling attempts to construct the three-dimen- 
sional structure of a macromolecule on the basis of the experimental as well as 
theoretical data available on a particular macromolecule and on the family to which 
it belongs. The validity, the scope, and the predictive power of the model obtained 
will depend on the nature of the experimental observations collected (X-ray diffrac- 
tion, sequence data, biochemical and chemical information, . . .). High-resolution 
X-ray crystallographic analysis (diffraction data at 1.5 to 1.0 A resolution) yields a 
wealth of unequalled structural information on the crystallized macromolecule. 
However, this requires not only the crystallization of the macromolecule but also the 
solution to the phase problem. Generally, with biological macromolecules, the pro- 
blem is compounded by their size and complexity. Besides, nucleic acids are very dif- 
ficult to crystallize, since they are highly charged macromolecules which, in case of 
RNA molecules, can undergo spontaneous cleavages, In addition, when large, 
nucleic acids, especially RNAs, often exchange between various base pairings and 
foldings. 

5.2 Relevance of Molecular Dynamics 
Simulations 

The very fact that X-ray crystallography produces well-defined structures, character- 
ized by a set of coordinates, fosters a rather rigid and static view of macromolecules. 
On the other hand, various spectroscopic methods (especially nuclear magnetic 
resonance and fluorescence methods) and hydrogen exchange studies provide ample 
evidence for motions of various frequencies and amplitudes in macromolecules in 
solution. Nevertheless, X-ray diffraction can contribute to our knowledge of small- 
scale dynamic properties of proteins and nucleic acids. This advance was made possi- 
ble by the development of refinement methods [l], which allow the precise deter- 
mination of atomic coordinates and of the atomic Debye-Waller factors (B-factors 
or thermal parameters). Indeed, atoms with thermal motions have their contribu- 
tions to the intensities of the diffracted X-rays reduced by an exponential factor 
which depends on the Debye-Waller parameter and on the resolution. This Debye- 
Waller parameter itself depends on the mean-square displacement of the atom, i. e. 
the mean of the squares of the differences between all positions occupied by the atom 
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and its mean position. Since thermal parameters measure the mean-square atomic 
displacement, they depend on the physico-chemical potential surrounding each atom 
and in which each atom moves and, consequently, can be computed from trajectories 
obtained by molecular dynamics calculations [2, 31. With the impetus given by 
molecular dynamics simulations of macromolecules, B-factors determined by X-ray 
refinement were taken seriously and shown to represent a meaningful measure of 
atomic fluctuations in macromolecules [4]. Refinement of crystal structures of 
macromolecules allows also the determination of solvent sites, i. e. of sites frequently 
occupied by water molecules or ions. However, the residence times of those solvent 
molecules are not accessible by X-ray crystallographic techniques. Recently, NMR 
methods could, however, attribute some residence times for structural water 
molecules in proteins and nucleic acids [ 5 ] .  Furthermore, since hydrogen atoms are 
normally not seen with X-ray crystallography of macromolecules, hydrogen bonds 
are ascribed on the basis of distance criteria (for a discussion and references see Frey 
[6] ) .  With molecular dynamics simulations performed in aqua the behavior of the 
water molecules can be studied in great detail. Molecular dynamics simulations give 
also information not only on instantaneous hydrogen bonding networks but on the 
lifetimes of hydrogen bonds. 

Moreover, in order to function, biological macromolecules have to interact with 
each other in a specific and controlled way. The specific interactions between 
macromolecules occur through complementary surfaces or templates held together 
by various physico-chemical forces like hydrogen bonding, van der Waals, or elec- 
trostatic forces. Again, the precise description of the specific interactions present in 
the formed complex can be obtained by techniques like X-ray crystallography. On the 
other hand, the physico-chemical processes underlying recognition and occurring 
before complex formation are inherently more dynamic and consequently more dif- 
ficult to investigate by most physico-chemical techniques. Molecular dynamics 
simulations could yield tremendous insights on the phenomena occurring prior to 
complex formation [7]. One of them which is of particular interest and importance 
is the desolvation step in each partner of a future complex. The roles of the solvent 
and solute dynamics in the desolvation step are still unclear. It is not yet settled either 
whether the thermal fluctuations occurring in both the ligand and the macromole- 
cular recognition site are selectively amplified so as to help complex formation by 
facilitating the interplay of the various physico-chemical forces in the search for a 
minimum in free energy 18, 93. 

In this review, we will concentrate on our own experience and work on molecular 
dynamics simulations of nucIeic acids from a methodological point of view. Progress 
towards the goals stated above is slow and we will try to emphasize the difficulties 
and pitfalls of the method with the aim of delineating directions for future research. 
Extensive reviews on molecular dynamics (MD) of nucleic acids exist and we refer 
to them for a broader coverage [lo, 111. One of our goals in developing MD techni- 
ques is to use simulations for generating and evaluating the reliability of ab initio 
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structures of nucleic acids, i.e. of structures which are not derived from X-ray 
crystallography. These aspects will be discussed at the end of the article. However, 
at first, one should calibrate the method and assess the capability of MD techniques 
in reproducing structures and dynamical behaviors observed by experimental 
methods. 

5.3 Water: An Integral Part of Nucleic Acids 

Nucleic acids are highly charged macromolecules with numerous polar atoms on the 
heterocyclic bases and on the sugar-phosphate backbone. The tertiary structures of 
nucleic acids result therefore from equilibria between (1) electrostatic forces due to 
the negatively charged phosphates; (2) stacking interactions between the bases due 
to hydrophobic and dispersion forces as well as to hydrogen bonding interactions bet- 
ween the polar atoms of the bases and water molecules; and (3) the conformational 
energy of the sugar-phosphate backbone. In its preferred conformations, the 
polynucleotide backbone exposes the negatively charged phosphates to the dielectric 
screening by the solvent and promotes the stacked helical arrangement of adjacent 
bases. In this way, a hydrophobic core is created where hydrogen bond formation be- 
tween the nucleic acid bases as well as additional sugar-base and sugar-sugar interac- 
tions are favored. Further, via variations in torsion angles of the sugar-phosphate 
backbone and through re-orientations of the bases, nucleic acids adapt their struc- 
tures so that their polar hydrophilic atoms form favorable interactions with the 
molecules of the solvent. This interdependence between solvent and nucleic acid 
structure constitutes the physicochemical basis for DNA polymorphism. In such 
helical structures, only the internal atoms involved in hydrogen bonding between the 
bases are protected from solvent while most of the other atoms are accessible to 
water. Thus, water molecules participate to the overall stability of helical conforma- 
tions of nucleic acids by (1) screening the charges of the phosphates; (2) bonding to 
and bridging between the polar exocyclic atoms of the bases; and (3) influencing the 
conformations of residues with methyl groups via hydrophobic interactions. Besides, 
due to the periodicity of the helical structures of nucleic acids, water sites and water 
bridges involving polar base atoms or phosphate oxygens lead to structured ar- 
rangements of water molecules, called columns, chains, filaments [12], or spines [13]. 

Extensive reviews have appeared on nucleic acid hydration [lo, 14-16] and we will 
only recall some salient points. Similar water binding sites and water bridges are 
found repeatedly in small as well as in large nucleic acid crystals. The anionic 
phosphate oxygen atoms are the most hydrated, the sugar ring oxygen atom 04’ is 
intermediate, and the esterified 0 3 ’  and 05’ backbone atoms are the least hydrated. 
The hydrophilic atoms of the bases are about equally well hydrated, at half the level 
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of the phosphate oxygen atoms in DNA helices. The relative order of hydration af- 
finities is thus: anionic phosphate oxygens, polar base atoms, and sugar oxygen 
atoms. The most frequent water bridges appear mainly in the minor groove of helical 
nucleic acids. The systematic use of the sugar-water-base and base-water-base bridges 
in the minor groove contrasts with the versatility and mobility of the base-water-base 
bridges and water occupation in the major groove of helical nucleic acids. The hydra- 
tion around phosphate groups of helical structures is characterized by “cones of 
hydration” centered on each anionic phosphate oxygen, by water bridges between 
anionic phosphate oxygen atoms of successive residues on the same strand and by 
5’-phosphate-water-base bridges. Water bridges are observed also in non-standard 
conformations and very systematically around non-canonical base pairs (e. g. A-G, 
A-A, U-G pairs). In RNA, the hydroxyl 02’ atom makes several types of water 
bridges or direct hydrogen bonds to other residues. Those water molecules par- 
ticipating or mediating structural bridges between atoms of the nucleic acid should 
be regarded as an integral constituent of nucleic acids in aqueous solution. Conse- 
quently, in helical nucleic acids, water molecules might strongly influence fine struc- 
tural parameters like stacking geometries, twist, and roll angles between base pairs 
as well as some propeller-twist angles of base pairs. In non-helical elements, like 
loops and bends, water molecules participate in the stabilization of non-canonical 
base pairs, which often close hairpins, and in bridging approaching phosphate 
groups. 

5.4 Potential Energy Function 

We have used the potential energy function of the modelling program AMBER 3.0, 
which includes terms describing the covalent structure deformations (bond stretches, 
bond angle deformations, torsional rotations) and terms representing the nonbonded 
interactions broken in van der Waals, electrostatic, and hydrogen bonding contribu- 
tions [17]. The potential energy function has the following form: 

f C (7; :;) 
Hbonds rij ‘ij 

In the electrostatic term, E is either a constant or a function of the distance between 
the charges. 
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The description above implies that the main theoretical bottleneck in MD simula- 
tions of nucleic acids resides in the treatment of the electrostatics and of the solvent 
(water molecules and counter ions). In an aqueous solution, two charges are screened 
from one another by two distinct effects, the local water structure or orientation of 
water dipoles and the effect of other ions. Macroscopically, these two effects are 
handled respectively by the dielectric constant and the Debye-Huckel screened poten- 
tial. In MD simulations, two paths have been followed: either the macroscopic one 
with an implicit treatment of the solvent effects or the microscopic one with an ex- 
plicit atomic description of the solvent molecules. 

5.5 Implicit Treatment of the Solvent 

Theoretically, the implicit approach is the least satisfying, since it blends an atomistic 
description of the solute with a macroscopic treatment of the solvent. Besides, it is 
generally based on a distance-dependent “dielectric constant” E (r) in the term 
describing electrostatic interactions. 

The peculiarities of a distance-dependent dielectric function are well described by 
Rogers [MI. However, despite those caveats, several dielectric functions have been 
suggested and used because of the tremendous reduction in computer time and the 
simplicity of the calculations. The most common ones are those offered by the 
program AMBER where E (r) = a or E (r) = ar with a a scalar, usually equal to either 
1 or 4. Such functions, however, do not take into account dielectric saturation of the 
water dipoles, since they are either constant or increase linearly with distance. 
Recently, two other dielectric functions which include dielectric saturation have been 
introduced in MD simulations, one for proteins and another one mainly for nucleic 
acids (Figure 5-1). The one suggested by Mehler and Eichele [19] has the following 
form : 

B 
1 + ke-*Br 

E (r) = A + 

A = -20.929, B = & H 2 o  - A ,  I = 0.001787, k = 3.4781, &Hzo = 78.4 

We have used the sigmoidal dielectric function proposed by Lavery et al. [20] and 
we modified the program AMBER to allow the use of this distance dependent func- 
tion which has the form: 

D - 1  
2 

E (r) = D - - ((Ar)’ + 2Ar + 2)  e-Ar 
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El 

Figure 5-1. Variations with the distance separating the charges of different dielectric functions 
(above) and of the corresponding electrostatic energies (below). The curves are, respectively, 
el = 4r, ~2 = Lavery et al. [20], e3 = Mehler and Eichele [19], 84 = r, e5 = 1. The electrostatic 

energies are computed with q, = q2 = 0.3 e and Ei (r)  = ~ 332q1q2 . (From Fritsch [64]). 
Ei(r)r 

where D = 78, A = 0.36 or A = 0.16. The first value gives the same dependence on 
distance than the function developed by Hingerty et al. [21]. 

The second effect, the dampening of ionic interactions due to screening by salt 
ions, is usually handled by a Debye-Hiickel screened potential of the form [22]: 

--Kr e Ka 

1 + KG 
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where I / K  is the Debye screening distance, or distance at which the electrostatic 
potential is reduced to l/e of its value in the absence of screening by the mobile ions, 
and G the ionic radius of the counterions. At the physiological ionic strength of 
100 mM, the Debye screening distance is about 10 A. With filamentous-like polyions 
like DNA, the phenomenum of counterion condensation must be considered. When 
the polyion is modelled as an infinitely long and uniformly spaced line of charges, 
there is a condensed fraction of counterions which depends only on the linear charge 
density of the polyion and the valence of the counterion and which is invariant to 
salt concentrations in excess of 0.1 M. For NaCl aqueous solutions of B-DNA, 76% 
of the phosphate charge is theoretically compensated by condensed counterions. In 
a recent work, Fenley et al. [23] have investigated the effect of the finite length of 
the polyion: at 10-5 M, a 10 bp DNA oligomer has about 45% of its phosphate 
charge compensated. These two macroscopic approaches are incorporated in two 
ways in MD simulations. First, the cut-off for the calculations of the electrostatic 
terms is set to about 10 A and, secondly, phosphate charges are scaled down to about 
-0.2. When applied brutally, the latter change has the drawback of decreasing the 
charges on the phosphate to values below those of some polar atoms in the bases 
(e. g. the amino group of guanine residues). 

We have recently described a fast algorithm for calculating any dielectric function 
in MD simulations of biological macromolecules [24]. With no increase in CPU 
time, one can add a constant to take care of ion condensation, a term for represen- 
ting Debye-Huckel screening, and any dielectric function which accounts for satura- 
tion of water dipoles. 

5.6 Explicit Treatment of the Solvent 

The complete microscopic description of the solvent is theoretically the only firmly 
grounded method. Principally, it sounds easy to implement although practically it 
is fraught with difficulties. A long period of equilibration and thermalization is 
necessary in order to avoid strongly unfavorable energetic interactions between the 
solute and the solvent molecules with concomitant deformation of the solute. 
Generally, the conformational changes introduced by collisions between the solute 
and the solvent molecules are irreversible and the ensuing simulation does not reflect 
molecular dynamics around the equilibrium (Figures 5-2 and 5-3). 

For DNA systems [25] the following equilibration protocol was developped 
(Figure 5-4). First, in order to eliminate close contacts and unfavorable geometric 
strains in the initial system, 200 steps of steepest descent minimization are applied 
on the water molecules. To disorder the periodicity of the box, which is built from 
smaller boxes (each box containing 216 Monte Carlo water molecules), this step is 
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Figure 5-2. Breakage of a 
Watson-Crick pair during a 
MD simulation seen from the 
major groove (top) and from 
the minor groove (below). The 
starting conformation is at the 
left and the conformation 
after 53 ps simulation at the 
right. Such large deformations 
are obtained when the system 
is not properly equilibrated 
before starting the simulation. 
(From Fritsch [64]). 

Figure 5-3. Two views of a DNA fragment with its associated sodium counterions (black 
spheres). At left is shown the starting conformation. The state obtained after 40 ps of MD 
simulation is shown at the right. A counterion has been strongly displaced from the DNA and 
is about to cross the “wall” of the solvation box leading to a halt of the simulation. Again, 
such situations occur when the whole system is not adequately equilibrated. (From Fritsch 
~ 4 1 ) .  
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Figure 5-4. Protocol for simulating MD of a hydrated DNA fragment: (T) step for thermaliz- 
ing the water molecules; (H) gradual heating of the complete system (DNA + counter- 
ions + water molecules); (E) equilibration step at 300 K; (P) production step. (From Fritsch 
[W. 

followed by one picosecond of MD simulation on the water molecules at 300 K and 
constant volume (N, 7'). In those two steps, the DNA and counterions are held 
fixed to their initial positions using the Belly option of AMBER. To relax the possi- 
ble strains created at 300 K, one picosecond of MD simulation is performed at 10 K 
at constant pressure (N, e 7') on the solvent only with the solute (i. e. the DNA atoms 
and the counterions) still fixed. Then the water bath is thermalized by a gradual in- 
crease of the temperature from 10 K to 300 K in steps of 50 K (3 ps at each 
temperature) with again the Belly option for constraining the DNA and the 
counterions. The complete system is then cooled back again to 10 K and gradually 
heated from 10 to 300 K at (N, e 7') in steps of 50 K (3 ps at each temperature) with 
constraints on each hydrogen bond involved in Watson-Crick base pairing (with a 
force constant KH = 10 kcal.mol-'.A-2 and an equilibrium distance of 3 A). 
Finally, the heating step is completed by 10 ps of equilibration at 300 K followed by 
the production period. 

For a RNA system, the anticodon hairpin, a similar but simplified protocol has 
been used successfully (Rubin-Carrez and Westhof, in preparation). First, 100 steps 
of steepest descent minimization are applied on the solvent molecules only in order 
to relax the starting strains present at the interface between the RNA and the solvent 
molecules. Then, with the Belly option, water and counterion molecules are equili- 
brated around the fixed RNA solute for 2.5 ps at 50 K. The temperature of the 
system is progressively increased to 250 K in steps of 50 K with 2.5 ps simulations 
at each step. At 250 K, constraints on the Watson-Crick H-bonding distances are set 
in the helical part of the solute and 2.5 ps of MD simulation performed. This is 
followed by 5 ps at 275 K and 10 ps at 300 K. According to such a protocol, the ther- 
malization and equilibration of the system lasts 30 ps. 
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5.7 Choice of the Ensemble 

Statistical mechanics defines several ensembles (or assembly of all possible micro- 
states consistent with a given set of constraints characterizing the macroscopic state) 
over which averages are evaluated in order to obtain properties of the system [26]. 
In the thermodynamic limit (systems containing a number of particles close to the 
Avogadro number), those ensembles produce equivalent average properties. Since 
MD treats systems with a finite number of particles, simulations done in different 
ensembles will not give similar fluctuations. Three ensembles are generally con- 
sidered. The microcanonical ensemble (or (N, y E ) )  is appropriate for closed and 
isolated systems with fixed total energy ( E )  and fixed size (i. e. number of particles, 
N, and volume, K constant) in which the corresponding thermodynamic function is 
the negative of the entropy. The canonical ensemble (or (N, I.: T)) refers to closed 
systems with fixed size (Nand Vconstant) but kept at a constant temperature by con- 
tact to a heat bath. The corresponding thermodynamic function is then the 
Helmholtz free energy. The isothermal-isobaric ensemble (or (N, E 7')) is the 
assembly of all microstates with T and P constant and thus in which both volume 
and energy fluctuations may occur with the corresponding thermodynamic function 
being the Gibbs free energy. It should be remembered that in computer simulations 
one can compute instantaneous mechanical quantities like the energy, the tempera- 
ture, or the pressure but these should not be confused with thermodynamic concepts 
like E, or P which are defined as ensemble averages. This is particularly important 
in case of the pressure for which large fluctuations in the instantaneous pressure will 
be observed even at a constant pressure [27]. 

In the AMBER program, simulations at constant temperature follow the algorithm 
due to Berendsen et al. [28] in which the velocities v are scaled to values A v  with 

where To is the temperature, of the bath, T the instantaneous temperature, At the 
time step, and T~ the relaxation step characteristic of the coupling to the bath. In 
simulations at constant energy, the velocities are linearly rescaled when the 
temperature deviation from the reference temperature is larger than a given tolerance. 
The scale factor is then [29]: 
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Figure 5-5. Time evolutions for the total 
energy, the potential energy, and the 
temperature for three types of MD 
simulations: (A) the fully hydrated model 
under (N, 
plicit model at constant T with ccal; and 
(C) the implicit model at constant energy 
with E,,]. (From Fritsch et al. [25]). 
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With in vacua simulations, the microcanonical ensemble appears preferable; while 
in aquo simulations with periodic boundary conditions are better handled in the 
(A? T)-ensemble (Figures 5-5 and 5-6). 

Figure 5-6. Root mean squares deviations (in A) versus time (in ps) during the heating, the 
equilibration, and the production steps for the three types of MD simulations described in 
Figure 5-5 .  The deviations are calculated on all atoms between the starting conformation and 
the instantaneous one. (From Fritsch et al. [25]) .  

5.8 Choice of Cut-Offs 

Although, ideally, no cut-off limiting inter-particle interactions should be applied, 
practically, computer limitations impose them especially in case of in aquo simula- 
tions. The notion of Debye distance mentioned above sets a cut-off on electrostatic 
interactions around 10 A. For in aquo simulations, the cut-off for solute-solvent in- 
teractions was generally chosen around 8 to 9 A, while no cut-off was set for solute- 
solute interactions (i. e. interactions between nucleic acid atoms as well as between 
nucleic acid atoms and counterions which are considered in AMBER as belonging 
to the solute). 
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5.9 Choice of Counterions 

The importance of ions for the stabilization of deoxy- and ribonucleic acids, has long 
been recognized. The theoretical treatment of specific ion binding is difficult. When 
discussing metal ion binding to nucleotide ligands two limiting cases are usually con- 
sidered: (a) site binding with a direct coordination of the metal ion to ligands of the 
nucleotide, leading to the formation of inner-sphere complexes after partial dehydra- 
tion of the metal ion; (b) ion atmosphere binding wherein the metal ions with their 
intact hydration shells interact indirectly through water molecules with the 
nucleotides, forming outer-sphere complexes [30]. The kinetics of magnesium bin- 
ding to polynucleotides have been well studied 1311 and follow the preceding struc- 
tural description. First, an outer-sphere complex is formed with a rate close to the 
limit of diffusion control. In a second step, one or more water molecules exchange 
with ligand of the polynucleotide leading to inner-sphere complexation with a rate 
determined by the process of water dissociation, around 100000 per second for 
magnesium and 1000 times faster for calcium ions. The second step was observed 
only with short oligoriboadenylates, indicating that inner-sphere complexation re- 
quires particular conformations of the nucleotide chains and the presence of the 
adenine base and of the ribose hydroxyl group 02’.  

nYo features observed in crystal structures appear interesting [lo] (Figure 5-7). 
First, the ion is rarely bound directly to the phosphate anionic oxygen atoms in 
ribonucleotide complexes, but more often in deoxynucleotide complexes. Direct con- 
tact to nucleic acid ligands occur mainly at N7 of purines and at anionic oxygen 
atoms while fully hydrated ions interact as often with the bases as with the sugar- 
phosphate backbone. Secondly, often one or two water molecules of the ion hydra- 
tion shell are common to two ions so that they share an apex or an edge of the coor- 
dination spheres (two such sodium ions are separated by 3.3 to 3.8 A). While water 
molecules are weakly held to sodium ions (they exchange at the diffusion-controlled 
value and have thus residency times on the ion around the nanosecond), water 
molecules are held more strongly to magnesium ions. The very high rate constants 
for magnesium ions association to polynucleotides indicate “outer sphere” com- 
plexation. Therefore, not surprisingly, crystal structures of nucleotides and poly- 
nucleotides reveal “inner sphere” complexation with sodium ions and “outer 
sphere” complexation with magnesium ions. However, while magnesium binding to 
bases in helices appears to be preferentially of the “outer sphere” type, binding to 
phosphate groups occur in loops and bends of the sugar-phophate backbone and is 
often of the “inner sphere” type. 

As counterions, we have favored the use of ammonium ions. First, its tetrahedral 
stereochemistry resembles that of water and its geometry as well as its empirical 
parameters have been determined [32]. Secondly, as described above, other types of 
counterions possess coordinated water molecules (e. g. the octahedral arrangement 
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Figure 5-7. Example of an “inner” complex between a partially hydrated sodium ion and two 
nucleic acid fragments (above; adapted from Chevrier et al. [38]) and of an “outer” complex 
between fully hydrated magnesium ions and the deep groove of the anticodon helix (below; 
from Westhof and Sundaralingam [65]) .  

of water molecules around a sodium or magnesium ion) so that binding can be either 
due to “outer sphere” complexation (via water molecules) or to “inner sphere” com- 
plexation (after removal of one or two water molecules) depending on several 
energetical factors, time scales, and the particular geometry of the nucleic acid. Cor- 
rect parametrization of such phenomena is by far not available for sodium and 
magnesium ions. 
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5.10 MD of DNA Oligomers with Implicit 
Solvent Treatment 

The least amount of distortions in double helical DNA fragments, as compared to 
crystallographic results, is observed for simulations with a sigmoidal distance-depen- 
dent dielectric function. In (A, T)-rich DNA oligomers, the use of this dielectric 
function has shown that the thymine sugars prefer the 04’-endo pucker, while the 
adenine sugars adopt preferentially the CT-endo pucker [33]. The hydrogen bonds 
of the Watson-Crick base pairs are also stable during such simulations, while the 
three-center hydrogen bonds typical of dA-dT sequences have lifetimes at least 
20 times smaller than standard Watson-Crick H-bonds [34]. These simulation results 
were recently further supported by the analysis of the crystal structure of a B-DNA 
dodecamer d(CGCAAATTTGCG) [35]. 

In MD simulations using a linear dependence on the distance (with either the con- 
stant 4 or l ) ,  severe distortions of the DNA fragments can be observed. Besides, rup- 
ture of Watson-Crick base pairs, especially terminal ones, is systematically observed. 
The lifetimes of the Watson-Crick pairs are therefore unrealistically low (less than 
50 ps). The disruption of the Watson-Crick hydrogen bonds leads to the stabilisation 
of three-center hydrogen bonding and, often, to the formation of odd inter-base 
pairings. With E = r, there is a strong tendency for forming intramolecular H-bonds 
between exocyclic amino groups (of C or G) and anionic phosphate oxygens or car- 
bony1 groups, leading inevitably to severe distortion of the DNA fragments. This 
tendency is prominent in minimization studies. Such additional H-bonds were also 
observed after in vacuo minimization studies of the Z (WC)-DNA model proposed 
by Ansevin and Wang [36]. Such intramolecular H-bonds are most probably artefac- 
tual and result from the simultaneous occurrence of two factors. First, there is a too 
strong contribution of the electrostatic interaction between the amino groups and the 
closest phosphate group. Secondly, the absence of explicit water molecules prevents 
the insertion and bridging of water molecules between amino groups and anionic 
phosphate oxygens, as commonly observed in crystal structures [lo, 37, 381 and in 
recent MD simulations [39]. Figure 5-8 shows examples of such intramolecular H- 
bonds for an A-A self-pair using the sigmoidal dependence function. It is interesting 
to note that those artefactual H-bonds were not observed when using E = 4r. 

Figure 5-9 shows a plot of lnr versus 1 / T  for the mean lifetimes of the three- 
center hydrogen bonds compared to the lifetimes of the adenine sugars in the 
C2‘-endo domain for poly(dA)-poly(dT) simulated with the sigmoidal dielectric 
function. For comparison purposes, the theoretical curves expected on the basis of 
absolute rate theory are given. The temperature dependences for the two types of 
lifetimes are similar and much weaker than the theoretical one. One would, thus, 
conclude that the activation energies governing the three-center H-bonds are of 
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Figure 5-8. Top: Stereo view of some water molecules around the unusual A-A base pair in 
the complex between cytidilyl-3’,Sf-adenosine and proflavine (Westhof et al. [66]). Notice the 
water bridge between the amino groups of adenosine residues and opposite phosphate anionic 
oxygen atoms. Below: Hydrogen bonding system around the same unusual base pair A-A ob- 
tained after minimization of the parallel helix d(AGAGAGAGAG), using E, ,~ .  (From Fritsch 
and Westhof, submitted [54]). 

the same order of magnitude as those governing the vibrational and pseudorotatio- 
nal movements in the puckered adenine sugars. Very low activation energies 
(< 1 kcal mol-’) are also observed for hydrogen-bond lifetimes in simulations of 
liquid water [40]. 

To analyze further the dynamics of the hydrogen bonds, autocorrelation func- 
tions were evaluated. For calculations of autocorrelation functions, the history of 
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Figure 5-9. Plot of In T versus 1/T for the mean lifetimes of the three-center hydrogen bonds 
(0) and for the mean lifetimes of the adenine sugar in the C2’-endo pseudorotational domain 
(0) during a simulation of poly(dA)-poly(dT) with E,,,. The theoretical curves, given by the 
equation 

5 (ps) = v -’ exp (AG*/RT) 

with v - 1  = 0.16 ps, correspond to AG* equal to 0.2, 0.5, and 1 kcal/mol. (From Fritsch and 
Westhof [34]). 

each potential hydrogen bond was recorded as a series of 1 (if present) and 0 (if ab- 
sent) defining the quantity S ( t )  [41]. The autocorrelation function is then given by 

where to = 5, 6t is the time at which the measurement begins along the simulation 
run (with 6t = 0.05 ps and tmin = tmin6t = 5 ps). With such a definition, bonds not 
unformed at time to are ignored, and more importantly, bonds present at time t, 
whatever the number of intervening “breakage and re-formation” events, are in- 
cluded. Two examples are shown in Figure 5-10. With E (r)  = 4r, the autocorrelation 
curves depend strongly on the geometrical criteria used for defining the three-center 
hydrogen bonds. This is much less the case with the sigmoidal dielectric function, 
indicating again its superiority. In all curves, there is a very rapid drop of autocor- 
relation followed by a smooth transition to a plateau value of 0.5, reached after 
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Figure 5-10. Autocorrelation functions for the three-center hydrogen bond between A5 and 
T15 in the (dA)-(dT) decamer with two dielectric functions and for (1) soft geometrical criteria 
(r2 < 3 A, 82 > 90"); (2)  medium geometrical criteria ( r l  < r2 < 3 A, 81 > 82 > go", 
350" < 01 + 02 + a < 360"). (From Fritsch and Westhof [34]). 

0.5 ps in the case of the sigmoidal dielectric function. Thus, when observing a three- 
center H-bond, there is a 50% chance of observing it again after 0.5 ps. This value 
increases to 80% at low temperature. Despite this high probability of occurrence, 
three-centre H-bonds appear, energetically, more as geometrical consequences of the 
anomalous structures adopted by dA-dT homopolymers than as structurally govern- 
ing factors. 

5.11 MD of DNA Oligomers with Explicit 
Solvent Treatment 

A simulation of a poly(dA)-poly(dT) decamer including 18 ammonium counterions 
and 4109 water molecules was performed in the (N, R T)-ensemble [25]. The results 
show that the DNA remains essentially in the B conformation with a tendency to 
adopt a slightly distorted, unwound and stretched conformation in comparison to 
standard B-DNA. Surprisingly, a peculiar behavior is observed for the adenine 
strand, since the terminal bases oscillate between the C2'-endo and 04'-endo do- 
mains while the central ones are blocked in the C3'-endo pucker. In the minor groove 
(Figure 5-11), a spine of hydration is found as observed by X-ray crystallography 
[13, 161 and other theoretical simulations [42-441. 
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Figure 5-11. Illustration of the spine of hydration, i. e. of water molecules bound to N3 and 
0 2  atoms in the minor groove of the (dA)-(dT) decamer, along the MD simulation in aqua 
The black circles correspond to the water oxygen atom positions. Notice how the periodicity 
at the end of the thermalization step is slowly broken up during the simulation, although water 
molecules still bind systematically in the minor groove up to the end of the production step. 
(From Fritsch et al. [25]) .  
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5.12 MD of the Anticodon Hairpin with 
Implicit Solvent Treatment 

Several molecular dynamics simulations were performed on the anticodon stem (i. e. 
the five base pair helix with the seven residues loop) of the yeast tRNA-asp under 
various conditions (Rubin-Carrez and Westhof, in preparation). Without counter- 
ions (Figure 5-12), the use of dielectric functions equal to r or to 4r leads a complete 
loss of anticodon-like conformation of the loop in which the bases splay apart and 
point independently toward the solvent. At the same time, there is a strong unwind- 
ing of the helix. With the sigmoidal dielectric function, the system evolves to a 
globular and compact state in which the sugar-phosphate backbone of the loop folds 
back on the deep an narrow groove of the helix. Whatever the dielectric function, 
the addition of counterions accelerates this phenomenum of molecular collapse by 
bridging the phosphate groups of the 5’-helical strand and the 3’-end of the loop. 

What are the origins of this molecular contraction? RNA helices are character- 
ized by a deep and narrow groove with a shallow and large groove corresponding, 
respectively, to the large and minor grooves of the B-DNA helix. This geometrical 
difference arises from the displacement of the base pairs away from the helical axis 
and toward the minor groove side. Such a movement fills in the minor groove and 
deepens the major groove sides, leading to an asymmetric distribution of matter, 
especially in a helix with less than one turn. In the simulations performed, it is ap- 
parent that the weakest electrostatic dampening ( E  = r) leads to the least dramatic 
results, emphasizing the fact that electrostatic repulsion keeps the strands apart in 
such simulations, but without warranting realistic dynamic behaviors. Or, in other 
words, implicit treatment of the screening of electrostatic repulsions by the solvent 
gives too much weigth to the van der Waals attraction and leads to a globular 
molecule in the absence of the space-filling property of bulk solvent. 

5.13 MD of the Anticodon Hairpin with 
Explicit Solvent Treatment 

Even in aqueous solutions, simulations of the anticodon hairpin lead to severe 
distortions of the helical parameters. It should be reminded, however, that the se- 
quence of the anticodon helix contains a wobble G-U base pair which forms the 
epicentre of distortion. Also, the helix is only 5 base pairs, barely half a helical turn, 
and this could be responsible for artefactual values. The most deviant global 
parameters (with respect to the helical axis) are the inclination and the tip, i.e. the 
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(a) E = r  
T=300K 

(c) E = m 
T=300K 

Figure 5-12. Stereo views of the anticodon hairpin after 50 ps of MD simulation in V ~ C U O  

with different dielectric functions. (From Rubin-Carrez [67]). 
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rotations about the short and long axis of the base pair). In standard RNA helices, 
the values of those parameters are 15.9" and 0", respectively. The values averaged 
over the last 50 ps of simulation are -24.3' and 18.7', respectively. The change in 
sign of the inclination parameter is particularly striking and difficult to rationalize. 

Despite those unexplained structural deformations, the analysis of the hydration 
of the RNA fragment was highly instructive. Cones of hydration around each 
anionic phosphate oxygen (Figure 5-13) were systematically observed, as well as 
water bridges connecting successive phosphate groups with lifetimes around 10 ps 
and more. The structuring power of the ribose 02' atom on the polar environment 
was also apparent in the simulations, since the 02' preferentially accepts hydrogen 
bonding from water instead of being a hydrogen donor. The organized hydration in 
the shallow groove of RNA helices and around unusual base pairs, like G-U pairs, 
already discussed on the basis of crystallographic results [45] could be described 
more precisely. The active structuring role of water molecules is not restricted to 
helical regions, since very organized water networks were observed in the anticodon 
loop, involving especially the pseudouridine 32 and the methyl guanosine 37 

P3 

< 
P3 

Figure 5-13. Stereo view of a snapshot of the partial aqueous environment around some 
phosphate groups during the in aquo MD simulation of the anticodon hairpin. The views il- 
lustrate the water bridges linking two successive anionic phosphate oxygens. (From Rubin- 
Carrez [67]). 
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(Figure 5-14). The Table 5-1 gives the maximum lifetimes observed in the MD 
simulations for some of systematically observed water bridges. The values obtained 
are in agreement with expected strength of occurrence of each water bridge. However, 
further studies are required for establishing more precisely the values of the water 
bridge lifetimes. 

F F 
Figure 5-14. Stereo view of a snapshot of the partial aqueous environment in the anticodon 
loop during the in aquo MD simulation of the anticodon hairpin. The drawing emphasizes 
the water bridges between residues 32-37 and residues 33-36. (From Rubin-Carrez [67]). 

Table 5-1. Maximum lifetimes of some important water bridges observed in the MD simula- 
tion of the anticodon hairpin. 

Q p e  of bridge Maximum lifetime (ps) 

25-45 
5 
2 
2 
1 
1 

OP (i) . . . W . .  . OP (i + 1) 
OP (i) ... W . . .  N7 (i) 
02 '  (i) . . . W . .  . OP (i + 1) 
02' (i) . . . W.. . N3/02 (i) 
N3/02 (i) . . . W . .  . N3/02 (j + 1) 
02 '  (i) . . . W . .  . 04' (i + 1) 

The i index refers to residue number in the 5' to 3' direction and the j index to a residue on 
the complementary strand. 
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5.14 Modelling of Large Nucleic Acid Molecules 

For nucleic acids, starting with the first model of B-DNA [46], modelling has been 
used extensively, even before detailed X-ray crystallographic data on fragments were 
abundantly available [47]. Specifically, for RNA structures, the modelling of the an- 
ticodon-codon interaction [48] and of a full tRNA [49] constitute both remarquable 
achievements. 

The structure proposed by Fuller and Hodgson [48] for the anticodon loop was 
basically correct. The main assumption was that the number of stacked bases in the 
anticodon loop is a maximum. Although the first two residues of the loop (positions 
32 and 33) were wrongly exposed toward the solvent, the structure provided most of 
the stereochemical explanations for Crick’s “wobble” hypothesis [50] and for the 
role of the modified purine at position 38. Levitt’s model [49] was the only 
“topologically” correct model. Its main features were: AA- and T-stems co-axial; D- 
and AC-stems co-axial; D-and T-loop interactions (especially G19-C56) ; U8-Al4 
with Hoogsteen pairing in trans; the R15-Y48 Levitt pair with Watson-Crick pairing 
but incorrectly in cis instead of trans; in the AC-loop a la “Fuller-Hodgson”. The 
main errors were in the conformation of the T-loop and in the use of five bases in 
the syn conformation. 

Following the tremendous success of the X-ray crystallography method in our 
understanding of tRNA structure, the modelling of tRNA structures was dis- 
regarded. In the early 80s, a revival of interest started following the accumulation 
of chemical, biochemical, and phylogenetic data on RNA molecules. Indeed, for 
RNA molecules, a variety of biochemical or chemical probes allowing to explore the 
accessibility of most of the atoms implied in maintaining the secondary and the ter- 
tiary structure of nucleic acids have been developed [51]. Also, one could exploit 
systematically the enormous amount of information contained in biological se- 
quences from various organisms. Again, the basic assumption is that partly 
divergent, but nevertheless functionally and historically related, RNA molecules 
from various biological origins fold into similar tertiary structures. The comparison 
and alignment of such sequences give information about the position and nature of 
invariant residues, which are considered important either for maintaining the 3D fold 
or for the function, and about those regions presenting insertions or deletions. 
Besides leading to consensus secondary structures, comparative sequence analysis 
can be employed to identify tertiary contacts, as pioneered for tRNA by Levitt [49]. 
Clearly, the method of comparative sequence analysis is restricted to molecules with 
either structural or functional roles conserved across the phylogeny (e. g. tRNA, 5s 
rRNA, ...). 

It should be understood that the use and display of atomic models for large RNA 
molecules does not imply that the constructions are valid at atomic resolution in the 
crystallographic sense. The fact of being meticulous about distances, angles, con- 
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tacts, etc. insures at least that the structural model is precise. The accuracy of a model 
can only be assessed either by X-ray crystallography or a posteriori by the incentives 
and new ideas it gave rise to, since energetical and stereochemical considerations 
alone cannot be taken as proof. Whatever the approach, modelling has to be com- 
plemented by extensive directed mutagenesis for testing first its structural validity 
and, if a functional test is available, for appraising the structure-function relation- 
ships it suggests [52]. 

Recently, Rippe et al. [53] presented experimental evidence for the formation of 
a parallel-stranded double helix for the alternating sequence d(A, G). By gel elec- 
trophoresis, UV absorption and vacuum UV circular dichroism, they have 
demonstrated the formation of a double helix with a parallel orientation for such 
an alternating sequence. This experimental study was suggested by a model built on 
the basis of molecular mechanics and dynamics calculations [54]. Minimization 
results displayed a pronounced dependence on the electrostatic parameters and lead 
to structures with several internal H-bonds between amino groups and anionic 
phosphate oxygens. The only ones conserved after a 50 ps molecular dynamics tra- 
jectory correspond to the guanine intrastrand H-bonds HN2 (G) . . . OP (G), also 
present in the initial model. As discussed above, we tend to think that several (if not 
all) of the intra-residue (for G) or inter-residue (for A) H-bonds between amino 
groups and anionic phosphate oxygens are artefacts of the force field and that, in 
case such interactions do exist, they are mediated instead by water bridges. This study 
illustrates the difficulties resulting from a proper treatment of localized and bridging 
water molecules involving at least one charged group during minimization and 
molecular dynamics simulations when using an implicit treatment of the solvent. It 
is not yet clear whether the problem will be solved by using an explicit representation 
of the solvent. 

5.1 5 Conclusions 

Even with the simplified representations presently used in molecular mechanics and 
dynamics simulations, detailed treatments at the atomic level are, for the time being, 
ruled out for handling the global folding of large nucleic acid molecules (above 100 
nucleotides). As discussed above, in programs based on force field calculations, the 
main problems reside in proper handling of the electrostatics and the solvation of 
nucleic acids. Indeed, in all forms of nucleic acids, water molecules should be con- 
sidered as an integral part of the structure, since intra- and inter-residue water 
bridges fulfill the hydrogen bonding capacity of the polar atoms, forming strings, 
spines, or filaments in which water molecules have enough reorientational mobility 
for additional screening of the phosphate charges [16]. However, molecular dynamics 
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simulations should help enormously our insight and understanding of the interac- 
tions and dynamics of water molecules around nucleic acids. 

The present intractability of modelling such an overwhelming amount of 
mutually coupled interactions led us to favour interactive graphics techniques for 
modelling large RNA molecules despite the unavoidable heavy reliance on human 
judgments for selecting local conformations leading to global compactness. With 
modelling conceived as a tool, one might as well take advantage of the capability of 
the human mind to think globally and act locally. Energy minimization and 
restrained least-squares are local techniques which perform only within a small 
radius of convergence. Although a more global technique, distance geometry, was 
recently introduced in RNA modelling [55], it leads to improbable tangled or knotted 
structures that the algorithm cannot remove from the set of solutions. Malhotra et 
al. [56] have proposed an automatic RNA folding procedure in which a nucleotide 
is represented as a pseudoatom located at the phosphate atom. Such an approach 
neglects all the finely grained interactions between helices or loops and helices which 
govern and stabilize the three-dimensional folding [57]. A technique based on a con- 
straint satisfaction algorithm has been put forward [58]. For small systems, this ap- 
proach could be useful, although the software and CPU requirements are heavy 
(10 hours CPU time on a sophisticated workstation for folding a T-loop). The 
drawbacks of building manually RNA models on graphics systems are real: the pro- 
cess is laborious and can be subjective, since it depends on the judgment of the 
modeller which is itself based on his knowledge of RNA structures. However, up to 
now, it is still the most successful method for large RNAs (see for example the 
models of 5s rRNA [59, 601 and the model for the core of group I introns [61-631, 
especially when modelling is viewed as producing three-dimensional hypotheses 
destined to be confronted to experimental verifications via directed mutagenesis and 
chemical or enzymatic probing. 
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6.1 Introduction 

The movement of ions across biological membranes is one of the most fundamental 
process occurring in living cells [l]. Without specific macromolecular structures, 
“ion channels”, the lipid membrane would present a prohibitively high energy bar- 
rier to the passage of any ion [2]. Selectivity for specific ions and a remarkably high 
rate of transport are key features of biological ion channels. For example, an average 
of one hundred million K f  ions per second, selected over Na’ ions by a factor of 
one hundred to one, can cross a frog node Delayed rectifier K channel under 
physiological conditions [l]. Considerable efforts are now dedicated to the charac- 
terization of ion permeation in molecular terms and to identify structural motifs that 
carry out specific functions. Advances due to the Patch Clamp technique [3] have 
permitted the detection, at least on the millisecond time-scale, of the unitary events 
governing the permeation of ions such as the opening and the closing of a single 
membrane channel. Primary amino acid sequences have been deduced for several 
biological channel molecules and site-directed mutagenesis is used to identify the key 
residues involved in the function of biological channels [4]. Recently, dramatic ex- 
amples showed that mutation of a single residue can alter the Na’ channel to a 
Caf2 permeable channel [5], and that a substitution of three amino acids is able to 
convert a cation-selective channel into an anion-selective channel [6]. 

The relation of structure to function in ion channels is of central concern for 
physiologists. Results from biochemical dissection, site-directed mutagenesis, chemi- 
cal modifications and ion-flux measurements are being used, in combination with 
structure prediction algorithms and molecular mechanics calculations, to determine 
the overall topology and the three-dimensional structure of important biological 
channels [4, 7- 111. Nevertheless, the relative intractability of biological membrane 
proteins still poses severe problems. Experimentally determined structures with 
atomic resolution are available only for a few membrane proteins : the photosynthetic 
reaction center [12], bacteriorhodopsin [13], a porin from Rhodobacter capsulatus 
[14], and the OmpF and PhoE porins of bacteria E. coli [15]; there is also some infor- 
mation about the general macromolecular shape of the acetylcholine receptor [16] 
and the fast Na’ channel [17] from high resolution electron microscopy. Membrane 
proteins are difficult to characterize structurally, primarily because the requirement 
for maintaining a membrane environment hinders purification and crystallization 
and complicates spectroscopic measurements. The task is further complicated by the 
fact that biological ion channels are particularly complex multisubunits membrane 
proteins. This is the reason why much of the progress in understanding the relation 
of structure to function in ion channels has been gained by studying small artificial 
pore forming molecules such as gramicidin A (Figure 6-1). This small pentadecapep- 
tide forms a membrane channel that appears to be ideally selective for small 
univalent cations, while it is blocked by divalent cations, and impermeable to anions 
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Figure 6-1. The gramicidin A molecule is a linear antibiotic pentadecapeptide produced by 
BaciNus brevis consisting of alternating L and D-amino acids: HCO - GVal' - Gly' - GAla3 
- D-Leu4 - LAla' - D-Val6 - LVal' - D-Vals - GTrpg- D-Leu" - LTrp" -D-Leu" - LTrp13 - 
D-LeuI4 - GTrp" - NHCH2CH20H. The ion-conducting channel is a N-terminal to N-ter- 
minal (head-to-head) dimer formed by two single-stranded /36.3-helices 1511. A stereo picture 
of the energy minimized left-handed dimer is shown on the figure (see also Section 6.3.2.1). 
The dimer channel is stabilized by the formation of 20 intra-monomer and 6 inter-monomer 
-NH-..O - backbone hydrogen bonds to form a pore of about 2.6 nm long and 0.4 nm in 
diameter. The hydrogen-bonded carbonyls line the pore and the amino acid side chains, most 
of them hydrophobic, extend away into the membrane lipid. 
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[18-201. The gramicidin channel exhibits functional behavior similar to far more 
complex macromolecular biological structures, and for this reason, has proved to be 
an extremely useful model system to study the principles governing ion transport 
across lipid membranes. It has been the object of numerous experimental [21-271 as 
well as theoretical investigations [28-401, and a great wealth of information is known 
about its membrane-bound ion-conducting conformation [41-501. Gramicidin is at 
this moment the best characterized molecular pore [51]. 

Comprehension of how any ion channel works in terms of its underlying atomic 
structure, even the one formed by the relatively simple gramicidin molecule, repre- 
sents an outstanding challenge. Research on ion channels has now reached the point 
where the design and interpretation of experiments depends upon the availability of 
theoretical calculations to help formulate and develop a detailed realistic microscopic 
picture of ion permeation. Despite their usefulness, traditional phenomenological 
descriptions of ion permeation based on Eyring Rate Theory [52] or Nernst-Planck 
diffusion [53] cannot fulfill this purpose. For example, attempts to explain the 
observed effects of amino acid substitution on current-voltage measurements often 
need to rely on atomic models of the channel structure [8-10, 54, 551. Molecular 
dynamics simulation is a powerful theoretical approach to investigate the function 
of complex macromolecular structures [56]. It consists in calculating the position of 
the atoms as a function of time, using detailed models of the microscopic forces 
operating between them, by integrating numerically the classical equations of 
motion. Although molecular dynamics is used to study biological systems of increas- 
ing complexity [56], theoretical investigations of ion transport are faced with par- 
ticularly difficult and serious problems. A first problem arises from the magnitude 
of the interactions involved. The large hydration energies of ions, around 
-400 kJ/mol for Na’, contrast with the activation energies deduced from ex- 
perimentally observed ion-fluxes, which generally do not exceed 10 k,T [l]. This 
implies that the energetics of ion transport results from a delicate balance of very 
large interactions. Therefore, special care must be taken to construct an accurate and 
realistic potential energy function to be used in the calculations. A second problem 
arises from the time-scales involved. The passage of one ion across a channel takes 
place on a microsecond time-scale and realistic simulations of biological systems, 
which typically do not exceed a few nanoseconds, are insufficiently short. Although 
the most exact and realistic information is provided by straight molecular dynamics 
trajectories, simple “brute force” simulations cannot account for the time-scales of 
ion permeation. A variety of special computational approaches called “biased 
sampling” techniques are necessary to extract information about these slower and 
more complex processes. A last difficulty is the translation of the results obtained 
from a microscopic model into macroscopic observables such as channel conduc- 
tance and current-voltage relations. Here, the traditional phenomenologies play an 
important role. As in the fundamental formulation of non-equilibrium statistical 
mechanical theories of transport coefficients [57], the purpose of the phenomenol- 
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ogy is to serve as a bridge between the microscopic model and the macroscopic 
observables. In the case of ion channels, Eyring Rate Theory [52] and Nernst-Planck 
diffusion [53] provide an effective conceptual framework to make full use of the in- 
formation gathered from the molecular dynamics simulations. 

The goal of this chapter is to provide an introduction to the modern molecular 
dynamics simulation techniques that are particularly useful in theoretical studies of 
ion channels. The chapter is divided in 4 sections. The phenomenological theories 
traditionally used to describe experimental data are briefly introduced in Section 6.2. 
The general methodology applied to the gramicidin channel is explained in Sec- 
tion 6.3. The chapter is concluded with an outlook at future applications in Sec- 
tion 6.4. 

6.2 Traditional Phenomenological Descriptions 

Traditional approaches, such as Eyring Rate Theory (ERT) [52] ,  or the Nernst- 
Planck (NP) continuum diffusion equation [53], are useful phenomenological tools 
to account for the experimentally observed current-voltage relation, i [A  44 [l]. Both 
approaches describe the movements of ions across membrane channels as chaotic 
random displacements driven by an electrochemical free energy potential, ’ W,,, (x). 
ERT describes the movements of ions as a sequence of sudden stochastic “hopping 
events” across barriers separating energetically favorable discrete wells [52] ; in con- 
trast, the one-dimensional NP equation describes the movements of ions along the 
axis of the channel as a random continuous diffusion process [53]. ERT models are 
expressed in terms of a set of equations relating the net stationary flux, J, and the 
occupation probability of the i-th and i + 1-th sites, Pi and Pi+l, 

where ki and are forward and backward jump rates, respectively [52]. It is 
generally assumed that the rates have an Arrhenius-like form with a voltage-indepen- 
dent dynamical pre-exponential frequency factor, Fp [52, 581, 

where W,,, (xi) and wot (xL) are the electrochemical free energy at the i-th barrier 
and well, respectively. Similarly, the NP equation relates the net stationary flux, J, 
to the probability density per unit length, P(x) ,  
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where D (x)  is the local diffusion coefficient. 

by the stationary flux of ions times the electric charge carried by them, 
The net electrical current under a transmembrane voltage difference, A y ,  is given 

For small voltage difference, the net current obeys a linear relationship following 
Ohm’s law, 

where A is the conductance of the channel. To describe the effects of a voltage dif- 
ference across the membrane it is convenient to separate the electrochemical free 
energy potential, W,,, (x) ,  into a first contribution, W ( x ) ,  arising from the interac- 
tions of the permeating ion with the nearby channel and water in the absence of a 
transmembrane voltage, and a second contribution, Welec (x), corresponding to the 
free energy associated with the presence of the electrostatic potential difference 
across the membrane. In principle, W(x),  called the “free energy profile”, can be 
calculated from molecular dynamics simulations of an atomic model using the 
techniques described in the next sections. An exact treatment of Welec(x) is more 
difficult because the transmembrane voltage results from long-range electrostatic in- 
teractions involving a very small imbalance of net charges involving the mobile ions 
in the bulk solutions on each side of the membrane [59].  For simplicity, it is usually 
assumed that the mobile ions are uniformly distributed at the bulk-membrane inter- 
face, giving rise to a constant electric field inside the channel. With this approxima- 
tion, the total free energy associated with the transmembrane electric field when the 
ion is at position x is [38], 

where A y is the voltage difference, L is the length of the channel and (p (x) )  is the 
average dipole of the channel and its solvent content when the ion is at position x .  
The contribution of ( p ( x ) )  is generally neglected [l, 381. 

The channel conductance, A, can be calculated from both phenomenological 
theories once the boundary conditions, generally based on the assumption that the 
extremities of the pore are in equilibrium with the solution with which they are in 
contact [52, 531 are specified. One particular kind of boundary conditions, can be 
constructed such that no more than one ion can occupy the pore. The conductance 
obtained from such models, called “one-ion pore” [l], exhibit simple first-order 
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saturation as a function of the permeant ion concentration. With the same concen- 
tration, [C], on both sides of the membrane the concentration-dependent conduc- 
tance, A([C]), is, 

where Kb is the equilibrium binding constant to the pore. This Michaelis-Menten 
form is obtained from both the NP and the ERT approaches and follows from the 
one-ion pore assumption. The maximum conductance, Amax , reached at saturating 
concentrations can be written as, 

q2  keff/(n + l ) n  ERT 
NP Amax = - k,T [Deff/L2 (6-9) 

In Eq. (6-9), k,, is an effective hopping rate constant, defined in terms of the 
weighted averages over all the discrete sites of the pore, 

(6-10) 

obtained by assuming that sites 1 to n are inside the pore and sites 0 and n + 1 belong 
to the aqueous phases [52]; Deff is an effective diffusion constant of the ion inside 
the pore, defined in terms of weighted spatial averages over the full length of the 
pore, 

These expressions, which may seem unwieldy and difficult to understand, deserve a 
few explanations. First, it is observed that the expression for Amax-ERT is con- 
siderably simpler in the special case where the transition rates are all equal since k,,, 
reduces to k. Moreover, despite their very different appearances the expressions for 
A,,, from ERT and NP are closely related. For example, a Deff corresponding to 
kL2/n2 is obtained if the diffusion takes place as a sequence of random jumps oc- 
curring at a rate, k, between a large number of identical site, n, separated by L/n (see 
also Section 6.3.5). Lastly, a simple physical interpretation of A,,-NP can be 
given. It is the conductance of a cylinder of length, L,  and area, S, containing a 
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“one-ion” conducting solution of concentration, [C * ]  = l/LS; from Ohm’s law, the 
conductance of the cylinder is equal to Sa/L, where a, equal to [C*]D,,,qi?,,/k,I; 
is the conductivity of the solution. 

The free energy profile, W(x), the diffusion constant, D(x), and the jump rates, 
k,, are all microscopic quantities that are needed as inputs in the phenomenologies. 
Given an estimate of these microscopic quantities, the phenomenological theories 
provide a complete description of the physiological properties of a channel for dif- 
ferent ions, including the permeabilities, the rate of transport and the response to 
an applied electrical potential. The free energy profile, W(x),  is particularly impor- 
tant since it plays a fundamental role in both the ERT and NP approaches. Special 
simulation techniques to calculate W(x), D(x)  and ki from detailed microscopic 
models are described in the next sections. 

6.3 The Gramicidin A Channel: 
A Model System for Molecular Dynamics 

6.3.1 The Potential Energy Function 

In a molecular simulation the classical equation of motion, i.e., 

d2ri 
dt2 

mi- - - - Vu(rl,  r 2 , .  . . , r d ,  (6-12) 

are integrated numerically with small discrete time-steps to obtain the positions and 
velocities of the particles in the system as a function of time. Here, mi and ri are the 
mass and position of particle i, and U ( r l ,  r,, . . . , rn) represents the potential 
energy function that depends on the position of the N particles in the system. For 
detailed molecular dynamics studies to be meaningful it is essential to use an ac- 
curate potential energy function that is appropriate for the system of interest. In the 
long and narrow gramicidin channel the permeation process involves the transloca- 
tion of ion and water in single file through the interior of the pore. The cation-chan- 
nel interactions are dominated by the carbonyl oxygen of the peptide backbone (see 
Figure 6-1); the side chains extend away into the membrane lipid and their energy 
contributions amount to secondary effects [34]. Hydrogen bonds are of central im- 
portance for the gramicidin channel. The structure of the P6.3-helix is stabilized by 
- NH.a.0 - backbone hydrogen bonds ; water molecules, present inside the channel, 
also possess the ability of making hydrogen bonds. Coordination of Na’ by car- 
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bony1 and water oxygens is possible at the expense of breaking hydrogen bonds. 
Thus, in the present system the relative strengths of the strong ion-carbonyl and ion- 
water interactions must be preserved and well balanced with respect to  the relatively 
weaker but complex water-water, water-peptide and peptide-peptide hydrogen bond 
interactions. 

6.3.1.1 Ab Initio Calculations 

There is no unique method to  construct the potential energy function [56, 60-641. 
The approach chosen in the present study relies primarily on experimental data, sup- 
plemented by high level ab initio calculations with small model systems when the 
necessary information is not available [65]. Since no experimental estimate of the in- 
teraction of Na' with the carbonyl group of the peptide backbone is available at 
the present time, it is necessary to rely on ab initio calculations on small model 
systems to supplement this important information. The N-methylacetamide 
molecule (NMA) was chosen to model the peptide backbone amide plane groups. 
The interaction of Naf  with water, for which a fair amount of experimental gas 
phase as well as bulk liquid information is available, was calculated to  test the ac- 
curacy of the approach. The results of the ab initio calculations involving Na' ion, 
water and the NMA molecule are given in Table 6-1. It is observed that the calculated 
interaction between Na+ and water is in very good agreement with the experimental 
gas phase data [66]. This indicates that the approach to  calculate the Na+ NMA in- 
teraction is valid and can be used to develop the empirical energy function. For com- 
parison, results on hydrogen bonding interactions involving water and NMA are also 
given in Table 6-1 [67]. 

6.3.1.2 Functional Form and Parametrization 

It is desirable to keep the empirical potential function as simple as possible for 
reasons of computational efficiency. The functional form of the empirical force field 
that  was adopted is similar to others used in molecular dynamics of biological 
macromolecules [56] ; in addition to internal energy functions (bond, angles and 
dihedrals), the non-bonded interactions are represented as a sum of radially sym- 
metric pair decomposable site-site functions including Coulomb partial charges elec- 
trostatic, core repulsion, van der Waals dispersion and induced polarization, 

'%owbonded = c Eelec Ecore + EvdW Epol - (6-13) 
pairs 
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Table 6-1. Interaction energies for the Gramicidin channel systema. 

Model system Energy in kJ/mol Distance in nm 

H,O to Na+ 

NMA C = O  to Na' 

HzO to HzO 

NMA C=O to HOH 

NMA N - H  to OHH 

NMA to NMA 

eXP 
HF/6-31G* 
CHARMMTIP3P 
HF/6-31G* 
CHARMM 
eXP 
HF/6-31G* 
TIP3P 

CHARMM-TIP3P 
HF/6-31G* 

HF/6-31G* 
CHARMM-TIP3P 
HF/6-31G* 
CHARMM 

100.3 
100.3 
114.5 
160.5 
158.0 
22.6 
27.4 
27.4 
32.0 
30.0 
26.3 
28.5 
32.4 
34.0 

0.221 
0.220 
0.210 
0.210 

0.202 
0.181 
0,198 
0.191 
0.213 
0.193 
0.208 
0.193 

a The ab inito interaction energies of Na' with water and NMA were calculated using the 
Gaussian 82 [72] and Gaussian 86 [73] programs with the 6-31G* basis sets [74]. To account 
for the overestimated bond polarities the ab initio interactions energies were scaled according 
to Escaled = (Escf - Eb.s.) ,uexp/pscf, where pexp and pScf are the experimental and the computed 
ab initio electric dipole of the molecule in the absence of the ion and Eb,s, is the correction 
for the basis set superposition error. The experimental ion-water affinity is from [66], the ex- 
perimental water-water affinity is from [76], the results on hydrogen bonding systems are taken 
from [67]. 

An ion-induced polarization term was found to be required to obtain the steeper- 
than-Coulombic distance dependence of the ion-peptide interaction in the range of 
0.2 to 0.5 nm. The parameters of the potential function, i. e., the polarizability coef- 
ficients, the van der Waals and the core size, were adjusted to reproduce the salient 
features of the ab initio potential surface accurately; the parameters of the ion-pep- 
tide and ion-water energy functions are given in [38], the partial charges and the Len- 
nard-Jones parameters assigned to the peptide backbone have been taken from 
previous work on the peptide-peptide potential [65, 681. All the interaction energies 
involving Na', water and NMA are given in Table 6-1. The agreement between the 
empirical potential energy function and the ab initio results is satisfactory. 

6.3.1.3 Limitations of the Potential Energy Function 

The present ion-peptide energy function only represents a first step in obtaining an 
accurate potential function. Geometries and interaction energies obtained from 
small isolated fragments are not always sufficient to construct an appropriate poten- 
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tial energy function. Further empirical adjustments, based on experimental data, are 
often necessary to yield correct properties in dense systems. One example is given by 
the TIP3P potential function which yields relatively good properties for liquid water 
although it results in an overestimated interaction energy for the isolated water dimer 
[69]. It is possible that such discrepancy with gas phase interactions are necessary 
to account, in an average way, for many-body polarization effects present in bulk 
solution. In the present case only the dominant first order polarization induced by 
the ion on the peptide was included, i. e., Epol - l/r4. In this approximation the 
partial charges of the peptide and the water as well as other induced dipoles do not 
influence a particular induced dipole and the polarization is not calculated self con- 
sistently to keep the original pairwise additive form of the water-water (TIP3P) [69], 
peptide-peptide and water-peptide (CHARMM) [65] potential functions in the 
original form. An important part of nonadditive effects neglected here is included 
in the second-order induced polarization energy [70]. In future work the effects of 
self-consistent polarization will be considered; experimental information concerning 
ion binding in the channel will be used to refine the parametrization of the potential 
function [71]. 

6.3.2 The Water-Filled Channel 

The importance of water on the permeation process through the gramicidin channel 
is suggested by numerous experimental observations [22-241. For example, the 
relative selectivity of the gramicidin channel for monovalent cations, Li' < Na' 
< K +  < Rb+ < Cs' C Hf is similar to the mobility of these ions in bulk water [l]. 
This observation could indicate that the gramicidin channel simply acts as a water- 
filled cylinder and that, inside the pore, water and ion movements take place with 
essentially bulk-like mobilities. Further considerations of the permeation process 
reveal that such view is too simplistic. From a comparison of the osmotic and the 
diffusional permeability coefficients, it has been estimated that the channel contains 
5 to 6 water molecules on average [24] ; streaming potential measurements show, that 
7 to 9 water molecules move through the channel with each permeating ion [23]. 
Moreover, although the effective diffusion constant of Na+ ion and of water 
molecules inside the channel appear to be very similar [24], the diffusional 
permeability coefficient, measured from the flux of isotopically labelled water across 
the channel, (1.82 x cm3/s) could correspond to an effective diffusion cons- 
tant that is almost 50 times slower for water molecules in the channel than in the 
bulk [22, 241. 

Clearly, the relation of the structure and dynamics of the water molecules to the 
permeation process deserves special attention. As suggested by several theoretical 
studies, internal water molecules must adopt a linear configuration due to the con- 
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Figure 6-2. Solvated Gramicidin A dimer. Full system (top); cut-away close-up view (bottom). 
The system consists of 314 peptide atoms for the gramicidin dimer, 183 TIP3P [69] water 
molecules and 85 Lennard-Jones spheres; there are 948 particles. Periodic boundary condi- 
tions were applied along the channel axis to mimic the effect of infinite bulk water (shown 
in darker light). A confining potential evaluated for the cylindrical geometry was applied in 
the radial direction on the water oxygen to maintain proper pressure in the system. The 
diameter of the cylindrical system is 2.1 nm and the length of the elementary unit is 4.1 nm. 
Water molecules within 0.25 nm of the surface of the cylinder and all the Lennard-Jones 
spheres of the model membrane were submitted to dissipative and stochastics Langevin forces 
corresponding to a velocity relaxation rate of 62 and 150 ps-' respectively; molecular 
dynamics was applied to the other atoms. The integration time step was 0.001 picosecond (ps) 
and a non-bonded group-by-group based cut-off of 1.2 nm was used. 
(Colour illustration see page XIV). 
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finement of the pore [28, 311; ion and water cannot pass each other as they move 
through the channel and permeation proceeds by a single-file mechanism [29, 33, 
361. It may be expected that the hydrogen bonds involving internal waters and the 
channel backbone must be modified as a result of the displacement of the ion with 
its single-file hydration complex. To gain more insight on the properties of the water 
molecules inside the channel, a molecular dynamics simulation of the fully solvated 
channel in a simplified membrane-like environment was performed. The simulated 
system, shown in Figure 6-2, includes one gramicidin dimer channel, 188 TIP3P 
water molecules and 85 electrically neutral spheres introduced to mimic the 
hydrocarbon region of the membrane. The construction of the initial water con- 
figuration in biomolecular simulations is a critical step. Because this is particularly 
true for a narrow membrane channel, the technique employed to generate the starting 
coordinates is described in the next section. 

6.3.2.1 Building the Initial System 

There remains some uncertainty on the membrane-bound ion-conducting structure 
of the gramicidin A channel in lipid bilayers. Proton-proton NOE distances deter- 
mined by two-dimensional NMR experiments have demonstrated that the structure 
of gramicidin A is a right-handed P-helix head-to-head dimer when incorporated in 
SDS micelles [45], in contrast to the left-handed P-helix that was originally proposed 
by D. W. Urry [41] and supported by 13C Na" induced chemical shifts measure- 
ments in lecithin vesicles [43]. Recent results from solid state 15N and 13C NMR of 
gramicidin in oriented dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC) membranes have 
been used to support both the left-handed [47, 771 and right-handed [48, 501 struc- 
tures. In view of the extreme sensitivity of gramicidin to the environment [46], it may 
well be that both the left- and right-handed helices, which are plausible on energetic 
and structural grounds, are found in membranes. For the present study the 
gramicidin channel was constructed as a left-handed head-to-head dimer, although 
the conclusions are not expected to depend essentially on this choice because the pro- 
perties of the right- and left-handed dimer are very similar. 

The initial conformation was constructed from the backbone dihedral angles of 
Venkatachalam and Urry [30], and was further optimized by energy minimization 
using the ABNR algorithm [65]. The resulting structure is shown in Figure 6-1. The 
primary solvation of the channel structure was introduced by building 25 water 
molecules in the vicinity of the structure, i. e., 10 water molecules along the axis of 
the channel inside the pore, the rest at the extremities of the channel. The 10 waters 
inside the pore were constructed along the channel axis in single-file fashion, 
separated by 0.27 nm. The bulk-like water regions at either end of the channel were 
constructed by overlaying water molecules taken from the coordinates of a pure 
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water box equilibrated at 300 K and deleting the water molecules overlapping with 
the channel or the first 25 waters. 

To produce a membrane-like environment and to prevent waters from reaching the 
lateral side of the dimer, a model hydrocarbon region made of Lennard-Jones spheres 
corresponding to the size of a CH, group was included. A similar overlay method 
was used to construct the model membrane. 

To remove large unrealistic forces the initial coordinate of the system were op- 
timized with several cycles of energy minimization and molecular dynamics. At the 
last stage of equilibration, the waters were thermalized with a 10 picosecond (ps) tra- 
jectory keeping the gramicidin dimer and the membrane fixed in space. The complete 
system was finally equilibrated at 300 K with a 10 ps trajectory during which all the 
atoms were allowed to move. After equilibration of the full system, a 100 ps 
molecular dynamics trajectory was computed. A computer graphics image of the 
simulation system is shown in Figure 6-2 (see the figure caption for further details). 

6.3.2.2 Analysis of the Trajectory 

In accord with previous simulations, the 10 water molecules located inside the chan- 
nel are arranged approximately in single file and their translational motion along the 
channel axis is highly correlated [28, 29, 31, 321. Occurences of water-water and pep- 
tide-water hydrogen bonds are observed; because the backbone carbonyls are more 
easily accessible than the amide N-H, peptide-water hydrogen bonds involved 
C = 0.e.H - 0 - H almost exclusively. The translational displacement of the water 
molecules along the channel axis during the 100 ps simulation is around 0.05 nm 
(kO.02 nm). The first internal water at the mouth of each monomer have the 
smallest rms displacements (0.035 nm), with each such water making a stable 
hydrogen bond to the hydroxyl hydrogen of the ethanolamine tail (water oxygen 
pointing outward). In addition, there are three other water molecules associated with 
the entrance to each monomer. They have intermediate mobilities and make 
hydrogen bonds alternatively with the ethanolamine and the carbonyl and amide 
groups of the terminal amino acids pointing toward the bulk solution. There is an 
increase in fluctuation for the internal waters reaching a maximum at the junction 
of the gramicidin monomers. 

The displacement of water molecules along the channel axis corresponds to a 
constant of self-diffusion, Ddiff, of 2.5 x cm2/s. This is much smaller than in 
the bulk phase where molecular dynamics with TIP3P yields 3.2 x lo-’ cm2/s [69], 
close to the experimental value of 2.1 x cm2/s [I]. Assuming that the permea- 
tion of water molecules is limited only by passage through the channel, the diffu- 
sional permeability coefficient of water, can be expressed as, 
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SDdiff 
Pdiff = ~ 9 L 

(6-14) 

where L and S are, respectively, the length and the cross-section area of the pore. The 
length L corresponds to the region of the channel that contains water molecules with 
a markedly slower mobility. This length is 2.3 nm from the molecular dynamics simula- 
tion. Taking a cross-section, S,  corresponding to the area of a circle with the radius of 
a water molecule, i. e., S = 7~ (0.14 nm)2 yields a diffusional permeability coefficient 
of 0.85 x lo-’’ cm3/s. Reported experimental values are 1.82 x cm3/s, from 
Andersen and Finkelstein [24], and 6.6 x cm3/s, from Dani and Levitt [22]. 
Although there is some uncertainty about the experimental estimate, the calculated 
diffusional permeability of water has the correct order of magnitude. Because the 
diffusional permeability is strongly influenced by the value of the constant of self- 
diffusion of water inside the channel, the present trajectory indicates that it is plausi- 
ble that diffusion of the water molecules inside the channel is much slower than in 
the bulk phase. 

6.3.2.3 Rotational Mobility of Internal Water Molecules 

It of interest to analyze the ability of the internal water to re-orient with respect to 
the axis of the channel. This provides some insight on the response of the channel 
and its internal waters to a transmembrane potential. To analyze the rotational 
mobility of the water inside the channel a unit vector antiparallel to the water elec- 
tric dipole, pointing from the mid-point between the two hydrogens to the oxygen, 
was defined. The projection of this vector along the channel axis is plotted in 
Figure 6-3 for the 10 internal waters; one mouth (1) and one bulk-like (12) water 
molecule are included for comparison. It is observed that the rotational mobility of 
water inside the channel varies significantly depending on the position along the 
channel. The water molecule hydrogen bonded to the ethanolamine hydrogen and 
their first neighbors maintain their orientation throughout the simulation and show 
strong motional anisotropy. The rotational motions increase steadily as one pro- 
gresses into the channel; the water located at the monomer-monomer contact is seen 
to have the largest motion. Its orientation distribution is bi-modal. In contrast, the 
water molecules in the bulk and at the mouth have isotropic orientation, as shown 
in their distribution histograms. Their rotational correlation time is on the order of 
5 to 10 ps. The rotational correlation time of the first internal waters is larger than 
100 ps and cannot be inferred from the simulation. This picture contrasts with 
previous results obtained from molecular dynamics in which all the inside waters 
were seen to point in the same direction in a relatively ordered linear hydrogen- 
bonded network 128, 29, 31, 321. Here there is an approximate mirror plane for the 
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Figure 6-3. Projection of the water orientation vector along the channel axis as a function of 
time during the simulation. The ordering corresponds to: number 1 is a mouth water; 
number 2 to 11 are the 10 waters inside the channel, (number 6 and 7 are at the inter-monomer 
junction); number 12 is a bulk water included for comparison. Water number 2 is hydrogen 
bonded with ethanolamine of monomer 1 which undergo a conformational change at 25 ps 
and shows an increase in fluctuations compared to water number 11, the equivalent entrance 
water of monomer 2. 
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waters, consistent with the dimer symmetry. Such differences may be due to several 
factors: Firstly, it has been observed that the structure and dynamics of the internal 
water is very sensitive to the flexibility of the channel [32]; secondly, it may be that 
the dynamics and structure of the internal waters depends on detailed aspects of the 
potential function, in particular those representing the hydrogen bonding interac- 
tion. 

6.3.2.4 Rare Events : Ethanolamine Tail Isomerization 

Observation of rare events in a simulation, even though they are not statistically 
significant, can give useful information. During the 100 ps trajectory, the ethano- 
lamine tail of one of the monomers changed its conformation (the ethanol is located 
at x = + 1.4 nm and is labeled residue + 16). As can be seen in Figure 6-4, the transi- 
tions of the three dihedral angles take place in a concerted fashion. The changes in 
the successive dihedral angles are anticorrelated along the ethanolamine tail. This 
can be observed clearly for the major transition at 25 ps and, to a lesser degree, 
around 50 ps for the second transition of the angle ty. The anticorrelation is related 
to the fact that the transition takes place without large and sudden displacements of 
the 0 - H group at the end of the tail [78]. The hydrogen bond with the entrance 
water is lost in the time interval from 20 to 25 ps (see water 2 in Figure 6-3). The 
latter shows an increase in fluctuations compared to the water at the other entrance 
(water 11) which does not lose its ethanolamine hydrogen bond. From 25 to 50 ps 
the ethanolamine hydrogen bonds alternately to the three mouth waters and the two 
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Figure 6-4. Dihedral angle transitions of the ethanolamine of monomer 1, ( -CNC,CBOH). 
The angles are defined as CN%,CB, NC,%BO and C,CDYOH. 
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bulk waters. A stable hydrogen bond is formed with a bulk water at 50 ps and is 
maintained for the rest of the trajectory leaving the entrance of the channel free. It 
is possible that this type of rare event plays a role in the entrance and exit of water 
molecules. Appropriate techniques based on biased sampling must be used to study 
rare events accurately. This is the object of the next section. 

6.3.3 Calculation of the Potential of Mean Force: 
Free Energy Simulation 

In Section 6.2, it was shown that the free energy profile, W(x),  plays a fundamental 
role in the phenomenological description of ion transport. From its definition, W(x)  
is the free energy of the system when the ion is at position x along the channel axis, 
i.e., [79], 

(6-15) 

where U(R,x )  is the total potential energy of the system and R represents all the 
coordinates of the system other than the x coordinate of the ion (the x, y, z co- 
ordinates of all the channel and water atoms including the y and z coordinates of 
the ion), xo is an arbitrary reference position chosen such that W(xo) = Wo. The 
free energy profile is often called “potential of mean force”, following from the pro- 
perty that the average force exerted on the ion when it is located at position x, i.e., 
( -aU(R, x) /dx>,  is equal to - aW(x)/ax [79]. Because the potential of mean force, 
based on Eq. (6-15), can be related to the average probability distribution function 
of the ion, 

(6-16) 

it can, in principle, be extracted directly from ( p ( x ) )  through a normal molecular 
dynamics simulation. However, because it is expected that the movements of the ion 
along the channel axis are taking place on a very long time-scale compared to 
realistic simulation times, a direct approach is not practical. It is necessary to use 
a biased sampling technique to obtain accurate results on the potential of mean 
force. Such a technique is free energy perturbation which is illustrated in the next 
section. 
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6.3.3.1 Application and Techniques 

The potential of mean force of the ion along the channel axis is calculated using the 
free energy simulation technique [80, 811. From Eq. (6-15), the potential of mean 
force at a position W ( x  + Ax) can be expressed in terms of W(x),  

A W ( x + x +  Ax) = W ( x +  Ax) - W(x)  = -k,T ln(e-A”kB7)U, (6-17) 

where the bracket with subscript x represents a canonical average with the reaction 
coordinate held fixed at x, i. e., 

(6-18) 

and AU is the change in potential energy obtained by displacing the ion from x to 
x + Ax, i.e., AU is equal to U ( R , x  + Ax) - U(R,x). The average Eq. (6-18) is 
calculated from an ensemble of configurations generated by a computer simulation 
of the system in thermal equilibrium with the ion fixed at x. Although Eq. (6-17) is 
formally valid for any Ax, convergence in achievable computer times limits the 
calculation to the free energy differences in the neighborhood of x. In practice, the 
perturbations have to be relatively small to obtain rapid convergence. In practice it 
is necessary to generate several trajectories of the system with the ion fixed at various 
values of x. The complete profile is constructed by joining the free energy differences 
obtained with Eq. (6-17) at the mid-points between neighboring simulations, that is, 

W(X,+ , )  = W(X,)  + AW(xn+xn + Ax)-AW(x,+I +xn+ l  - A X ) =  
n 

= C [ A W ( X ~ + X ~  + Ax) - AW(xi+l +xi+l - AX)] ,  (6-19) 
i = l  

where Ax is the mid-distance between two neighboring simulations, 

(6-20) 

W(x)  can also be calculated by integrating the reversible work done by the mean 
force (F(x ) )  acting on the ion in the x direction, i. e., 

(6-21) 
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One advantage of this formulation is that the mean force can be decomposed linearly 
into a sum of contributions, e.g., 

(6-22) 

and the linearity, preserved by the integral of the mean force along the reaction coor- 
dinate, allows to determine the contribution Wa(x) of any interaction term to the 
potential of mean force, 

with 

(6-23) 

(6-24) 

This method can be very useful in finding the contribution of the solvent molecules 
or specific residues to the free energy profile. The total potential of mean force can 
be computed equivalently with the free energy simulation technique, via Eq. (6-17). 
However, the integrated mean force decomposition can only be obtained using 
Eqs. (6-22), (6-23) and (6-24). 

The free energy simulation technique is computationally intensive, i. e., to reach 
convergence and obtain accurate results it is necessary to generate long trajectories 
with the ion constrained at various positions along the x-axis. For this reason it is 
of interest to use a system with as small a number of atoms as possible. To avoid 
the large number of water molecules necessary to solvate the mouth of the channel, 
the potential of mean force was calculated for Na’ ion along the axis of a periodic 
(L, D) poly-alanine P-helix. Such a periodic helix is appropriate for investigating the 
single file translocation of the ion and its neighboring waters in the interior of the 
channel where end effects and sidechains are expected to play a secondary role. 
Moreover, this choice provides a test of the methodology since any deviation from 
periodicity of the average properties indicates a lack of convergence in virtue of the 
helix symmetry. 

The periodic helix structure was first refined in the absence of any ion and solvent 
molecules. The helical parameters, the rise and the rotation angle per (LAla, D-Ala) 
unit, were optimized by energy minimization with the ABNR algorithm [65]. It was 
found that the optimum rise per unit, hL, is 0.155 nm and the optimum turn per 
unit, 0, is 114.4 degrees, yielding 6.29 residues per turn; this value is similar to that 
of the Urry helix model (6.3) [30]. The total number of particles is 229. The fun- 
damental unit, treated with periodic boundary conditions to avoid end effects (im- 
ages of the system are repeated along the helix axis), includes 34 alanine residues, 
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a cation and 8 water molecules. The initial coordinates of the full periodic system 
were optimized by energy minimization. The system was then equilibrated at 300 K 
during 10 ps with the ion constrained in x but free to move in the y and z directions 
(see [38] for more details). 

Eight simulations were carried out to determine the free energy profile along the 
axis of the /I-helix for one (Lala, D-ala) repeat unit of the periodic system, i. e., for 
x between 0.0 and 0.155 nm. The perturbation distance Ax is equal to (1116) x 
0.155 nm. A 9-th simulation, which should be equivalent to the first one by sym- 
metry, was calculated to determine the statistical convergence. The free energy 
simulation protocol (after standard initial stages of equilibration) consisted of 

1. A 25 ps trajectory is generated with the ion constrained at x and the free energy 

2. The ion is displaced by + 2Ax (0.019 nm) along the x axis for the next simulation. 
3. A short energy minimization is applied to the water and the channel atoms sur- 

rounding the ion (ABNR) [65] to remove local strains and the system is equilibrat- 
ed during 5 ps of molecular dynamics with the ion constrained at the new x posi- 
tion. 

difference calculated for -Ax, and + h. 

4. The cycle is repeated starting with step (1). 

Finally, all the free energy differences are pieced together using Eq. (6-19) to generate 
the free energy profile, W(x). The simulation time-step was 0.001 ps and averages 
were evaluated using configurations separated by 0.02 ps. For each constrained posi- 
tion along the x-axis the instantaneous forces exerted by the channel and the water 
molecules were stored to calculate the mean force contribution to the free energy pro- 
file using Eqs. (6-22), (6-23) and (6-24). 

6.3.3.2 Analysis of the Results 

The results are shown in Figure 6-5. Minima exist near x = 0 and x = 0.155, separated 
midway by an energy barrier of 18.9 kJ/mol. By periodicity, it follows that the poten- 
tial of mean force for Na' along the axis of the helix is made up of a sequence of 
well-defined binding sites and energy barriers separated by 0.155 nm; there is one 
such binding site for every two carbonyl oxygens. The integrated mean force decom- 
position method shows that average water and channel forces each contribute to 
about one half of the activation free energy. To analyze the free energy profile, a 
search was made to find the nearest neighbors of the Na' in the two equivalent bin- 
ding sites and at the intervening barrier. There are four carbonyl oxygens and two 
water molecules in close contact with the ion in each binding site. The solvation 
structure around the ion is transformed in a continuous fashion as the ion moves 
from a binding site through the transition state to the adjacent binding site. During 
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Figure 6-5. Free energy profile of Na' ion along the axis of the periodic (L, D) poly-alanine 
P-helix, as obtained from the perturbation technique described in Section 6.3.3 (solid line). 
The helix axis is oriented along the x-axis, the odd numbered Lalanine carbonyls pointing 
toward the N-terminus (+x), the even numbered D-alanine carbonyls pointing toward the C- 
terminus ( - x ) .  Water (dotted line) and channel (dashed line) contributions to the free energy 
profile obtained from the integrated mean force decomposition, Eqs. (6-22), (6-23) and (6-24) 
are shown. The arbitrary zero of the potential of mean force, xo, was chosen at the position 
of the free energy minimum of W(x).  A small hysteresis of 3.0 kJ/mol was linearly corrected 
(see [38] for more details). 

the transition the ion remains in close contact with two of the four carbonyls in- 
volved in the first binding site and the two other carbonyls are replaced by two new 
carbonyls. At the transition state, the ion remains in close contact with two of the 
four carbonyls of the nearest binding sites, the contact with the remaining two car- 
bonyls is essentially lost. The ion contact with two water oxygens is maintained 
through the entire transition with an average ion-oxygen distance of 0.232 nm. The 
pattern of ion-carbonyl contacts during the translocation of Na' described here is 
not a particular attribute of the periodic P-helix and was also observed in recent 
calculations involving a model of the full gramicidin A dimer channel [40]. 

Water-channel hydrogen bonding interactions are responsible for the contribu- 
tions of the water molecules to W(x) .  In the binding site, the two water molecules 
in contact with the ion are able to make stable hydrogen bonds with the carbonyls. 
At the transition state, the Na' ion and its two water neighbors are displaced by 
0.075 nm along the helix axis where similar hydrogen bonds are no longer possible. 
Likewise, peptide-peptide hydrogen bonds are the origin of the mean force contribu- 
tion of the channel. The linear spacing along the channel axis of the four carbonyls 
coordinating the Na' ion in the binding site is such that good oxygen-Na' contact 
is achieved with small dihedral distortions, and little stress on the helix. At the transi- 
tion state the Na+ ion is also making contact with four carbonyl oxygens, but larger 
helix distortions are necessary to achieve as good a coordination as in the binding 
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site, resulting in a slightly less stable situation for the whole system, because they are 
located on opposite sides of the channel. 

The local flexibility and plasticity of the structure (i.e. the property to deform 
without generating large energy stress) seems to be an essential feature to determine 
its response to the presence of an ion. As was first noted in a normal mode study 
[37], spontaneous fluctuations and distortions of the helix are significant but limited 
to a few carbonyls. Even though the individual interaction of the Na’ with each in- 
dividual carbonyl is quite large (on the order of 160 kJ/mol), the local flexibility of 
the helical structure is able to remove the very unfavorable steps of binding and un- 
binding to successive carbonyls that would generate a large energy barrier opposing 
the translocation. 

In conclusion, the calculation of the potential of mean force of a Na’ ion in a 
/3-helix representing the interior of the gramicidin channel has revealed that the ac- 
tivation free energy is not controlled by the strong ion-carbonyl and ion-water in- 
teraction, but by the water-peptide and peptide-peptide hydrogen bonding interac- 
tions. This conclusion differs essentially from previous approaches to the study of 
ion selectivity in channels where the channel structure was essentially rigid, and the 
ion-channel interaction energy was thought to be the controlling factor in ion selec- 
tivity [34, 821. 

The potential of mean force, rather than dynamical factors, is thought to be 
mainly responsible for the particular selectivity of a channel [21, 24, 58, 82, 831. 
However, to provide a complete description of the transport properties through a 
channel it is also necessary to investigate the nature of the dynamics of ions inside 
the channel. This question is addressed in the next section. 

6.3.4 Calculation of a Transition Rate: 
Activated Dynamics Technique 

The potential of mean force of Na’ along the axis of a periodic /3-helix is made of 
a sequence of free energy barriers of 18.9 kJ/mol [38]. Because each barrier 
represents an activation free energy that is significantly larger than kBI; it is ap- 
propriate to express the long time transport of Na’ in the /3-helix in terms of a 
“hopping” process between discrete states as in ERT models. However, Eyring’s 
Transition State Theory (TST) rate [84] often used to express the hopping rates, must 
be modified. The TST rate is [84, 851, 

(6-25) 
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where x and v are the position and the x-component of the velocity of the ion, (i. e., 
along the reaction coordinate x ) ;  xb is the position of the barrier; 0 ( v )  is a 
Heaviside step function, and the integral in the denominator is over the “ reactant” 
well along the reaction coordinate. The TST rate is based on the assumption that all 
trajectories initiated with a positive velocity at the barrier top will be reactive. It 
necessarily represents an upper bound because some attempts to cross the barrier top 
may fail due to the dissipative and collisional forces. To account for non-reactive tra- 
jectories the transition rate is written as [86, 871, 

where IC is called the “transmission coefficient”. The transmission coefficient is 
always less than or equal to one and setting K = 1 is equivalent to TST. In principle 
the exact transition rate could be calculated by monitoring directly the number of 
transitions per unit of time from a normal molecular dynamics simulation. However, 
this is impractical since a significant number of transitions would not be expected 
to take place during a normal molecular dynamics trajectory due to the large activa- 
tion free energy. Moreover, in such simulation the ion would spend most of its time 
at the bottom of the energy wells, and a very small fraction of the calculated trajec- 
tory would provide information about the dynamical events responsible for the 
deviations from TST. The “activated” trajectory technique is more appropriate to 
study such problem [86, 881. The method is illustrated in the next section. 

6.3.4.1 Application and Techniques 

To calculate the transmission coefficient, it is necessary to generate a set of activated 
trajectories. To produce one activated trajectory, the initial conditions (i. e., initial 
configuration and velocities) must be obtained from a biased ensemble. The ion is 
at the top of the free energy barrier in all the configurations of this biased ensemble 
(such ensemble of configurations can be generated from a molecular dynamics tra- 
jectory in thermal equilibrium during which the ion is constrained at xb). The initial 
velocity of the ion along the channel axis is sampled from the non-Maxwellian 
velocity distribution v 0 ( v )  e -mu2’2kBT; all other initial velocities are sampled from a 
Maxwell distribution at room temperature. The initial velocity of the ion can be 
generated from random numbers R uniformly distributed between 0 and 1 using, 

(6-27) 
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Tho trajectories are generated using the set of initial conditions taken from the 
biased ensemble. The first one is propagated forwards in time with these initial con- 
ditions; the second one is propagated backwards in time, starting with the same in- 
itial configuration (this can be done by inverting the sign of all the initial velocities 
in the system at t = 0). The forwards and backwards trajectories are calculated from 
0 to +T and - r respectively, and joined together as a single activated trajectory. 
In this manner a trajectory starting at time - r  ending at time +T and going 
through the transition state at time t = 0 with a positive velocity is generated. The 
simulation time, r must be sufficiently long such that the barrier crossings events 
are completed [86]. In practice the dynamics at the barrier top relaxes rapidly and 
T is relatively short. The procedure is repeated many times to obtain a large number 
of activated trajectories. In the present application 100 activated dynamics trajec- 
tories were generated from - 1.0 ps to + 1.0 ps. Typical examples of activated trajec- 
tories are shown in Figure 6-6; the fate of the trajectories is determined in 0.5 ps or 
less. From the position of the ion at time f T the activated trajectory can be assigned 
to one in four types: reactant to product, product to reactant, reactant to reactant 
and product to product. The transmission coefficient, K ,  is calculated as the net 
number of “reactive” trajectories over the total number of activated trajectories, 

To obtain the rate constant k, the transmission coefficient K is combined with kTsT 
~ 4 1 .  

6.3.4.2 Analysis of the Results 

The quantities relevant to the transition rate are summarized in Table 6-2. Combin- 
ing kTsT = 2.1 x lo9 s - l  with K = 0.11, a transition rate of k = 2.3 X is ob- 
tained. The TST rate is thus reduced by one order of magnitude. From the calculated 
transition rate it is possible to obtain an estimate of the maximum conductance of 
the gramicidin channel. In the /3-helix there is one free energy barrier per (L, D) unit. 
This implies that the total number of barriers in the complete gramicidin channel 
is around 15. This number is confirmed by more recent calculations on the potential 
of mean force of Na+ along the axis of the dimer channel [40]. From Eq. (6-9) the 
maximal conductance, Amax, is 7 pmho. Errors in the transition rate and in the 
estimated channel conductance are dominated by the activation energy calculated 
from the potential of mean force technique [38]. For example, a plausible error on 
the order of k,T = 2.49 kJ/mol in the activation energy of 18.9 kJ/mol leads to a 
factor of 3 in the estimated transport rate. Thus, it is less the absolute value than 
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Figure 6-6. Samples of typical activated trajectories of Na' ion. The fate of the crossing 
event is decided within one ps. Among the 100 activated trajectories, there were 26 forward 
crossing reactive trajectories (reactant to product), 15 backward trajectories (product to reac- 
tant), 14 recrossing trajectories (reactant to reactant) and 45 recrossing trajectories (product 
to product). The transmission coefficient, IC, is calculated from the net number of reactive tra- 
jectories: 0.11 = (26-15)/100. 

the analysis that is of interest here. To analyze the factors responsible for the devia- 
tions from transition state theory, the instantaneous forces acting on Na' during a 
reactive and a non-reactive activated dynamics trajectories are shown in Figure 6-7. 
The channel forces appear to be directly responsible for the recrossing of the non- 
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Figure 6-7. Typical example of the instantaneous forces acting on Na' ion during the reac- 
tive trajectory, reactant to product, and the non-reactive trajectory, reactant to reactant, shown 
in Figure 6-6. The forces exerted by the channel and the two nearest water molecules are 
shown. The carbonyl forces are not dominant during the crossing event. The dominant forces 
causing the recrossing arise primarily from the nearest carbonyl oxygens. 

reactive trajectory. During the successful crossing the water forces oscillate rapidly 
and are predominant whereas the channel forces have moderate amplitude. During 
the failed crossing the channel forces are much larger while the water forces have 
similar amplitudes than during the reactive trajectory, The nearest water molecules 
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remain in close contact with the Na' ion during both the reactive and non-reactive 
trajectories and it is clear that the permeation process does not proceed by a vacancy 
diffusion mechanism as is often suggested [21, 891. 

Table 6-2. Transition rate of Na+ . 
Properties 

Activation energy A W * 
Well frequency vwell 4.0 ps-' 

Transmission coefficient K 0.11 
Transition rate k = ~k~~ 

18.9 kJ/mol 

Eyring's Transition State Theory rate kTsT 2.1 x 109 s - l  

2.3 x lo's-' 

6.3.4.3 Comparison with Experiments 

Comparison of the calculated channel conductance with experimental values should 
be made with caution since many of the features of the full gramicidin channel are 
not included in the periodic P-helix system. At best the periodic P-helix model is a 
valid description for the interior of the pore and end effects have been neglected. The 
expression used for A,,, is based on the assumption that the maximum conduc- 
tance under a saturating concentration is determined only by the translocation rate 
of Na+ inside a singly-occupied channel (see Section 6.2). Experimental observa- 
tions indicate that permeation of Na' through the gramicidin channel does not 
obey perfectly this simple model. Deviations of Na' fluxes from the one-ion pore 
saturation have been attributed to double-occupancy of the gramicidin channel [27]. 
Furthermore, it is possible that the maximum conductance, A,,,, is affected by fac- 
tors others than the translocation through the channel. For instance, it has been 
observed that the maximum conductane of Na' depends on the composition of the 
lipid membrane; the maximum conductance of Na' ion through the gramicidin A 
channel measured in phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) membranes is 14.6 ps [24, 261, 
about a factor of two smaller than the value of 27 ps measured in glycerylmono- 
oleate (GMO) [21]. Nevertheless, in spite of these uncertainties, the calculated value 
of 7 pmho has the correct order of magnitude, showing that the local interactions 
in the P-helix per se during the translocation of Na' give rise to significant activa- 
tion barriers that could account for the observed diffusion rate. 
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6.3.5 Relation Between NP and ERT 

Traditionally, the ERT and NP approaches take opposite viewpoints in description 
of ion movements in terms of microscopic events (see Section 6.2) [l]. In fact, under 
certain conditions, they can be very similar. Although it is clearly appropriate to ex- 
press the long time transport of Na’ in the 8-helix in terms of a hopping process 
between discrete states, the NP diffusion equation can also provide a meaningful 
description of the translocation process and a good estimate of the long time trans- 
port rate in the present case. In Eq. (6-9) the A,,,-NP involves the effective diffu- 
sion constant, Deff, defined in Eq. (6-11) as a spatial average over the length of the 
pore. Since the potential of mean force is made of a sequence of identical wells and 
barriers, Deff can be approximated as, 

(6-31) 

where AW* is the activation free energy, [w(xb)  - W(x,)], and W”(xw) and 
- w,l(xb) are the second derivatives of the potential of mean force at the bottom 
of the well (x,) and at the top of the barrier (xb), respectively. Under these condi- 
tions A,,-NP is equivalent to A,,-ERT provided the pre-exponential factor is 
taken as, 

(6-32) 

An essential aspect of this approximation, called “high friction limit”, is that iner- 
tial dynamical effects are neglected [90], as indicated by the fact that Fp is indepen- 
dent of the mass of the ion. 

The value of the diffusion constant at the barrier top can be obtained, via the 
Einstein relation D = k,T/<, by calculating the friction coefficient, <, from a 
molecular dynamics trajectory. The later is defined in terms of a time correlation 
function, 

0 
where 

(6-33) 

dF(t) = F ( t )  - ( F ) ,  (6-34) 
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is the deviation of the instantaneous force relative to the average force acting on the 
ion constrained at the barrier top [39, 91, 921. The integrand in Eq. (6-33), i.e., 
<6F(t)6F(0))/kB7; is usually referred to as the “time-dependent” friction, <( t )  
WI. 

To obtain more information about the underlying factors giving rise to the fric- 
tion coefficient, the instantaneous deviations can be decomposed linearly into a sum 
of contributions, e. g., 

(6-35) 

as in the integrated mean force decomposition method (see Eqs. (6-22), (6-23) and 
(6-24)). This allows the evaluation of the dynamical cross-couplings, cay, between 
the various forces contributing to the total friction coefficient, 

r = c ray,  
ay 

with 

(6-36) 

(6-37) 

The cross-coupling decomposition is useful to extract the contribution of dynamical 
correlations between specific residues, carbonyl and solvent forces. 

The autocorrelation function of the force acting on the Na’ ion along the x axis 
was computed in the periodic P-helix. A trajectory of 100 ps with Na’ constrained 
at the top of the free energy barrier was used. The correlation function was 
calculated from the direct sum, 

1 Tmax 

Tmax t ’ = O  

<6F(t)6F(O)) = ~ c 6F(t + t’)  6F(t’) . (6-38) 

The instantaneous force was decomposed as a sum of channel and water forces to 
obtain the channel-channel, water-water and water-channel cross contributions to 
the friction coefficient. The time-dependent friction functions are shown in 
Figure 6-8. 
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Figure 6-8. Decomposition of the normalized time-dependent friction of Na+ ion, 
t ( t ) / [ ( O ) ,  calculated at the transition state (solid line). The water-water contribution 
t,, ( t ) / ( ( O )  (dashed line), the channel-channel (cc( t ) / ( (0)  (short-dashed line), and the water- 
channel cross terms [ ( , ( t )  + (wc(t)]/((0) (dotted line) are also shown. The root- 
mean-square force, v m ,  is equal to 483 kJ/mol/nm. The total friction calculated from 
Eq. (6-33) corresponds to a diffusion constant of 0.64 x lop5 cm2/s, i. e., less than one third 
of the experimental diffusion constant of Na+ in bulk water [l]; with (,,, TCc and [(,(t) + 
<,,I making relative similar contributions. 

6.3.5.1 Analysis of the Results 

The magnitude and the decay time of the time-dependent friction of the Na' ion 
in the P-helix is qualitatively similar to the friction function calculated for the Na' 
ion in water from molecular dynamics [93]. An important difference is the negative 
excursions around 0.05 ps, shown by the time-dependent friction function of Na' 
in the P-helix, a feature not observed in molecular dynamics of Na' in bulk water 
[93]. This suggests that, at short times, the forces acting on Na' ion are character- 
istic of a visco-elastic material, i. e., on a short time-scale the ion is caged in a har- 
monic well (see Figure 6-7). The decomposition of the correlation function reveals 
that this feature arises from the water-water force-force correlations, r,, , which 
corresponds to an underdamped oscillation with a period of about 0.12 ps. The 
channel contribution (,,(t); which has a smaller initial value than the water con- 
tribution, decays monotonically. Although it has a much larger initial amplitude, the 
net contribution of the water forces to the static friction constitutes only one-third 
of the total friction. The water-water, channel-channel and water-channel cross- 
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Table 6-3. Pre-exponential frequency factors. 

Expression Fp in ps-’ 

Activated dynamics 
High friction limit 
Eyring’s Transition State Theory 
Gas phase k,T/h 

0.44 
0.32 
4.00 
6.25 

coupling contribute equally to the total static friction acting on Na’ . The impor- 
tance of the water-channel cross-coupling contribution suggests that the ion-ligand 
complex is tightly structured. 

It is of interest to compare the pre-exponential factor, Fp, obtained from approx- 
imate expressions with the “exact” result of the activated dynamics trajectories. 
Various expressions for Fp are given in Table 6-3. It is seen that the TST rate is 
wrong by one order of magnitude in the case of Na’ movements in the interior of 
the &helix. The reason is that the TST pre-exponential dynamical factor, solely 
determined by the potential of mean force and the mass of the ion, ignores all fric- 
tional and collisional effects and represents an upper bound to the exact Fp. 
Generally the TST rate overestimates the exact rate in dense liquid systems [94]. 
Although it does not yield the exact result, the high friction limit provides a much 
better estimate than TST in the present case. Inertial and “memory” effects due to 
the finite decay time of the time-dependent friction, neglected in the high friction 
approximation, are responsible for the remaining discrepancy. More sophisticated 
approximations have been proposed to account for such effects [94, 951. One expres- 
sion for the pre-exponential dynamical factor, often mentioned in early publications 
using ERT models to describe ion channels [52] is k,T/h, where h is Planck’s cons- 
tant. This expression, designed for gas phase, is not valid for reactions taking place 
in dense liquids and yields a Fp that is largely overestimated. 

6.4 Conclusions 

A coherent, though incomplete, picture of the permeation process through the 
gramicidin channel has emerged from molecular dynamics simulations based on 
detailed atomic models with realistic microscopic interactions. Based on our ex- 
perience with the gramicidin channel, it is possible to propose a general strategy for 
theoretical studies of ion transport in complex biological systems. First, the impor- 
tant microscopic interactions should be identified, and an accurate empirical energy 
function developed, based on available experimental data in combination with ac- 
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curate ab initio quantum mechanical calculations on small molecular fragments; 
biased simulation techniques, necessary to overcome the sampling problems, are then 
used to determine the potential of mean force (free energy simulation) and the 
calculate the transition rate (activated dynamics trajectory); traditional phenomenol- 
ogies (ERT and NP) provide a conceptual framework to relate the information 
gained from the detailed molecular dynamics to the experimental macroscopic obser- 
vables. Very similar approaches, sometimes involving other quantum chemical 
methods or biased sampling techniques, are now used to investigate dynamical trans- 
port properties in widely different systems (see [96] and reference therein). 

Despite their sophistications it is also important to realize that modern computa- 
tional methods have limitations, particularly in studying complex biological systems. 
Experimentally measured differences in ion permeabilities can often be accounted 
for by changes of only a few kJ/mol in the activation energies. It should be clear 
that such small differences may be beyond the accuracy of present computational 
methods. Thus, in a theoretical study of ion permeation based on a detailed atomic 
model, it is less the absolute transport rate than the analysis of the microscopic fac- 
tors not directly accessible to experimental measurements that are of interest. In try- 
ing to understand the transport properties of an ion channel, the potential of mean 
force, W(x),  an important concept in modern discussions of dynamical and rate pro- 
cesses in liquids [86, 941, provides essential insight. Although the description of the 
transport properties remains incomplete without an investigation of the dynamics, 
the nature and the overall time-scale of the ion movements inside the channel are 
often largely determined by the character of the free energy landscape in W(x).  To 
gain more insight the various contributions to the potential of mean force can be 
analyzed with the integrated mean force decomposition method; similarly, the fric- 
tion constant can be linearly decomposed in terms of cross-coupling of the fluc- 
tuating forces. The decomposition method, in combination with site-directed 
mutagenesis experiments, may be very useful to extract the effect of particular 
residues on the factors affecting permeability. Decomposition of the microscopic 
quantities in terms of various contributions is important because it allows a detailed 
understanding of how an ion channel works in terms of its molecular structure. 

In future work the growing body of experimental data on the properties of 
modified gramicidin “channels” will be exploited. The gramicidin A is particularly 
well suited for such structure-function studies in view of its structural and functional 
simplicity. Experiments involving amino acid substitutions will allow the investiga- 
tion of the influence of particular side-chains on the permeation process [27, 97-99], 
and on the stability of monomer-monomer association in the lipid membrane [27]. 
A tartaric acid linked channel showing rapid interruptions in ion flux measurements, 
similar to the “flickering” observed in biological channels [l], will permit the in- 
vestigation of chapel gating kinetics [loo- 1021. Simulations of the GA channel 
embedded in realistic models of the phopholipids bilayer environment will be per- 
formed [103]. 
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This chapter demonstrates that modern computational methods and molecular 
dynamics techniques provide powerful tools to study ion transport in complex 
biological systems. Already, macromolecular modeling with atomic models is in- 
creasingly used, in combination with experimental studies, in the rational design and 
synthesis of artificial channels [104- 1061. As their three-dimensional structures will 
become available, it is hoped that the theoretical methods outlined in this chapter 
will provide a “roadmapyy in studying the function of biological channels. 
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7.1 Introduction 

The Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) is a gene cluster, which is to date 
the most polymorphic section of the genome to have been encountered. The class 
I and class I1 molecules of the MHC perform a pivotal role in the cellular or T-cell 
mediated immune response. The function of any immune system is selfhon-self 
recognition to defeat invasion by pathogens. The immune systems of vertebrates are 
divided into two branches, humoral and cellular. The humoral arm of the immune 
system involves antibody response to pathogens in the extracellular space and the 
cellular arm encompasses the response to intracellular pathogens by T-cells and 
MHC molecules. The function of the MHC molecules in the cellular immune system 
is to present antigen in the form of a processed peptide to T-lymphocytes restricted 
for the combination of MHC molecule and peptide [l]. 

The MHC was discovered in 1936 by Peter Gorer during early research into the 
phenomenon of tumor rejection in mice [2, 31. As a consequence of the nature of 
its discovery MHC is somewhat anachronistically named by the term Histocom- 
patibility, as it was considered to be the factor that determined tissue type com- 
patibility. Tissue incompatibility is however merely an extreme case of selfhon-self 
recognition, and one for which the MHC was not naturally intended. However MHC 
evolution has produced a highly specific system that may precisely recognise an an- 
tigen when complexed to a specific MHC molecule. Thus if the donor is not of the 
exact tissue haplotype of the recipient, the T-cell receptors, whose specificity is solely 
for the MHC molecules of the host, will recognise the MHC molecules of the donor 
as non-self and start an immune response against any tissues bearing them. This 
phenomenon is termed allorecognition. Graft rejection is common due to two 
features that make the cellular immune system highly efficient; the class I molecules 
are highly ubiquitous in their tissue distribution, and are highly allelic within a 
population. Thus the chance of finding an exact haplotype match apart from siblings 
is unlikely. 

Since structural data for the class I1 molecule has only recently been published 
[4], the focus of this review will be upon the class I molecule and its interaction with 
peptide. Recent crystallographic data on the structure of the class I1 molecule 
demonstrates that it has a high structural similarity to the class I molecule, but 
crystals of a class I1 complex with a single antigenic peptide show that the class I1 
molecule has an entirely different mode of peptide chelation to that of class I (Larry 
Stern, personal communication). The interaction between peptides and MHC class 
I molecules has been well characterised by X-ray crystallography [5-71, but the vast 
diversity of MHC class I molecules and the universe of peptides of different length 
and sequence that may be bound by any one MHC class I allele [8] allows great scope 
for modelling and simulations. 
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The class I molecules of the MHC survey protein synthesis in the cytosol as a 
means of signalling cell subversion by viral pathogens (Figure 7-1). Viral proteins 
synthesized in the cytosol are proteolytically degraded and are actively transported 
by the TAP molecules into he endoplasmic reticulum (ER). The TAP molecules are 
members are members of the ATP binding cassette super-family and are related to 
molecules such as the multiple drug resistance transporters [9]. The peptide binds to 
nascent class I molecules in the ER, and the tripartite assembly of MHC class I heavy 
chain, &microglobulin and peptide (Figure 7-2) egresses to the cell surface via the 
default pathway to be presented to the cytotoxic-T-lymphocyte population (CTL), as 
a prelude to the killing of the infected cell (see Figure 7-1). An excess of MHC class I 

Figure 7-1. Diagram to represent the intracellular trafficking of peptides and loaded MHC 
class I molecules. The peptide fragments are derived from antigenic proteins in the cytosol by 
proteolysis (box labelled P). The peptide is then transported into the endoplasmic reticulum 
(ER) by the TAP transporters. Within the ER the three components of the nascent MHC class 
I molecule come together and assemble (see Figure 7-2). The folded MHC class I molecule 
then egresses from the ER through the default pathway to the cell surface where it is expressed 
with mature sugar moieties and replete with the antigenic peptide for presentation to the 
CD8' cytolytic T-lymphocytes. 
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Figure 7-2. Diagrammatic representation of the folding pathway of the MHC class I heavy 
chain (black) with peptide (white) and the light chain, p2-microglobulin (grey). Both possible 
folding pathways have been shown, with peptide bound second in the top pathway and first 
in the lower pathway. The molecule represented by the striped object which is proposed to be 
associated with the MHC class I heavy chain is the p88 chaperone molecule (calnexin). This 
molecule is believed to dissociate from the class I molecule before the folding of the MHC 
molecule is complete. Then either peptide or ~2-microglobulin binds to the heavy chain and 
the molecule is presumed to fold further to form a more compact state before the addition 
of the final component of the tripartite assembly and the final point of the folding pathway. 
The sugar moiety appears to make no difference to the overall structure of the MHC class I 
molecules as recombinant mouse class I molecules produced in insect cells and human class 
I molecules over-expressed in E. coli appear to have an identical fold to the human class I 
molecules purified from human lymphoblastoid cell lines. 

molecules are maintained in the ER to facilitate a rapid response to pathogens. When 
there is no viral infection in the cell, self peptides that fit the class I molecule, pro- 
duced by the degradation of intracellular proteins in the cytosol or ER, will be 
presented on the cell surface. Aberrant T-cell response to these self-peptides is 
avoided by clonal deletion [lo] of T-cell receptor genes that recognise self-peptides 
during the process of thymic education. 

Due to the different chemical and steric properties of the peptide binding clefts 
of different alleles, the peptides presented by class I molecules show different pat- 
terns of residues required for binding at positions along the peptide backbone. This 
pattern of residues is termed a “motif” and where one or two residues are always 
found at one position in a large number of peptides this position is termed an anchor 
1111. One particularly striking motif is that of peptides presented by HLA-B27 which 
has an absolute specificity for an arginine residue at position 2 (P2) of the peptide 
and a preference for either a positively charged residue straight chain residue 
(Lys/Arg), or moderate sized aliphatic residue (Leu/Ile/Val) at the C-terminal posi- 
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tion (PC) of the peptide [12-151. In the HLA-B27 motif, the arginine at P2 is termed 
the primary anchor, and PC residue and other positions that demonstrate a 
preference for a specific group of side chains are termed secondary anchors 
(Figure 7-3). 

P1 P2 P3 P4 PS P6 P7 P8 P9 

R R F K I I R R R 
K I E V L E K K 
S L D P V D  E N 
F V Q A  P T D Y 
G A N G A I Q L  
A W T R T V H A 

Y S K S G T 
S W E L 

F V 
I A 

G 

Figure 7-3. 
(a) A molecular image of the model peptide (RRIKAITLK) from the 2.1 A resolution crystal 
structure of HLA-B*2705 to display the concept of anchor residues in the MHC class I 
associated peptides. The side chain atoms of positions that demonstrate a preference for a 
small group of amino acids are coloured in mid-grey (P3 and P9) and are termed secondary 
anchors. The primary anchor in this allele (P2: coloured black) is unusual in having a 
specificity for only one amino acid: arginine. Co-ordinates kindly provided by Dean Madden, 
Joan Gorga, Jack Strominger & Don Wiley. 
(b) Motif data for HLA-B*2705 demonstrating the totally conserved arginine side chain at P2, 
the predominance of hydrophobic side chains at P3, and the dichotomy of preferences at the 
secondary anchor at P9, which prefers both long aliphatic positively charged residues and 
small hydrophobic residues. 
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The class I molecule requires peptide to complete its folding, and in general class 
I molecules are only observed in the cell surface loaded with peptide. However at low 
temperatures empty class I molecules have been observed on the cell surface sug- 
gesting that empty dimers may be stabilised by low temperatures [16]. It can be im- 
mediately observed that this emergence of empty class I molecules in the cold is not 
the typical in vivo situation. 

The peptide mediated folding and cell surface expression of the class I molecule 
is inexorably linked with the subtle effect of transporter allelisms as demonstrated 
by the cim (class I modifier) phenomenon described by the group of Jonathan 
Howard, where the Rat class I RT-lAa molecule has reduced surface expression 
when transporters of a different cim haplotype are transfected and an apparently dif- 
ferent type of peptide is transported [17]. A similar phenomenon has recently been 
observed in the case of the HLA-B5/B35 family where a difference of eight amino 
acids in the a2 domain determines the difference between a fast efficient assembly 
phenotype, such as HLA-B35/B53, or a slow inefficient assembly phenotype, HLA- 
B51/B52/B78 (Andrew McMichael, personal communication). All of these alleles 
have highly similar motifs and identical anchor residues. It is considered that a slow 
assembling phenotype may render HLA-B51 susceptible to transporter mismatching 
and this hypothesis is partially demonstrated by the inability of HLA-B51 specific 
CTL to recognise different B-cell lines expressing HLA-B51 molecules of identical 
sequence. It has been observed that both of the TAP1 and TAP2 transporters in 
humans are allelic but in an ethnically heterogeneous population that no distinct 
pairings could be observed which had been maintained together (John Trowsdale 
personal communication). This suggests that transporter allelism, although impor- 
tant in determining the classes of peptides which the class I molecules present [18] 
do not appear to be genetically linked to class I allelisms in humans as was first sug- 
gested. Originally from findings in the cim system in rats the transporters were 
deemed to fine-tune the specificity of binding of the class I molecules. In the fine 
model the MHC class I molecules and the TAP molecules would need to co-evolve, 
and to date in humans or mice there is no direct evidence for this. 

Due to the diverse nature of the peptide populations that can be derived from 
viral genomes, moreover due to the relatively fast evolution of viruses, the MHC 
class I genes are under a high selective pressure. Before the discovery of any of the 
MHC gene or amino acid sequences J. B. S .  Haldane in a typically visionary and 
synthetic statement suggested that disease-resistance systems, such as the MHC, 
should devise not only polymorphisms but also mechanisms by which allelic novelty 
could be generated at a high rate 1191. The MHC has a high speed of evolution and 
appears from the sequence evidence to have more than one mode of evolution. In 
the HLA-B locus there is strong evidence for evolution by way of the mechanism of 
segmental exchange. Recent data collected from several isolated Amerindian tribes 
eloquently displays the segmental exchange between alleles within a population 
leading to the generation of new alleles that co-exist in the population with the 
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“parent” alleles [20, 211. The Americas were populated relatively recently by the 
crossing of the paleo-Indian populations from the Asian land mass via the Behring 
land bridge approximately 11 000 to 40000 years ago. Analysis of North American 
tribal units and Eskimo populations, which would have been derived from similar 
mongoloid stock, has demonstrated that none of the new alleles are present in their 
populations but that similar “starting” haplotypes can be observed. This suggests 
that the MHC molecules of these tribes with which there has been negligible admix- 
ture of the Old World gene pool have evolved rapidly to present peptides derived 
from pathogens restricted to their habitat. Modelling of these recombinant MHC 
molecules can give some insight into the reasons why certain gene conversion events 
have occurred by providing three dimensional information about their peptide bin- 
ding preferences. In addition the predominance of certain sub-type alleles in ethnic 
groups may lead to information, on the scale of peptide binding, about differential 
disease susceptibility between ethnic groups. Modelling of known viral epitopes bet- 
ween sub-type molecules can give intimate details of the forces of peptide selection 
by MHC molecules. 

In the majority of cases the uptake of one MHC class I molecule by the whole 
population would be detrimental to the function of the immune system of the 
population. In one case however there does appear to be a dominance of one allele 
occurring due to selective pressures from one infective agent. HLA-B53 affords pro- 
tection from falciparum malaria by being able to present CTL epitopes derived from 
the liver-stage-specific antigen-1 LSA-1 of the infective agent Plamodium fakiparum 
[22]. For the past quarter of a century the protective or causative associations of 
diseases with certain MHC molecules have been postulated from genetic analysis. 
However in few diseases has the causal link between the HLA molecule and the 
phenomenon observed been characterised or understood. If one is to attempt to per- 
form a manipulation of an immune response by the use of an immunising vaccine, 
one must first have an idea of the function of the antigenic structures which are 
being used or mimicked in the vaccine. Recent research into the propensity of Gam- 
bian individuals to gain immunity to severe falciparum or pernicious malaria has 
demonstrated a protective link between the disease and African haplotypes which 
contain HLA-B53. In pernicious malaria, caused by Plasmodium falciparum, the in- 
fected red blood cells (RBCs) develop strange knob-like surface protrusions which 
facilitate the adhesion of the infected RBCs to endothelial tissues of the circulatory 
system. The resultant occlusion of the vascular system causes in severe damage 
primarily to the kidneys, liver, brain and gastrointestinal tract. RBCs do not express 
class I molecules on their surfaces and thus are not susceptible to CTL responses 
against pathogens. The alternative erythrotic stage targets for CTL action are 
macrophages which have ingested malarial particles. However the removal by CTL 
action of infected macrophages, which are themselves part of the immune system, 
being one group of the MHC class I1 bearing antigen presenting cells in the T-cell 
mediated immune response, would be a counter-productive measure. Therefore the 
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most efficacious point at which an immune response could be mounted against I! 
falciparum would be at the pre-erythrotic stage. Fortunately for Gambian individuals 
carrying the HLA-B53 gene this is the point where CTL mediated attack on the 
pathogens occurs by the presentation of liver-stage antigens by HLA-B53. The highly 
similar molecule HLA-B35 which also belongs to the HLA-B5 Creg (Cross-Reacting 
Group) family has an extremely similar though slightly more restrictive motif, which 
differs at the PC end of the peptide to the motif of HLA-B53 and consequently 
HLA-B35 cannot present the same liver stage antigen peptides which give protection 
to the HLA-B53 bearing individuals. Thus modelling and comparison of these two 
molecules will give us information of how MHC polymorphisms affect disease 
susceptibility in individuals on the scale of peptide binding. 

7.2 The Structure of the MHC Molecule 

The structure of the class I molecule is one of the principal icons of molecular im- 
munology. The class I heavy chain comprises of three extracellular domains, a seg- 
ment, termed the linking peptide, which separates the extracellular domains from a 
transmembrane region, the transmembrane region itself and a cytoplasmic tail. The 
light chain, P2-microglobulin, is encoded outside the MHC, typically on a different 
chromosome. Structural data exists for the extracellular portion of the class I 
molecule which encompasses the a l ,  a2, a3 domains and /12-microglobulin. The 
linking peptide, transmembrane region and cytoplasmic tail are absent from all the 
class I crystallographic structures. The extracellular portion of the molecule may ef- 
fectively be divided into two parts ; the membrane distal antigen binding domains, 
a1 and a2, and the membrane proximal domains, a3 and P,-microglobulin, which 
are immunoglobulin-like in their nature. Of the membrane proximal domains, a3, 
has a biochemical function besides its structural function, by containing the binding 
site for the CD8 cell surface accessory molecule, which acts as a coreceptor with the 
T-cell receptor (TCR) for the class I molecule [23]. 

To date the structures of three human leukocyte antigen (HLA) class I alleles have 
been resolved by X-ray crystallography and cryo-crystallography in the laboratory of 
Don Wiley at the Howard Hughes Medical Institute at Harvard. The structures of 
HLA-A2 [24-271 (HLA-A *0201), HLA-Aw68 [28-301 (formerly HLA-A28, HLA- 
A*6801), and HLA-B27 [3, 311 (HLA-B *2705) at various resolutions have enhanced 
our knowledge of the structure of the HLA molecule and its interaction with peptide. 
In addition the structure of the mouse class I molecule H-2Kb has been solved with 
two peptides. One complex with an octamer peptide derived from the Vesicular 
Stomatitis virus Nucleoprotein was solved concurrently at the laboratories of Stan 
Nathenson [32], and Ian Wilson [33]. A second structure of H-2Kb with a nonamer 
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Figure 7-4 Figure 7-5 

Figure 7-4. Molecular model for the interaction of HLA-A*0201 with peptide. The peptide, 
shown as a pink tube with side chains in ball an stick representation, is sited in the antigen 
binding cleft between the a-helices of the a1 and a2 domains (coloured red and green respec- 
tively). The domains coloured dark blue and light blue are a3  and P2-miroglobulin respec- 
tively and are membrane proximal in their orientation to the antigen presenting cell (APC). 
Both the N- and C-termini are heavily buried within the proteiy. In the 2.1 A structure of 
HLA-B*2705 it has been demonstrated that 48% of the 2003 A2 of buried surface of the 
RRIKAITLK model peptide would be buried by the chelation of alanine residues from Pl-P3 
and P8-P9 with no residues built into positions P4-P7. This buried surface was increased to 
57% by the substitution of AlaP2 to ArgP2. This suggests that the predominant direct interac- 
tions are at the termini and that the central bulge of the peptide is raised on a solvent bed 
to maximise its contact with the T-cell receptor (TCR). 
(Colour illustration see page XV). 

Figure 7-5. Side view of the model of HLA-A*0201 with peptide showing the asymmetry of 
the molecule. In the immunoglobulin-like a3  and P2-microglobulin domains the asymmetry 
of the packing gives rise to an atypical immunoglobulin (Ig) pairing. A slight shift in domain 
disposition, with respect to that in HLA-A2, in the membrane proximal Ig-like domains has 
been observed in the structures of HLA-B27 and H-2Kb. 
(Colour illustration see page XV). 
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peptide from the Sendai virus Nucleoprotein has demonstrated the high structural 
similarity in both MHC molecule and peptide in structures of peptides of different 
length. 

The view of the HLA-A2 molecule as observed in Figure 7-4, clearly shows the 
peptide binding site formed in the cleft that is walled by the a-helices from the a1 
and a2  domains and has the P-sheet as its floor. It can be observed in Figure 7-5 that 
the overall fold of the molecule is not symmetrical in the face that will be displayed 
for recognition by the T-cell. On the finer level the molecule is highly asymmetrical 
in the TCR recognition site due to the poor sequence identity between the a-helices 
of the a1 and a2  domains, however a crude steric repulsion of any T-cell which ap- 
proaching the MHC molecule with the wrong orientation will speed up the recogni- 
tion process. 

Some finer observations drawn from the structures are of immense importance 
in performing and analysing molecular simulations of MHC class I-peptide interac- 
tion. Some of the most important and interesting observations can be drawn from 
the initial structures of HLA-A2, HLA-Aw68 and HLA-B27 with collections of en- 
dogenous peptides. The material used for these studies was derived from human cell 
lines, and the peptide binding grooves of the crystallised molecules contained collec- 
tions of peptides that were representative of the self-peptides present in the cytosol 
of the cell. One striking feature of these structures, is that the amount of disorder 
in both the main chain and the side chain atoms of the molecule is very low. If one 
takes the supposition that for the complex to form, both MHC molecule and peptide 
must move slightly to accommodate one another then the different conformations 
for the side chains and main chains would be averaged out throughout the different 
combinations of MHC molecules and peptides present in the crystal. This would lead 
to the resulting “consensus” structure having weak electron density, poor occupancy 
and high temperature factors for some of the side chains. However from the initial 
structures of HLA-A2 and HLA-Aw68 it was apparent that the side chains of the 
MHC molecules were distinctly visible in the electron density. The peptide however 
was not clearly discernible in the additional electron density in the left and these two 
observations suggest that it is the peptide that plays the major part in adapting to 
the environment of the MHC molecule, and that the MHC molecule makes only 
small movements to adapt to different peptides. This supposition is borne out by 
analysis of one structure against the other which demonstrates that the side chain 
orientations of the majority of positions are nearly identical (Figures 7-6 and 7-7). 
This demonstrates the inherent adaptability of the fold of the protein. Alleles com- 
plex peptides in highly similar manners so that the fold of the molecule is virtually 
identical. An MHC molecule may bind several different peptides that may, apart 
from the conserved anchor residues, have highly divergent sequences, and yet when 
the peptide is removed hypothetically from the structure there are no discernible dif- 
ferences between fine features, such as side chain orientation, in the MHC molecules. 
In the complexation of different inhibitors or substrates by proteases, there are often 
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subtle but distinct conformational changes. In a system such as the MHC where 
recognition by a third body, the T-cell receptor is required to give the system a func- 
tionality, a change in the structure of the MHC molecule may remove the response 
of the T-cell or may indeed cause an aberrant response, therefore it is a sign of the 
highly adaptive nature of the MHC molecule that this sort of allogenic reaction ap- 
pears not to be the norm. 

This high similarity of the class I molecule between alleles and between structures 
of an individual allele works both for and against those who wish to model and 
simulate these structures. The high similarity of the crystal structures aids the initial 
building and optimisation of the structure. Many knowledge based modelling pro- 
grams take note of the orientation of the Ca  to Cj3, and Cp to Cy bonds, where ap- 
propriate, for building the side chain geometries of non-homologous residues. It can 
be observed from an overlay of the residues involved in the region surrounding the 
B-pocket of HLA-A2 and HLA-Aw68 and HLA-B27 that one structure may be ac- 
curately modelled from another (see Figures 7-6 and 7-7). Indeed the analysis of the 
model for HLA-Aw68 built from the structures of HLA-A2 and HLA-B27 
demonstrates the fit of the model structure to its crystallographic counterpart 
(Figure 7-8). The analysis of RMS deviations between HLA-A2 and HLA-Aw68 

Figure 7-6. Comparison of residues in the region surrounding the “45” or B-pocket in the 
HLA-A2 (3hla:- pale-grey) and HLA-Aw68 (2hla:- dark-grey) structures. It can be readily 
observed from this view that several of the residues can be found in identical or near identical 
orientations. This facilitates modelling of as yet un-crystallised alleles with a high degree of 
certainty into the accuracy of the outcome. It can be observed in both this view and the com- 
panion view (Figure 7-7) that an endo-ex0 flip has occurred in the proline geometry at posi- 
tion 50. 
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Figure 7-7. Companion comparison to Figure 7-6 of an identical region in HLA-B27 (dark- 
grey) against HLA-A2 (pale-grey). It is particularly striking that, despite the highly different 
environment of the B-pocket in HLA-B27 and the completely different class of residue bound 
in this pocket, position 45 of the heavy chain has a highly similar side chain orientation in 
HLA-A2, HLA-Aw68 and HLA-B27. As in Figure 7-9 the side chains of 51-59 and TrpSl and 
Trp60 are in highly homologous orientations. The side chain of Tyr59 has an exceptionally 
similar orientation presumably due to its role in anchoring the N-terminus of the peptide. The 
labelling within this figure is emboldened for HLA-B27 residues. 

Figure 7-8 (a-e). 
Legend see p. 184 
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Dark line:- RMSD calculated for superposition of whole protein 
Broken line:- RMSD calculated for superposition of antigen binding domains only 
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Figure 7-8 (a-e). 
(a) Model of HLA-Aw68, built using Composer and the techniques outlined in the text from 
the structures of HLA-B27 and HLA-A2, overlaid onto the 2.6 A crystallographic structure 
for HLA-Aw68 (2hla). Only the antigen binding domains were overlaid in this diagram. The 
side chains of the conserved peptide binding ligands and the polymorphic position 45 are 
displayed to demonstrate the highly similar nature of the model and structure. Models of 
HLA-Aw68 built from the HLA-A2 crystal structure alone give better agreement to the HLA- 
Aw68 crystal structure than those built from both HLA-A2 and HLA-B27, due to the slight 
re-arrangement in secondary structural elements and domain dispositions that occur in HLA- 
B27. An RMS deviation of 0.541 is observed for the Ca positions of the model and crystal 
structure over all domains. For the antigen binding domains alone an RMSD of 0.507 was 
observed. This compares favourably with the RMSD value of 0.599 between the crystal struc- 
tures of HLA-A2 and HLA-Aw68 and demonstrates the bias of including HLA-A2 in the 
database of molecules for construction. 
(b) RMSD values for the Composer built model of the mouse molecule H-2Kb. This model 
was built from the co-ordinates of HLA-A2, HLA-Aw68 and HLA-B27 before the publication 
of the H-2Kb crystal structure. The deviation between the model and the two crystal struc- 
tures is relatively low. This suggests that the Composer built models have a high degree of 
geometrical accuracy in relating the fold of the molecules and the position of biochemically 
important residues. 
(c-e) Plots of RMSD values for Ca positions versus sequence number for the antigen binding 
domains of HLA-Aw68 (residues 1 - 182). It can be observed that slightly different profiles of 
RMSDs are observed between the alignment of only the a1  and a 2  domains and the alignment 
of the whole protein, suggesting that the a3 and Pz-microglobulin domains are biasing the 
overlay. The observation of this characteristic lead to the use of antigen binding domains only 
when structurally superposing the model proteins with peptide bound HLA-B27 structure to 
transfer the peptide and solvent molecules to the model in the modelling studies performed 
at Birkbeck. 
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demonstrates that despite the inherent bias towards the HLA-A2 structure of the 
model built HLA-Aw68 structure, that it displays RMS deviations of the same order 
of magnitude to HLA-A2 as the crystallographic structure. The RMS deviations for 
the H-2Kb model in comparison to the two H-2Kb crystallographic structures 
display that models of MHC molecules of other loci or species may be built which 
are an accurate reflection of the true structure. 

7.3 The Structure of the Peptide in the Groove 

In order to simulate the complexed state of MHC class I molecule and peptide ac- 
curately we must fully understand the role played by the peptide, the functionality 
of the complex, and the shape of the peptide observed in crystal structures to date. 
The first comment which may be made about the structure of the peptide bound to 
the class I molecule is that it is, in essence, a linear structure. The ~ / I , Y  torsion angles 
of the peptide backbone lie largely within the /?-sheet region of the Ramachandran 
plot. The ends of the peptide are heavily buried within the MHC molecule and the 
centre of the peptide bulges out of the groove. The magnitude of the bulge is ap- 
parently a function of the length of the peptide bound; octamers are essentially 
linear, nonamers have a larger more pronounced bulge at P4 and P5 and presumably 
decamers bulge even more. 

Figures 7-9 and 7-10 show the highly conserved residues which ligate the N- and 
C-termini of the peptide. The majority of direct hydrogen bonding contacts made 
to the MHC molecule from the peptide are made by the termini, with the majority 
of contacts within the central bulge of the peptide being mediated by water. In this 
manner a certain degree of promiscuity is afforded to the binding of peptide without 
compromising the structural integrity of the peptide-MHC interaction. If the ter- 
mini, or residues close to them are the only parts of the epitope which need be con- 
served between peptides, a far greater number of different peptides may be bound 
than if there were restrictions both close to the termini and in the centre of the pep- 
tide. 

In a system where the peptide is such an integral part of the folding pathway and 
stability of the molecule, the structure and the accuracy of simulation of the peptide 
component are of paramount importance. The ground state of the MHC molecule 
is different from the state in which peptide is bound and cannot be accessed by 
crystallography. The different structure of the ground state can be directly shown by 
the inability of conformationally dependant monoclonal antibodies to recognise dif- 
ferent states within the folding pathway to those against which they were generated. 
In order to achieve the “compact” conformation, the class I molecule must bind 
both peptide and &microglobulin. However the shape of the molecule before and 
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Figure 7-9. View of the N-terminal binding ligands in the 2.1 A HLA-B*2705 structure. It can 
be observed in Figure 2a of Guo et al., 1992 [30] the change from glutamic acid to asparagine 
at position 63 has little bearing on the chelation of the backbone amine of position P2 in the 
peptide. 

during assembly, and which of these components binds first are two of the largest 
questions still remaining unsolved in the field of structural immunology. The lack 
of data on the nature of the unfolded class I molecule removes the possibility of per- 
forming calculations on the free energy of binding, but gives us some additional in- 
formation about the importance of certain interactions between the peptide and 
MHC molecule. 

The ability to accommodate different length peptides in the same binding cleft 
with no apparent conformational change in the molecule suggests that only certain 
portions of the peptide are required structurally. This hypothesis can initially be sup- 
ported by motif data, where in systems where different length peptides may be ac- 
commodated it is only the spacing between anchor residues that is altered. In the re- 
cent motif data elucidated from a collection of peptides eluted from HLA-Aw68 we 
can observe that between the principle anchors at P2 and PC loops of different 
length can be accommodated. The ability to incorporate different loop lengths bet- 
ween anchoring residues confers an important advantage on any allele that can bind 
different length peptides. Since the T-cell epitopes presented by MHC molecules are 
derived from protein sequences the ability to choose, without significant constraint, 
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Figure 7-10. View of the C-terminal binding ligands in HLA-B*2705. In the structures of 
HLA-B*2705 and HLA-A*6801 Thr80 interacts indirectly with the C-terminus of the peptide 
via a water molecule and ?frr123 interacts with ?frr84. In some HLA-B locus alleles where posi- 
tion 80 is the subject of a non-conservative threonine to leucine substitution the distribution 
of water molecules appears from molecular dynamics studies to be perturbed (see Sec- 
tion 7.8). In some mouse and human non-classical or medial class I MHC molecules there are 
substitutions for positions 143 and 147 that would appear to disturb this network con- 
siderably. 

the spacing between two discrete residues statistically enhances the probability of 
finding an epitope within a sequence. 

The structure of HLA-Aw68 with a collection of endogenous peptides at 1.9 A 
clearly demonstrates that the termini of the peptide are highly similar in peptides of 
dissimilar length. In this structure clear interpretable density is present for positions 
Pl-P3 and PC-1 to PC but in the central bulge of the peptide the lack of contiguous 
electron density suggests that in the region of the peptide between the anchors several 
conformations occur. This finding is in agreement with observations which may be 
made from an overlay of the octamer and nonamer peptide structures bound to the 
H-2Kb molecule. For these peptides the backbones for positions P1 to P3 and PC-1 
to PC are virtually identical. The peptides are also co-incident at the PC-3 position 
which is an anchor in the H-2Kb motif. Thus the only differences between the oc- 
tamer and nonamer peptide is the shape of the bulge which joins P3 to PC-3. In the 
octamer peptide this region is simply more extended than in the nonamer peptide as 
might have been expected from the difference in length of the peptide. 
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7.4 Rationale Used for the Modelling 
and Simulation of MHC Class I Molecules 

At Birkbeck the following observations and principles were considered when modell- 
ing and simulating class I molecules and their interaction with peptide antigen. 

1. The X-ray crystallographic structures of HLA-A2, HLA-Aw68 and HLA-B27 
display very small Ca position deviations (Figure 7-11). The modelling and 
simulations should represent this feature and the perturbation of the backbone 
should be kept to a minimum. 

2. The structures display a highly similar orientation for all side chains and a near 
identical orientation for conserved side chains. In addition between complexes of 
different peptides with the same allele the side chain positions in the MHC 
molecule are highly similar, suggesting that the MHC molecule is invariant and 
that any deviations in geometry required to complex the different peptide side 
chain characteristics should be largely accommodated by small changes in the 
shape of the peptide. Thus the orientation of homologous side chains should be 
retained in preference to the orientation of the non-homologous side chains, and 
preferentially there should be no side chain movements. In simulations where no 
MHC side chain or main chain atoms are held rigid the deviations observed be- 
tween the starting structure and the final structure are higher than the deviations 
observed between the crystal structures of the MHC molecules from two loci or 
even from two species [34]. 

3. The shape of the peptide and the position of the bed of water molecules beneath 
the peptide are highly similar between alleles and between peptides of different 
length and sequence bound to the same allele. 

To achieve the simulations that are adherent to these observations, the conserved 
side chains and backbone atoms of the molecule are initially held rigid so that the 
non-homologous side chains of the model are the ones that are moved by the 

HLA-A2 HLA-Aw68 

HLA-Aw68 0.599 

HLA-B27 0.876 0.807 

Figure 7-11. RMSD values for the X-ray crystallographic structures of HLA-A2, HLA-Aw68 
and HLA-B27 demonstrating the significantly higher values for the HLA-B locus molecule. 
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geometry optimisation procedure. In addition the backbone of the molecule is not 
perturbed during the optimisation of the side chain geometry. Initially the binding 
of the peptide is performed with constraints placed on the peptide backbone with 
the MHC molecule held rigid. This totally preserves the structure of the MHC 
molecule, and partially preserves the structure of the peptide backbone, although like 
peptides in the crystal structures the post-optimisation model peptides display small 
sequence dependant changes in their backbone structure when compared to the 
HLA-B27 peptide which is used in all cases as the starting structure. 

7.5 General Principles of Modelling 
MHC Class I-Peptide Interactions 

For all of the modelling and simulations of MHC class I-peptide interactions per- 
formed at Birkbeck several basic principles and techniques have been applied. In 
order to be brief in the description of the models that follow, these techniques will 
be covered in depth here. 

In cases where the molecule has been studied by X-ray crystallography, the highest 
resolution crystal structure available is used as the starting structure for the modell- 
ing. If the molecule needs to be modelled it is built from the structures of HLA-A2 
and HLA-Aw68 if it is an HLA-A allele and from HLA-B27 if it is an HLA-B allele. 
The structure of HLA-B27 showed some slight deviations from the structures of 
HLA-A2 and HLA-Aw68 in domain disposition and in loop structure, thus the HLA- 
A and HLA-B models are built from members of their loci. The models are built 
using the Composer suite of programs [35-371 and are geometry optimised using the 
following procedures. Side chains conserved between the sequence to be modelled 
and the homologue are fixed in union with the backbone of the protein and 
geometry optimisation using the Powell algorithm [38], a torsional gradient op- 
timiser, is performed to a convergence point of 0.05 RMS deviations in the total 
energy term. The restraints on all side chain atoms except for tetrahedral carbon 
atoms are then removed and the molecule is geometry optimised to an identical con- 
vergence point with constraints on the backbone. Finally the side chain atoms of the 
model is released and the molecule is refined to a final convergence point. If the 
molecule is outside of the family, that is it is from another locus or another species, 
the backbone is refined for 100 iterations. At all stages the dielectric model described 
below is invoked. All calculations are performed within the SYBYL 5.5 package 
(Tripos Associates) on a Silicon Graphics Iris Indigo R4000 platform. The SYBYL 
implementation of the Amber 3 . 0 ~  combined atom forcefield [39, 401 was used 
troughout. The dielectric model consisted of a distance dependant dielectric cut-off 
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of 9 A with an E value of 4.0 to simulate solvent effects [41] with charges taken from 
the internal dictionary. Figure 7-12 clearly demonstrates the improvement in side 
chain geometries in the model for HLA-B53 at the different stages of the minimisa- 
tion procedure described above. 

The peptides were modelled into the clefts of the molecules built and optimised 
using the techniques described above by superposing the model structure onto the 
crystallographic structure of HLA-B27 at 2.1 A resolution with a collection of en- 
dogenous nonamer peptides. The peptide and associated water molecules in the 
binding cleft could then be transferred into te cleft of the model. Implicit water 
molecules were treated as TIP3P waters. The side chains of the peptide were mutated 
to their new sequence and the peptide side chains were geometry optimised using the 
minimisation procedures described above to a convergence point of 0.05 RMS devia- 
tions in either the energy, gradient or force terms, keeping the MHC molecule com- 
pletely fixed and allowing movement in the water molecules and the peptide side 

Stage of Bad contacts / x-1 gauche x-1 trans x-1 gauche x-1 p l e d  x-2 trans 
optimisation 100 residues minus plus 

1 14 -1.4 -2.0 -1.0 -1.4 -1.6 
2 3 -1.4 -1.9 -1.3 -1.6 -1.5 

4 0 -1.9 -1.9 -2.3 -2.2 -2.8 
3 0 -1.8 -1.8 -1.5 -1.7 -2.0 

.~ 

(b) 

Figure 7-12. 
(a) Ramachandran plot, produced using Procheck, for the antigen binding domains of the 
model of HLA-B*5301 built using Composer from the 2.1 A HLA-B27 structure. It can be 
observed that models built from this high-resolution structure easily satisfy the rule defined 
by Lasowski et al. that all high resolution models should have over 90% of non-glycine 
residues in the most favourable areas [A, B, L] of the Ramachandran plot. It can also be 
observed that none of the residues lie in the disallowed regions of the plot, and that only 
Asp29, a residue heavily implicated in the interface between the membrane proximal and 
membrane distal domains of the class I molecule, is the only residue in the generously allowed 
- p  region. 
(b) Table of the different geometrical parameters analysed by Procheck at different phases of 
the minimisation procedure. The constraint sets were as follows: Phase 1 starting structure 
direct from Composer; Phase 2 all atoms except for non-homologous side chain atoms con- 
strained; Phase 3 all atoms except for non-tetrahedral carbon atoms in the side chains con- 
strained; Phase 4 only backbone atoms constrained. The use of this slow removal of con- 
straints produces highly accurate models that have excellent geometrical characteristics in both 
the main chain and the side chain. The models produced in this manner have parameters 
similar to those predicted from the Procheck dataset for 1.3 A crystal structures. Apart from 
the figure for bad contacts per 100 residues which is quoted as its absolute value, all variables 
are quoted as bandwidths from the mean values defined in the Procheck dataset. 
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chains only. After this step the side chains of the MHC molecule within 4 A of the 
side chains of the peptide, the water molecules and the peptide backbone were 
allowed to move. Both of the above steps were performed using the dielectric model, 
but with a smaller distance dependant cut-off of 4 A and an E value of 1.0. The 
finished model could then be interrogated for contacts to the MHC molecule and 
potential interactions with the TCR. 

If simulations were to be performed on the system, the finished model produced 
by the methods described above was placed into a constant pressure box which was 
filled using shells of random TIP3P waters to achieve a density equivalent to that 
predicted for solvent and solute. The system was geometry optimised, with periodic 
boundary conditions and electrostatic effects invoked with the MHC molecule and 
peptide defined as a static aggregate, to a convergence point of 0.05 RMS deviations 
in the energy terms. An active zone was then defined which encompassed the peptide 
and any water molecules within a 9 A sphere radiating from the peptide. In addition 
a set of atoms was defined that included any water molecules within an 11 A sphere 
radiating from the peptide and any part of the protein within 9 A of the peptide. This 
set of atoms within the molecule were, unlike the active water set and the peptide, 
held static in the simulation. The complete set of static atoms and active atoms were 
all taken into account in the energy terms of the simulation. The static water solvent 
and any remaining water molecules in the box were only allowed to move co- 
operatively with the walls of the box to relieve changes in pressure within the system. 
The water molecules between 9 A and 11 A effectively acted as an ice cap being fixed 
in their positions and possessing no velocity however due to their contribution of the 
energy terms they provided an inelastic boundary to prevent the active water set boil- 
ing off and to provide a solvent mediated restraining influence on the peptide to keep 
it in the cleft. The system with these sets initialised was geometry optimised to the 
usual convergence criteria. The sets were re-assessed following convergence and no 
substructures in any of the simulations were observed to have moved between shells. 

Molecular dynamics was then performed on the optimised system. Temperature 
and pressure were kept close to constant by connecting the system to temperature and 
pressure baths at 10 fs intervals using an integrator time step of 1 fs. The system was 
equilibrated to 300 K using the stability of the kinetic energy and temperature curves 
as a measure of the fidelity of the equilibration. Following suitable equilibration the 
system was simulated and conformers collected at 1 ps intervals. The conformers 
thus obtained could then be analysed in the context of the MHC molecule in order 
to look for transient interactions, new lasting interactions and the movement of 
water molecules around the cleft. 
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7.6 Modelling and Simulation 
of an Influenza Virus Peptide with the 
Human MHC Class I Molecule HLA-Aw68 

The human class I allele HLA-Aw68 provides a good basis for molecular simula- 
tions. It presents a wide variety of peptides of differing lengths, and there are X-ray 
crystallographic structures for the molecule both with a collection of endogenous 
peptides, at 2.6 A and 1.9 A resolution and with a single peptide derived from the 
influenza virus nucleoprotein peptide (Np91-99) at 2.8 A resolution. The high resolu- 
tion structure for HLA-Aw68 with different length multiple endogenous peptides 
clearly demonstrates that the termini of the peptide are in highly similar positions 
regardless of the length of the central bulge. This allows for the construction of a 
series of models which have the different length peptides bound to the HLA-Aw68 
molecule. In addition we have constructed a model of HLA-Aw68 complexed with 
the flu peptide which may be used for model validation purposes by comparison to 
the recently determined crystallographic structure. 

The major epitope derived from the influenza virus to elicit a response from CTL 
when presented by HLA-Aw68 is a nonamer fragment (KTGGPIYKR) derived from 
the influenza virus nucleoprotein comprising of residues 91-99 [42] (Np91-99). This 
peptide has recently been studied bound in the groove of HLA-Aw68 by the group 
of Don Wiley using X-ray cryo-crystallography. The resulting peptide structure has 
been compared to that of the model nonamer peptide built into the observed density 
in HLA-B27 at 2.1 A resolution, and the deviations between the two peptide models 
appear to be limited to small sequence dependant changes in the backbones of the 
peptides. 

The peptide model and the 15 solvent molecules in the cleft of HLA-B27 were 
moved into the starting structure and mutated to the sequence of the influenza virus 
peptide. The waters were redefined as TIP3P waters and the assembly of MHC 
molecule peptide and waters was geometry optimised. The SYBYL 5.5 implementa- 
tion of the Kollman united atom force field was used with polar atoms defined as 
their Kollman all atom counterparts. Charges were taken from the internal dictionary 
and the 1-4 scaling term was defined to give a direct parity between the energies 
generated by SYBYL and by Amber. Once the convergence criteria of an RMS devia- 
tion of 0.05 in the total energy term had been achieved the molecule was soaked in 
a bath of random water molecules comprising 2304 solvent molecules in a box whose 
initial periodic boundary size was 49.29 x 55.50 x 34.44 A (xyz). This assembly was 
energy minimised to convergence with periodic boundary conditions invoked and 
HLA-Aw68 held rigid. This geometry optimisation step was used to remove holes 
and van der Waals (VDW) clashes within the random solvent field. A sphere of in- 
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terest of 9 A radius from the atoms of the peptide was generated. Atoms within this 
cylinder were allowed to move if they were not part of the HLA-Aw68 molecule, and 
any atoms between the 9 A sphere and an 11 A sphere were considered passively in 
the calculation in order to act as an ice-cap to prevent the solvent from boiling out 
of the cylinder surrounding the peptide. The system was equilibrated to 300 K and 
a constant pressure of 1 atm over 5 ps and was simulated for a further 100 ps under 
constant temperature and pressure. 

Figure 7-13a and b show the plots of time versus temperature, kinetic, potential 
and total energy for the dynamics trajectory. It can be readily observed that 
kinetically the simulation stabilises swiftly. Thermal stabilisation of the simulation 
is achieved well within the first tenth of the simulation time, after which conformers 
are collected. In the stacked plot all four graphs demonstrate a continual plateau 
after approximately 1 ps. 

The movements of the peptide backbone are documented in Figure 7-14. It can 
be observed from the time course presented here that the majority of movements are 
small and are largely centred around the proline residue at position P5 of the peptide. 
In the starting structure of the interaction of the Np91-99 peptide with HLA-Aw68 
the region around P3, P4 and P5 of the peptide is relatively flat with a moderate 
bulge. Within the first 15 ps this bulge becomes more pronounced and the proline 
residue begins to orient the Ca carbon towards the MHC molecule. By 65 ps the 
bulge is pronounced around the P3 residue and the proline ring is pointing directly 
down into the groove of HLA-Aw68. This pronounced bulge and downward facing 
proline are both observed in the 2.8 A structure of this HLA-Aw68 with the Np91-99 
peptide. The major observable difference between the model structure and the crystal 
structure is the orientation of the tyrosine side chain at P7 of the peptide. However 
as it has been observed from other crystal structures of MHC class I molecules this 
position has a dichotomy of orientations and one peptide bound structure, that of 
the mouse molecule H-2Kb with the VSV octamer peptide, displays both orienta- 
tions in the one complex with both TCR facing and MHC facing conformers being 
observable in the electron density maps. An overlay of six conformers taken at 5 ,  25, 
45,65, 85 and 105 ps shows the overall stability of the bound Np91-99 peptide struc- 
ture (Figure 7-15). The orientations of the anchored side chains P2 and P9 are vir- 
tually unchanged throughout the simulation, whereas the more accessible side chains 
such as P1, P6 and P8 display subtle but considerable differences in their orientations 
(Figure 7-15 a). A comparison of the initial and final conformers from the molecular 
dynamics simulation with the peptide observed in HLA-B27 demonstrates the for- 
mation of the more pronounced bulge at positions P3 and P4, and the stability of 
the position of the C-terminal residue (Figure 7-15 b). 
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Figure 7-13. (a) Plot of time vs. kinetic energy (top), temperature (second from top), total 
energy (second from bottom) and potential energy (bottom) for the equilibration of the in- 
fluenza virus nucleoprotein peptide with HLA-A*6801. (b) Plot of time vs. kinetic energy 
(top), temperature (second from top), total energy (second from bottom) and potential energy 
(bottom) for the simulation of the influenza virus nucleoprotein peptide with HLA-A*6801. 
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Figure 7-14. Series of snapshots of the peptide bound to HLA-A*6801 at 10 ps intervals, 
demonstrating the progression of conformers, and the formation of the pronounced bulge 
formed in this peptide. 
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Figure 7-15. (a) Overlay of 5 conformers from the dynamics trajectory demonstrating the 
stability of the structure of the peptide in the cleft. (b) Initial and final conformations of the 
flu peptide from the molecular dynamics trajectory compared to the peptide observed in the 
crystal structure of HLA-B27. 
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7.7 Modelling of an Epstein Barr Virus Nuclear 
Antigen Peptide with HLA-B27 Sub-Type 
Molecules 

HLA-B27 is an enigma in the field of immunology, in both its disease associations, 
and the primary structure of the peptides which it presents. It is to date the only 
human class I molecule to have a strong genetic linkage to an autoimmune disease, 
in its well known, but poorly characterised, association with ankylosing spondylitis 
(AS) [43, 441. In contrast to the link between HLA-B27 and AS the majority of 
organ specific T-cell mediated autoimmune diseases display a strong association to 
the class I1 genes of the MHC and a weak association to class I genes via linkage 
disequilibria (see Table 7-1). 

Table 7-1. The MHC class I associations to autoimmune diseases known to date. 

Disorder HLA allele Relative risk 

Hodgkin’s disease 
Idiopathic hemochromatosis 

Bechet’s disease 
Congenital adrenal hyperplasia 
Ankylosing spondylitis 
Reiter’s disease 
Acute anterior uveitis 
Subacute thyroiditis 
Psoriasis vugaris 

HLA-A1 
HLA-A3 
HLA-B14 
HLA-B5 
HLA-B47 
HLA-B27 
HLA-B27 
HLA-B27 
HLA-B35 
HLA-Cw6 

1.4 
8.2 
4.2 
6.3 

15.4 
87.4 
37.0 
10.4 
13.7 
13.3 

In addition to these associations HLA-B7, HLA-A3 and HLA-Cw7 have been demonstrated 
to be linked to narcolepsy, probably through their linkage disequilibrium with haplotypes con- 
taining the class I1 HLA-DR2 alleles that have been observed in all narcoleptics typed to date. 
Another class I allele HLA-BlS has been weaklv linked to C2 comulement deficiencv. 

The structure of the HLA-B27 molecule determined by X-ray crystallography is 
virtually identical to that of HLA-A2. However the initial structure of HLA-B*2705 
was the first to define the shape of the peptide in the cleft. In the structures of HLA- 
A2 and HLA-Aw68 with collections of endogenous peptides, electron density for the 
peptide was visible but was not interpretable. This feature was suggested to be caused 
by the vast diversity of peptides bound; diverse both in length and sequence. All of 
the peptides eluted from HLA-B*2705 were nonamers and had an identical residue 
at position P2. It was considered to be these features which allowed the visualisation 
of an average backbone peptide conformation in the 3.0 A structure. However oc- 
tamer and decamer HLA-B27 epitopes have been characterised but all have arginine 
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at P2, which has the best electron density for a peptide side chain in the high resolu- 
tion crystal structure. 

To date the HLA-B27 family are the only molecules to have an absolute specificity 
for a sole amino acid type, arginine, at position P2 of the motif [3, 18, 451. In the 
P2 pocket the side chain of the arginine is held rigidly by a planar hydrogen bonding 
network which involves three of the four polymorphic residues, unique in their com- 
bination in this family of alleles: His9, Thr24 and Glu45. The Sy  of Cys67, the 
fourth polymorphic residue, is positioned 3.6 A above the C< of the guanidinium 
group and contributes to the hydrophobic environment of the pocket. These four 
important residues are conserved in all HLA-B27 sub-type molecules sequenced to 
date, suggesting that in all seven cases the pocket will be identical. The four residues 
are all observed in other HLA-B locus molecules but are not found in the same com- 
bination suggesting, that amongst the HLA-B specificities HLA-B27 is somewhat 
unique in its antigen binding properties. Several alleles share the glutamic acid at 
position 45 of the heavy chain but have polymorphisms at positions 9 and 67. HLA- 
B8, for example, has Glu45, but has Phe67 which largely occludes the entrance to 
the pocket only allowing the binding of quite small amino acid side chains [46] 
(A. J. McMichael, personal communication). Several HLA-B molecules have a 
tyrosine or phenylalanine residue at position 9 of the heavy chain instead of histidine 
and analysis of the crystal structures of HLA-A2, HLA-Aw68 and HLA-B27 shows 
that these residues adopt slightly different rotamers. Mutants of HLA-B*2705 with 
a His + Tyr substitution at position 9 of the heavy chain show impaired binding of 
the influenza A nucleoprotein epitope, contained within the dodecamer (383-394), 
which is known to bind to HLA-B27 [47]. In the high resolution structure a water 
molecule can be observed in the P2 binding pocket interacting with His9 and Tyr99, 
and it is this solvent molecule that provides the fourth chelator of the arginine. It 
is the precise nature of the planar hydrogen bonding network generated in the B- 
pocket which stipulates arginine as the P2 anchor in HLA-B27 rather than lysine 
which would require a trigonal hydrogen bonding network. It has been suggested 
from model building experiments [3] that this vital water molecule would have a 
steric clash with the hydroxyl group of tyrosine 9 in alleles with this substitution 
leading to the displacement of the solvent molecule. The tyrosine residue has the 
potential for hydrogen bonding to the guanidinium group of the P2 arginine but that 
the bond would have poor geometry. This may therefore explain the observed reduc- 
tion in binding of the influenza epitope. 

The Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) is a member of the herpes family of DNA viruses 
and induces powerful class I mediated CTL responses. It is responsible for the highly 
infectious and debilitating condition, infectious mononucleosis, commonly known 
as glandular fever. EBV infection is also associated with the pathogenesis of two 
human cancers; Burkitt’s lymphoma and nasopharyngeal cancer. Burkitt’s lym- 
phoma is a predominant non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (NHL) and is a tumor of surface 
Ig positive B-cells, endemic in some parts of Africa. Virtually all tumor cells of pa- 
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tients carry the EBV genome, and in patients with immune dysregulation caused by 
infection by EBV, sustained B-cell proliferation occurs. Burkitt’s lymphoma mainly 
affects children or young adults and with modern treatment a long term survival rate 
of 50% can be expected. In African tumors in the areas of the maxilla and mandibles 
are prevalent, but in the Northern Americas abdominal tumors are more common. 
It is unlikely that EBV infection is the sole causative agent for Burkitt’s lymphoma. 
Nasopharyngeal cancer is endemic in southern China. As in Burkitt’s lymphoma the 
EBV genome is found in all tumors but is probably not the sole causative agent, act- 
ing in concert with other as yet undetermined factors. 

Recent evidence has suggested that the Epstein-Barr nuclear antigen 3C (EBNA 
3C) is the major target for a response directed by HLA-B27 specific T-cells [48]. The 
predominant epitope from EBNA 3C has been elucidated by the standard technique 
of synthesising overlapping peptides from the antigen and mapping the im- 
munodominant epitopes [49]. For HLA-B*2702 and HLA-B*2705 restricted CTL 
the immunodominant peptide from EBNA 3C was the nonamer RRIYDLIEL. For 
HLA-B*2704 restricted CTL populations RRIYDLIEL was one of several peptides 
to which a response was elicited and would appear to be a minor determinant. The 
existence of peptides which bind to several HLA-B27 sub-types has an obvious bear- 
ing on the pathogenesis of AS. If a spondylitic peptide is the causative agent for AS 
it must bind to all HLA-B27 sub-types associated with the disease. HLA-B27 sub- 
types are quite divergent in the ligands for the C-terminal side chain of the peptide. 
For HLA-B*2706 and HLA-B*2707 it would appear unlikely that these alleles would 
be capable of binding large charged residues such as lysine and arginine due to the 
Asp + Tyr substitution at position 116 of the heavy chain. This aspartate residue ap- 
pears to be of paramount importance in binding the charged terminal residue of the 
peptide and its substitution to a large residue diminishes the size of the PC binding 
pocket. Thus although the polar hydroxyl group of the tyrosine could support 
hydrogen bonding it would be impossible from pure steric grounds for this to occur. 
From this line of thinking it would appear to be a necessity for the AS peptide to 
have a non-charged hydrophobic side chain at the PC residue in order to bind to all 
of the sub-type molecules. Therefore studies of peptides such as the EBNA 3C 
epitope aid the overall visualisation of any putative AS peptide. The sequence align- 
ment of all seven HLA-B27 sub-type molecules (Figure 7-16a) and the schematic 
diagram of the HLA-B27 polymorphisms displayed on the structure of HLA-B*2705 
(Figure 7-16 b) clearly demonstrate the clustering of polymorphic residues in the 
region of the class I molecule which binds the C-terminal portion of the peptide. 

Due to the hydrophobic nature of the majority of the side chains in the EBNA 
3C peptide (RRIYDLIEL) there are very few noteworthy hydrogen bonding contacts 
between the peptide and the MHC molecule. Lists of contacts observed in the models 
of the EBNA 3C peptide with HLA-B*2705, HLA-B*2702 and HLA-B*2704 is given 
in Tables 7-2(a-c). The majority of hydrogen bonding contacts apart from the 
previously mentioned planar bonding network around the arginine residue at P2 are 
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HLA-B*270 I 
HLA-B*2702 
HLA-B*2703 
HLA-B*2704 
HLA-B*2705 
HLA-B'2706 
HLA-B*2707 

HLA-B*2701 
HLA-B*2702 
HLA-B*2703 
HLA-B*2704 
HLA-B*2705 
HLA-B*2706 
HLA-B*2707 

HLA-B *2701 
HLA-B.2702 
HLA-B'2703 
HLA-B *2704 
HLA-B.2705 
HLA-B*2706 
HLA-B.2707 
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Figure 7-16. (a) Sequence alignment of the seven HLA-B27 subtype molecules. From HLA- 
B*2705, the archetypal HLA-B27 allele the evolution of all other seven molecules can be 
defined. (b) Molecular graphics image of HLA-B*2705 displaying, in dark-grey, patches the 
regions of polymorphism. The clustering of polymorphic residues in the regions that surround 
and chelate the C-terminal residue PC, and the penultimate residue PC-1 (P8 in a nonamer 
such as the EBNA 3C epitope) is clearly visible. 
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Table 7-2(a). Lists of contacts and hydrogen bonds displayed by the interaction of the EBNA 
3C peptide with the clefts of the HLA-27 isotype molecule HLA-B*2702. 

Position Residues Waters mc hydrogen sc hydrogen 
in peptide within 4A within 4A bonds bonds 

ArgPl 

ArgP2 

IleP3 

5 r P 4  

AspP5 

LeuP6 

IleP7 

GluPS 

LeuP9 

Y59, R62, TIP461, 
E63, Y159, TIP465 
E163, W167, 
Y171 
Y7, H9, T24, TIP456, 
V25, V34, TIP461, 
E45, R62, E63, TIP465 
166, C67, Y99, 
Y159, El63 

166, Y99, TIP456, 
L156, Y159 TIP458, 

TIP459, 
TIP465 

R62, 465, I66 TIP457, 
TIP458, 
TIP464, 
TIP465 

V152, QlSS, 
L156 
T73, V152, 
Q155, L156 

T73, N77, 
H114, W147, 
V152 

T73, E76, 
N77, 180, 
W147 
N77, 180, Y84, 
L95, Y123, 
T143, W147 

TIP457, 
TIP460, 
TIP464 
TIP453, 
TIP454, 
TIP455, 
TIP460 
TIP451, 
TIP453, 
TIP460 
TIP451, 
TIP452, 
TIP453 

NH-OH(sc) Y171, NH-C=O El63 

C = O-OH(sc) 
Y159 

E63, E45 (x2), 
NH-C = O(SC) NH-C = O(SC) 

C = O-NH(sc) NH-OH(sc) 
R62(x2) T24(x2), 

NH-tip 
TIP456-(Y99,H9) 

NH-OH(sc) Y99 

C = 0-tip 
TIP458 
NH-tip 
TIP465-(E163, R62) 

C = 0-tip 
TIP464 

C = 0-tip TIP453 

C = O-NH(sc) C = 0-tip 
W147 TIP451-(N77, LeuP9) 

NH-C = O(SC) 
N77 

C=O-OH(sc) 
Y84 

C = O-OH(sc) 
T143 

C = 0-tip 
TIP452-K146 
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Table 7-2(b). Lists of contacts and hydrogen bonds displayed by the interaction of the EBNA 
3C peptide with the clefts of the HLA-27 isotype molecule HLA-B*2704. 

Position Residues Waters mc hydrogen sc hydrogen 
in peptide within 4A within 4A bonds bonds 

ArgPl 

ArgP2 

IleP3 

S r P 4  

AspP5 

LeuP6 

IleP7 

GluP8 

LeuP9 

Y59, R62, 
E63, Y159, 
E163, W167, 
Y171 
Y7, H9, T24, 
V25, V34, 
E45, R62, E63, 
166, C67, Y99, 
Y159, El63 

166, Y99, 
L156, Y159 

R62, 465, I66 

E152, Q155, 
L156 
T73, E152, 
Q155, L156 

T73, S77, 
H114, W147, 
El52 

T73, E76, S77, 
T80, W147 

S77, T80, Y84, 
L95, Y123, 
T143, W147 

TIP461, 
TIP465 

TIP456, 
TIP461, 
TIP465 

TIP456, 
TIP458, 
TIP459, 
TIP465 
TIP457, 
TIP458, 
TIP464, 
TIP465 

TIP457, 
TIP460, 
TIP464 
TIP453, 
TIP454, 
TIP455, 
TIP460 
TIP451, 
TIP453, 
TIP460 
TIP451, 
TIP452, 
TIP453 

NH-OH(sc) Y171, NH-C=O El63 

C =  O-OH(SC) 
Y159 

E63, E45(x2), 
NH-C = O(SC) NH-C=O(sc) 

C = O-NH(SC) NH-OH(sc) 
R62(x2) T24(x2), 

NH-tip 
TIP456-(Y99,H9) 

NH-OH(SC) Y99 

C = 0-tip 
TIP458 
NH-tip 
TIP465-(E163, R62) 

C = 0-tip 
TIP464 

C = 0-tip TIP453 

C =  O-NH(SC) C = 0-tip 
W147 TIP451-LeuP9 

C =  O-OH(SC) 
Y84 

C=O-OH(sc) 
T143 

C = 0-tip 
TIP452-(K143, T80) 
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Table 7-2(c). Lists of contacts and hydrogen bonds displayed by the interaction of the EBNA 
3C peptide with the clefts of the HLA-27 isotype molecule HLA-B*2705. 

~ ~~ 

Position Residues Waters mc hydrogen sc hydrogen 
in peptide within 4A within 4A bonds bonds 

ArgPl 

ArgP2 

IleP3 

TyrP4 

AspP5 

LeuP6 

IleP7 

GluP8 

LeuP9 

Y59, R62, 
E63, Y159, 
E163, W167, 
Y171 
Y7, H9, T24, 
V25, V34, 
E45, R62, E63, 
166, C67, Y99, 
Y159, El63 

166, Y99, 
L156, Y159 

R62, Q65, I66 

V152, Q155, 
L156 
T73, V152, 
Ql55, L156 

T73, D77, 
H114, W147, 
V152 

T73, E76, 
D77, TSO, 
W147 
D77, T80, 
Y84, L95, 
Y123, T143, 
W147 

TIP461, 
TIP465 

TIP456, 
TIP461, 
TIP465 

TIP456, 
TIP458, 
TIP459, 
TIP465 
TIP457, 
TIP458, 
TIP464, 
TIP465 

TIP457, 
TIP460, 
TIP464 
TIP453, 
TIP454, 
TIP455, 
TIP460 
TIP451, 
TIP453, 
TIP460 
TIP451, 
TIP452, 
TIP453 

NH-OH(SC) Y171, NH-C=O El63 

C = O-OH(SC) 
Y159 

E63, E45 (x2), 
NH-C=O(sc) NH-C = O(SC) 

C = O-NH(SC) NH-OH(SC) 
R62(x2) T24(x2), 

NH-tip 
TIP456-(Y99,H9) 

NH-OH(SC) Y99 

C = 0-tip 
TIP458 
NH-tip 
TIP465-(E163, R62) 

C = 0-tip 
TIP464 

C = 0-tip 
TIP453 

C = O-NH(SC) C = 0-tip 
W147 TIP451-(D77, LeuP9) 

NH-C = O(SC) 
D77 

C=O-OH(sc) 
Y84 

C = O-OH(SC) 
T143 

C=O-tip 
TIP452-(K143, 280) 
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mediated through solvent. Position P1 of the peptide only makes one hydrogen bon- 
ding contact with a side chain from HLA-B27, using the terminal NH to bond to 
the C = O  of Glu163. Glu163 also makes a hydrogen bond to Arg62, a residue which 
is found in all HLA-B and HLA-C alleles except for HLA-B57 and HLA-B58, and 
has two potential contacts to the water molecule TIP465 which interacts with the 
main chain NH of position P4 of the peptide. Arg62 makes two additional contacts 
to the peptide at the main chain C = O  of position P2. Glu63 aids this interaction 
by interacting itself with the terminal NH of Arg62 holding the guanidinium group 
of the arginine side chain in a plane perpendicular to the P-sheet, and aligning it so 
that it may interact with good geometry with both the peptide and its salt bridge 
partner in the a2  a-helix, Glu163. The interaction of the arginine side chain at P1 
with the strong salt bridge which holds the a1  and a 2  helices together, appears to 
strengthen the interaction of the peptide with the protein and helps to stabilise the 
protein itself. This salt bridge is not found in all HLA-B alleles but can be predicted 
to form in certain members of the HLA-B7, HLA-B13, HLA-B40, HLA-B47 and 
HLA-B48 families in addition to HLA-B27. Amongst the HLA-A and HLA-C alleles 
HLA-A*2501, HLA-A*2601, HLA-A*4301, HLA-A*6601, HLA-Cw*0201 and HLA- 
Cw*0202 also possess the potential for this stabilising salt bridge. Glu63 makes a 
good hydrogen bond to the main chain NH of ArgP2 furnishing the backbone of 
this position with an excellent network of contacts which aid the stability of the 
arginine side chain in the P2 pocket. The hydrogen bonding contacts within the P2 
pocket are identical to those which have been discussed previously [3]. The main 
chain NH of the isoleucine residue at position P3 of the peptide hydrogen bonds with 
the side chain hydroxyl group of Tyr99, a residue conserved in all classical HLA class 
I sequences except for HLA-Cwl and HLA-A*0207 which have a cysteine and HLA- 
Bw41, HLA-A*0210, and HLA-Aw24 which have a phenylalanine. The main chain 
C=O of P3 interacts with TIP464 which is part of the complex bed of water 
molecules which support the flexible and largely un-chelated central bulge of the 
peptide [3-51. This water molecule interacts with TIP457, which is part of the 
general net of water molecules, and TIP456 which interacts with ArgP2 of the pep- 
tide and His9 and S r 9 9  of the heavy chain as part of the planar hydrogen bonding 
network in the P2 binding pocket. The main chain NH of P4 hydrogen bonds to 
TIP465 which mediates an interaction to the side chain of Glu163. Both the main 
chain carbonyl of P4 and the main chain amide of P5 are devoid of any contacts, 
and the main chain carbonyl of P5 interacts via TIP459 with the general solvent 
field. The aspartic acid side chain of P5 makes no contacts to the MHC but is poin- 
ting directly upwards, perpendicular to the P-sheet, probably facing the T-cell recep- 
tor in the in vivo complex. The main chain of LeuP6 makes no hydrogen bonding 
contacts to the MHC and the main chain of IleP7 interacts only with the solvent field 
inside the cleft. The main chain amide of PC-1 (P8) does not interact with either the 
MHC or solvent, and the main chain carbonyl interacts with the pyrrole NH of 
Trp147 as observed in the high resolution HLA-B*2705 [3] and HLA-Aw68 [16, 171 
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structures. The side chain of the glutamic acid residue at position PC-1 of the peptide 
(P8) interacts via a solvent molecule to the aspartic acid residue at position 77 of the 
heavy chain of HLA-B*2705. Position 77 along with position 73 of the heavy chain 
appears, from motif data, to exert some selection on the nature of the side chain 
which is present at PC-1. The use of a solvent molecule to mediate an interaction 
between the glutamic acid at PC-1 and the aspartic acid at position 77 permits an 
interaction without the perturbing effects of charge repulsion. 

Molecular dynamics studies have been performed on the section of the EBNA 3C 
peptide from P5 to P8 bound to HLA-B*2702 and HLA-B*2705. The dynamics 
studies were simple in their nature using only the solvent molecules observed in the 
cleft of the 2.1 A HLA-B*2705 structure. Despite this caveat some interesting 
features can be observed which clearly define how the solvent molecules in the cleft 
may move to accommodate the amino acid changes between sub-types. In particular 
the solvent field around P8 of the peptide is of extreme interest due to the large 
number of sub-type polymorphisms in this region. In the dynamics of HLA-B*2705 
the majority of solvent molecules reside the position in which they occur in the 2.1 A 
crystal structure. During the molecular dynamics TIP453 has moved towards a posi- 
tion between those previously occupied by TIP455 and the lysine side chain at P9 
of the RRIKAITLK peptide modelled into the electron density of the 2.1 A structure. 
During this process TIP453 exchanges briefly with TIP454 and is subsequently 
displaced to its new location (Figure 7-17). Both TIP453 and TIP454 are stable for 
the final 20 ps of the simulation. As a part of this process TIP455 has been displaced 
and has moved to the alternate side of the cleft and forms hydrogen bonds to Asp74 
as part of a network involving Lys70 and TIP463 which has maintained its position. 
GluP8 displays two conformations, defined as C1 and C2 in Figure 7-17 b which are 
slightly unequally populated in favour of C2. TIP451 which chelates the side chain 
of GluP8 in both C1 and C2 orientations has a limited movement which is best 
described as a tumbling motion about an axis which dissects both of the O-H bonds 
in the plane of the water molecule in the starting structure. TIP451 makes either one 
or two contacts with the side chain of GluP8 in the C1 and C2 conformations respec- 
tively and complexes the side chain carbonyl of Asp77 and the hydroxyl of Thr80 
when the GluP8 side chain is in both C1 and C2 conformations. TIP452 displays a 
dichotomy of positions between which it exchanges at several points in the simula- 
tion which appear to have no correlation to the orientation of the P8 side chain. The 
primary conformation is that observed in the 2.1 A HLA-B*2705 structure where 
TIP452 ligates carboxy terminus of the peptide and the side chain of Lys146. The 
secondary conformation has a pair of hydrogen bonds, one to the terminal amide 
of Arg83 and the other to the hydroxyl of Thr80. 

The solvent molecules in the HLA-B*2702 model move during the 5 ps equilibra- 
tion from their positions in the HLA-B*2705 structure to adopt new positions which 
may be adequately explained by the changes in amino acid character at positions 77, 
80 and 81 (see Figure 7-17c). The water molecules under the peptide move in a 
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slightly different manner to those in the HLA-B*2705 dynamics. In the HLA-B*2705 
model TIP453 moves to fill the space left by the shorter hydrophobic side chain of 
the EBNA 3C peptide. In the HLA-B*2702 model this does not occur as TIP453 is 
tightly bound throughout the trajectory by Asn77, the main chain carbonyl of 
Thr73, the main chain amide of Leu-P9 and the side chain of GluP8. GluP8 appears 
to spend the majority of the dynamics simulation in an orientation which is approx- 
imately equidistant between the C1 and C2 conformers observed in the HLA-B*2705 
simulation (see Figure 7-17 d). This conformation is itself stabilised by the movement 
of TIP451 from its starting position, where in HLA-B*2705 it made hydrogen bonds 
with the side chains of Asp77, Thr80 and GluP8, to a new position where the side 
chains of both GluP8 and Arg83 can be complexed. This movement occurs during 
the first 10 ps of the simulation and is stable for the final 20 ps of the simulation. 
In the period between 10 ps and 25 ps TIP451 is exchanging between its final orienta- 
tion and that observed in the HLA-B*2705 crystal structure. TIP451 remains largely 
in the position observed in the crystallographic co-ordinates, but has a minor secon- 
dary conformation where, like the pyrrole amine of Trp147, it is chelated by the main 
chain carbonyl of P8. 

In addition to the above simulations another molecular dynamics trajectory was 
calculated to determine the extent of the movement available to the arginine side 
chain in the P2 binding pocket. The P2 binding pocket of HLA-B27 displays a highly 
specific hydrogen bonding network, and presumably this specificity maintains a 
rigidity of side chain orientation. The experiment was performed fixing all MHC 
atoms and allowing movement only in the side chain atoms of ArgP2, and the main 
chain atoms of ArgP2, the C = O  and Ca of P1 and the N-H and C a  of P3. This 
lead to a picture of the dynamics of the arginine side chain within the confines of 
the well defined pocket. As can be observed in Figure 7-18 the arginine side chain 
has very little movement inside the pocket. The movement is also usually cooperative 
with movements performed by the water molecule although which movement is 
cause and which is effect is impossible to determine. The slight movements of 
TIP456 can be compared to those exhibited by TIP461 and the “bulk” solvents of 
the cleft. TIP461 has virtually no movement throughout the dynamics trajectory and 
the hydrogen bonds between TIP461, Glu45, Glu63 and Tyrl71 are stable throughout 
the trajectory. Amongst the “bulk” solvent around the P2 pocket markedly greater 
movement is observed and at several points in the dynamics trajectory movements 
towards the exchange of solvent positions are observed. In Figure 7-18 the hydrogen 
bonding patterns which are shown are for the starting conformation of the complex. 

The molecular dynamics calculations carried out on the complexes of the EBNA 
3C peptide and HLA-B*2702 and HLA-B*2704 clearly demonstrate the effects of 
polymorphisms in the heavy chain on the movements of non-anchoring side chains 
within the peptide and solvent molecules. This view of the dynamics of the solvent 
molecules in the C-terminal binding region of the molecule demonstrates how the 
solvent “bed” may aid closely related MHC molecules to bind the same peptide. In 
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Figure 7-18. Overlay of five conformers (displayed in magenta, red, purple, green and cyan) 
from the simulation of the Arg-P2 residue of the EBNA 3C peptide in the “45-pocket” of 
HLA-B*2705. It may be clearly observed that TIP451 is stationary throughout the simulation. 
The movements of the Arg-P2 side chain are small and are co-operative with those of TIP456, 
a water residue which is involved in the square planar hydrogen bonding network in the P2 
pocket . 
(Colour illustration see page XVI). 

4 Figure 7-17. Overlay of the initial and final conformers of the EBNA 3C peptide. Initial con- 
formers are coloured dark-grey and final conformers are coloured light-grey. 
(a) The EBNA 3C complexed to HLA-B*2702 demonstrating the different conformations of 
GluP8 and the movement of water molecules around position 77 and 80. 
(b) Top view of the EBNA 3C peptide as complexed to HLA-B*2702. The conformation 
termed C1 in the text is represented by the dark-grey side chain at P8. The C2 conformation 
is represented by the light grey side chain. Slight movements of the peptide backbone appear 
to have occured due to the movement of water molecules in the “bed” underneath the peptide. 
(c) Orthologous view to (a) for the interaction of the EBNA 3C peptide with HLA-B*2705. 
The movement of water molecules in the simulation of these two alleles may be directly con- 
trasted between the two figures. 
(d) Orthologous view for (b) for the interaction of the EBNA 3C peptide with HLA-B*2705. 
In contrast to the different distribution of water molecules around the peptide in the cleft of 
the two isotype molecules it may be observed that the peptide has a highly similar conforma- 
tion in the two environments, suggesting that it is the movement of solvent within the cleft 
of the isotype molecules which allows for cross-reactivity of this peptide. 
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the case of HLA-B*2702 Thr80 which forms contacts mediated by water to the PC 
residue of the peptide in HLA-B*2705 is non-conservatively substituted to isoleucine. 
This loss of a hydrogen bonding contact appears from the molecular dynamics 
simulation described above to be adjusted for by the movement of a solvent molecule 
to a position where a hydrogen bonding bridge between the MHC molecule and the 
peptide may be made. 

7.8 Conclusions 

The simulations and models described above all aid the visualisation of real 
biochemical data which is one of the prime aims of molecular modelling as a techni- 
que. The analysis of peptides binding to MHC class I molecules using computational 
techniques has been limited to date. In the case of HLA-B27 sub-type molecules we 
have demonstrated how movements of the “bed” of water molecules present in the 
cleft effectively compensates for the polymorphisms in the cleft and negates their ef- 
fect on peptide binding. In direct contrast it has been recently observed that in the 
case of some sub-type molecules of HLA-B27 the polymorphisms in the cleft change 
the motif of peptide presented [15]. At first these two concepts appear dichotomous 
and the gulf between them appears unbridgeable. In fact what we are observing is 
the subtle effect of peptide selection. The binding of the same peptide to several sub- 
type molecules is merely a demonstration of the adaptability of the complex whereby 
a peptide will be bound as long as it fits the general motif. The general HLA-B27 
motif is the same for HLA-B*2705 and HLA-B*2702 but the HLA-B*2702 molecule 
may bind additional peptides which would not naturally be bound to HLA-B*2705 
in large enough concentration for their presence to be observed in the motif data, 
and indeed these peptides may not be bound at all. Conversely there may be peptides 
which may be bound to HLA-B*2705 which are not observed at high levels in the 
context of HLA-B*2702. This effect has been observed in HLA-B*2704 where an 
unusual peptide may bind to this isotype but not to the HLA-B*2702 and HLA- 
B*2705 isotypes despite the fact that all three molecules will bind the EBNA 3C pep- 
tide described above [49] (CJT, J. M. Brooks, DSM, A. B. Rickenson & P. J. Travers, 
manuscript in preparation). Often it is unusual peptides which make a motif seem 
unclear or suggest that the motif may be vastly different, when in fact the sub-type 
molecules will all bind similar epitopes, have closely related motifs and will probably 
present the same immunodominant epitopes. 

The models and simulations described above clearly demonstrate that by the use 
of homology modelling techniques, appropriately restrained energy minimisation 
and molecular dynamics, and explicit solvent fields, the interaction of MHC class 
I molecules and peptides may be performed to a high degree of accuracy and gives 
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answers which are extremely similar to those obtained by X-ray crystallography. Due 
to the vast difference in time scale between performing a modelling exercise and 
crystallising a complex of an MHC class I molecule and its peptide partner, for cases 
where a qualitive answer to questions of the function and position of residues in the 
MHC class I molecule or the peptide for mutagenesis studies is required, the models 
produced using the techniques described here are more than adequate. Where a 
quantitative answer is required, as in all modelling exercises and simulations, only 
direct structural analysis will provide an unequivocal solution. In the case of many 
MHC class I peptide studies this unequivocal answer is highly similar in its conclu- 
sions to those drawn from the model. 
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8.1 Introduction 

Conformational transitions play an important part in many processes involving 
biological macromolecules. The sigmoidal binding kinetics of oxygen to hemo- 
globin, which has major physiological significance, has been successfully explained 
in terms of an allosteric model [l]. Structures of hemoglobin derived by X-ray 
crystallography [2, 31 show that the allosteric transition is a change in the quaternary 
structure of the protein which accompanies ligation. Allosteric regulation is also in- 
volved in the behavior of many multi-subunit enzymes [2-41. Although structural 
studies can provide a detailed picture of the conformations of the protein involved 
they provide little information on the pathways between the states [4]. 

Examples of more dramatic conformation transitions are provided by the 
foldinghnfolding of proteins and by the changes between different structural forms 
in helical molecules, such as DNA [5-71 and gramicidin A [8-lo]. Processes which 
involve the motion of a small molecule relative to a protein can also be thought of 
as conformational transitions. Examples include substrate binding to enzymes, 
which may also involve concurrent large scale motions of the protein; and the 
translocation of ions through lipid bilayers by ion channels. 

In some ways the field of macromolecular conformational transitions is an ideal 
area for the application of simulation methods. Microscopic models for the changes 
during a transition are difficult or impossible to obtain by experimental means. 
However, detailed structural models are often available for the end points together 
with good information about the macroscopic behavior of the system (such as free 
energies or enthalpies of activation). This provides an excellent opportunity for 
simulation to provide a detailed model whilst being constrained by experimental in- 
formation. The next section briefly examines existing simulation techniques. A 
powerful new method, the PEM procedure, is then set out. 

8.1.1 Simulation Methods for Conformational Transitions 

The most direct way of simulating a conformational rearrangement is to run a 
molecular dynamics (MD) simulation under reasonable conditions of temperature 
and pressure and to hope that the system switches between the states of interest. 
Clearly this method is limited to modelling transitions that occur on a time scale 
significantly shorter than the length of the simulation. It also has the disadvantage 
that analysis of the movements necessary for the transition will be complicated by 
the presence of all the other concurrent motions of the protein. Little direct informa- 
tion as to energy barriers involved is obtained. To extend the effective time course 
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of a simulation high temperatures are often used. Karplus [ l l ]  examined the motion 
of a loop which closes over the active site of triose phosphate isomerase (TIM) using 
dynamics at room temperature, 500 K and 1000 K. Another example where this ap- 
proach may be useful is in the simulation of protein unfolding [12], as there is no 
detailed model available for the unfolded state of a protein. However, simulations 
at unrealistically high temperatures may favor pathways which are different from 
those at low temperatures. An alternative approach, also used to examine loop mo- 
tions in TIM, is to simplify the model used for the protein and perform brownian 
dynamics which allows simulations of up to 100 ns to be performed [13]. 

Other simulation methods do not initially include dynamical effects but concen- 
trate on finding a “reaction coordinate” for the change, passing through a transition 
state. The reaction coordinate is a variable or function of variables which smoothly 
changes between the end point conformations of interest. The transition state is the 
peak energy position on the reaction coordinate. Transition state theory [14- 161 
states that the most favorable route for the change is the one with the lowest transi- 
tion state potential energy. Once a suitable reaction coordinate has been identified 
it is possible to run dynamical simulations to obtain the potential of mean force for 
the change (free energy profile along the reaction coordinate) and such variables as 
the transmission coefficient [17-201. In this context, Elber [19] has shown that a 
series of continguous positions for the molecule which link the end points can be 
used to effectively define a reaction coordinate for complex transitions. 

Most methods for identifying reaction coordinates have been developed by quan- 
tum chemists interested in chemical reactions of small molecules. Although this pro- 
blem may appear very similar to identifying a reaction coordinate for a conforma- 
tional transition there are some important differences. The quantum chemist in 
general deals with problems with a relatively small number of variables and thus a 
fairly simple energy hypersurface. Evaluating the energy of a position of a molecule 
is often computationally very expensive (though accurate). In contrast, macromole- 
cular potential energy functions are approximate but cheap. However, the energy 
hypersurface is invariably horrendously complicated with large numbers of energy 
minima thermally accessible to each other [21]. This makes the requirements of 
routines to find reaction coordinates very different in the two cases. The quantum 
chemist requires a technique to be as efficient as possible but the method need not 
be completely robust. In contrast methods for obtaining reaction coordinates for 
large molecules must be robust even at the expense of computational efficiency. 

A number of methods developed in quantum chemistry concentrate on locating 
transition state configurations [22-271. The multitude of minima on the energy 
hypersurface of a large molecule leads one to expect that there would be at least as 
many transition states. It is unlikely that a routine which attempts to locate a transi- 
tion state would find the one of interest. In addition most of these routines require 
that the matrix of the second derivatives of the potential energy function (the Hes- 
sian) be calculated and manipulated. This also precludes their use for problems in- 
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volving large molecules as the evaluation, storage and manipulation of the large Hes- 
sians becomes difficult. 

A technique commonly used in both fields is the reaction coordinate or adiabatic 
mapping method [18, 281. A variable or function of the variables judged to be im- 
portant in the transition of interest is controlled and energy minimization is applied 
changing all other variables. By judicious control of the “reaction coordinate” it is 
hoped that the transition of interest can be provoked. Often two coordinates are used 
and a two dimensional contour map is built up. The results are referred to as the 
adiabatic surface as the method gives a reasonable approximation to the potential 
of mean force (free energy profile) along the reaction coordinate, provided the time 
scale for the motion along the coordinate is much larger than for the other variables 
[MI. The method is widely used [18, 29-34] despite being prone to failure: even in 
the case of a two dimensional model function [35]. It is important to note that the 
route obtained by adiabatic mapping may be quite distinct from the steepest descents 
path even if the same transition state conformation is found [36]. 

A set of procedures which are related to the method proposed by Sinclair and 
Fletcher [37] are more applicable to large systems. In their original method an initial 
search was made to find the maximum energy position along the line connecting the 
two given end points. The system at this point was then subjected to energy 
minimization along directions conjugate to the original search direction. This is 
meant to ensure that the gradient norm drops to zero while the energy profile along 
the original search direction is a maximum, thus locating a transition state. The pro- 
blem with the method is that on a complex energy hypersurface, as soon as a single 
step is taken form the original point, the energy profile along the original search 
direction ceases to be a maximum [38]. In similar methods proposed by Halgren and 
Lipscomb [39] and Bell and Crighton [28] this problem is avoided by making the 
search for a maximum along the parabola through the current point joining the end 
points. If the end points are energy minima there is guaranteed to be at least one 
maximum along the parabola. The problem with this procedure on complicated 
energy hypersurfaces is when the case can arise where the energy profile displays two 
maxima [38]. Whatever choice is made as to which of the maxima is accepted the 
routine eventually ends up taking a large displacement along the parabola and does 
not converge [38]. To avoid this problem an adapted procedure has been proposed 
[38]. In common with the other methods an initial search is made for a maximum 
along the line section joining the end points. This is followed by energy minimization 
along all directions orthogonal to the original search direction. A further search for 
maxima is then made along the lines joining the resulting point to the end points. 
In practice, the procedure was found to produce a reasonable result, but was cumber- 
some and each minimization had to be restrained to avoid jumping to remote parts 
of conformational space. The methods set out by Fischer and Karplus [40] and 
Liotard [41] are based on broadly similar ideas but have proved to be more suc- 
cessful. 
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A further set of methods is based on adapting a MD simulation from one state 
so that the molecule is forced to move towards the state of interest. At least three 
techniques have independently been proposed. The Contra MD method [33, 341 
takes a short free MD run from one state. If the run moves “toward” the desired 
target conformation it is “accepted” but if this is not case the run is restarted with 
another set of initial atomic velocities. This process is repeated until the target con- 
formation is reached. The measure of distance between two conformations used is 
based on the same coordinates used for the adiabatic mapping study undertaken in 
the work [33]. Ech-Cherif El-Kettani and Durup [42] working on a much larger pro- 
blem take a more direct approach in that the MD run is started with the inital 
velocities set so that the system moves toward the desired state. The r. m. s. atomic 
displacement of the molecule with respect to the target conformation is monitored 
during dynamics and the run is halted when this quantity starts to rise. Velocities are 
then reset toward the target conformations and the run is restarted. Once again the 
procedure is repeated until the desired conformation is reached. In contrast, Schlitter 
et al. [43] use a MD simulation from one conformation with the constraint that the 
distance to the target should decrease slowly with time. All these methods make the 
assumption that the best path between two states is reasonably direct which may not 
be true (e. g., consider a change where the best route for a molecule to undergo a 
simple transition of a single dihedral angle from 0 to 90 degrees is to go through a 
transition state at 180 degrees). Furthermore the transition state configuration is not 
identified and at best only a “ball park estimate” as to the energy barrier involved 
is obtained. These methods may prove to be useful to provide initial routes to which 
further optimization can be applied. 

The most effective method developed to date for reaction path generation in large 
systems is the Self Penalty Walk (SPW) procedure due to Elber and co-workers 
[44, 451. A chain of positions is considered between the fixed end points. These are 
simultaneously energy minimized with the restraint that the distance between adja- 
cent points should be equal. Further restraints are added to avoid problems caused 
by rigid body translations and rotations, and to avoid the route folding back on 
itself. The method presented here, Path Energy Minimization (PEM), is also based 
on an optimization of a series of conformations lying between the fixed end points 
but has a number of novel features. The method is discussed at length in the next 
section. 
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8.2 Theory 

Consider a molecule whose spatial conformation is described by a vector X which 
could be in terms of Cartesian or internal coordinates, and whose potential energy 
can be expressed as a well behaved function of these coordinates: E(X) .  The PEM 
procedure aims to find an optimal path wich links two different fixed conformers 
of the molecule (which we shall describe by the conformation vectors Xo and 
XNmove+l).  These positions could be based on experimental results or some modell- 
ing procedure. The function E ( X )  must give a reasonable representation for the 
potential energy of the molecule at the two conformers and for intermediate posi- 
tions in conformational space. The current implementation of the procedure is 
limited to the simulation of simple conformational transitions as the standard 
macromolecular potential energy function used cannot adequately describe changes 
in which bonds are made or broken. If the method were implemented with a more 
sophisticated representation it would be possible to simulate chemical reactions. 

We define a path as a set of N,,,, molecular spatial conformations [XI,  X,, X, 
. . . XNmoveJ and all points on the line sections through conformational space linking 
adjacent points [XO + Xl , Xl + X,, . . . XNmove + XNmove+lJ. This is to say, a path is 
defined as the set of all molecular conformations Y: 

Y = zx, + (1 - 2 )  X,+l,  (8-1) 

where the integer n runs from 1 to N,,,, and the number z runs continously from 
0.0 to 1.0. Figure 8-1 shows two paths on a 2-dimensional model potential, 

It is clearly possible to find the potential energy for all points on the path and 
consequently the peak energy of the route E'. Transition state theory [14-161 
states that the most favorable route is that with the smallest E*. The PEM method 
minimizes the peak energy of a quasi-continous route through conformational space 
linking the two fixed end point conformers, by making adjustments to the moving 
conformations [X, , X,, X, . . . XNmoveJ. The procedure will therefore locate the op- 
timal route local to the initial set of positions taken as the moving conformations. 

A simplifying assumption is made in that instead of sampling the energy of all 
points along the line sections a discrete number of equally spaced sample positions 
are taken from each. For instance three sample points could be taken in each section, 
in addition to the moving conformations. This would require the procedure to con- 
sider all the positions given by Eq. (8-1) with z set to 0.00, 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75. 

It would be possible to minimize the peak energy of such a path by considering 
the objective function: 
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Figure 8-1. The application of the PEM procedure to the two-parametric model potential 
given by Miiller and Brown, 1979 [24]; the final optimized route is given for (a) one moving 
point and (b) two moving points. The two lowest minima and the saddle point between them 
are marked by circles, triangles mark the moving points and crosses the intermediate sample 
points. The paths pass within 0.02 units of the saddle point. 
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(8-2) 
and applying some optimization technique. However, as Eq. (8-2) involves the max- 
imum function it is impossible to find its derivatives. This would preclude the use 
of efficient optimization methods which require the derivative vector of the objective 
function to be known. 

This problem can be avoided by noting that for any set of n positive numbers 
[k l ,  k 2 ,  c3 ... 5,) the expression: 

MvG i = l  9 (8-3) 

tends towards the maximum of It1, k 2 ,  k3 . . , 5,) as M tends to infinity. This expres- 
sion is used to construct the PEM objective function: 

where N,, is the number of sample conformations to be taken in each line section. 
This function is continuous, differentiable and tends towards the peak energy the 
higher the number Mis  set. This allows the use of conventional optimization techni- 
ques such as the Polak-Ribere conjugate gradients minimization [46-481 as used in 
this study. Alternatively simulated annealing [49] could be employed in order to 
avoid some of the problems of the dependence of the final result on the initial set 
of moving conformations. Importantly, it can be shown that, by the application of 
the chain rule, the derivative vector V S  can be calculated analytically from the 
molecular force and potential energy functions. Note that all the potential energies 
in Eq. (8-4) are relative to the energy of fixed position 0: 

E'(X) = E ( X )  - E(Xo), (8-5) 

which is assumed to be the lowest energy position for the molecule - so that E'(X) 
is always greater than zero. 

If it is necessary to exactly locate the transition state conformation an adaption 
of the PEM procedure (focusing down) can be used [52]. 

The PEM objective function is dominated by the high areas of the energy profile 
of the path (provided the power M is set to a reasonably high value). The procedure 
will concentrate on lowering these regions, resulting in a path which will ultimately 
follow the optimal vector close to a saddle point (see Figure 8-1). However, as the 
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low energy parts of the path contribute very little to the objective function these 
regions will not be optimized. If it is necessary to find the smooth overall path, a 
variety of methods can be used to locate routes downhill from the transition state 
[36]. These include “PEM descents”, an adaption of the PEM procedure which is 
used below. The method uses the fact that points immediately adjacent to the peak 
energy position contribute to the PEM objective function. Only one fixed conforma- 
tion and one moving conformation are considered (linked by a number of in- 
termediates). The fixed position is initially set to the transition state conformation 
and the moving position to some point on one or other side of the transition state. 
The PEM procedure is then used to optimize the line section between the moving 
and fixed conformations. The highest energy intermediate conformation is “ac- 
cepted”, output, and used to replace the fixed conformation. The process is then 
restarted. On each cycle the potential energy of the accepted position will be lowered. 
In this way PEM is used to descend from the transition state along a locally op- 
timized path to the local energy minimum. 

The PEM method is inspired by, and shares some features with, the self penalty 
walk (SPW) procedure developed by Elber and co-workers [44, 451 from the earlier 
Gaussian chain approach [50]. The SPW procedure has been applied to study con- 
formational transformations in peptides [44], ligand diffusion in leghemoglobin [45] 
and conformational transitions of DNA [51]. The Gaussian chain approach, with 
low temperature molecular-dynamics simulated annealing, has recently been applied 
to determine reaction paths for a conformational change of citrate synthase [42]. 
The SPW procedure also considers a set of moving conformations [X,, X,, X, 
. . . xNmove]  between fixed end points X o  and XNmove+, , but unlike the PEM techni- 
que no sampled positions are taken between the moving conformations. The SPW 
method finds an optimal position for each intermediate by optimizing the objective 
function: 

sSPW = r!: -k Schain -k Srepu/sion + (srigid body) (8-6) 

The first term of the expression is a summation of all the energies of the moving con- 
formations. The term Schain imposes the requirement that the distances between ad- 
jacent moving positions di,i+l should be equal (but does not specify the absolute 
value for the average distance): 
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The repulsion term ensures that moving conformations do not aggregate in low 
energy region : 

As the SPW procedure imposes restraints on the distances between moving positions 
it is necessary to ensure that “rigid body” motions do not effect the result. In this 
study this is accomplished by imposing a penalty function [44, 501 

where rj is the Cartesian vector giving the position of atom j and ($7j=1,Natom is 
the position of a reference set of atoms which is set to the arithmetic average of the 
end positions. Czerminski and Elber [44] introduced an alternative to this penalty 
function in a gradient projection constraint technique which is much more efficient 
(but more difficult to implement). 

The SPW method differs fundamentally from PEM in that it favors routes with 
the lowest average energy rather than the lowest peak energy. It is easy to imagine 
the case of a large molecular system with many distinct routes between two confor- 
mations where the route with the lowest average energy may not be the most 
favorable [50]. As noted by Fischer and Karplus [40] the SPW method results in 
routes with molecular conformations which lie as low as possible on each side of the 
saddle point. As shown below, the PEM formalism encourages exactly the opposite 
behavior in that if moving a point from a low energy region to the high energy part 
of a profile leads to improved sampling and a reduction of peak energy then the ob- 
jective function (Eq. (8-4)) will favor this. The PEM approach will avoid problems 
of abrupt shifts in atomic position sometimes found by the SPW procedure [45] as 
if such a shift produced a path with a high energy intermediate sample position this, 
would automatically be disfavored by an increase in the objective function. 

The methods also differ in the respect that SPW requires the concept of distance 
to be applicable to the coordinate system under consideration. The PEM method 
does not rely on any such notion and is immediately applicable to a non-Cartesian 
coordinate representation, such as internal coordinates. In particular, it would be dif- 
ficult to apply the SPW formalism to case in which the conformational transition 
of interest also involved a rigid body displacement and rotation under the influence 
of a mild external field, such as that imposed by a crystalline environment. 
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Both PEM and SPW techniques produce a set of molecular positions and a value 
for the potential energy barrier which can be thought of as an upper estimate of en- 
thalpy of activation [18]. Neither technique includes dynamical effects nor calculates 
the free energy profile (also know as the potential of mean force) which is crucial 
for predicting the behavior of the macroscopic system. Both procedures effectively 
identify a reaction coordinate for the transformation of interest, which can then be 
used to run simulations to calculate the potential of mean force, rate constants and 
other dynamical properties, either by the free energy perturbation method [19] or by 
the umbrella sampling technique [20]. 

8.3 Method 

The PEM procedure was incorporated into the macromolecular energy minimization 
program TIC [38]. The implementation uses Cartesian coordinates to describe 
molecular conformation as the program has routines to calculate potential energy 
and first derivative functions in this space. The procedure allows the use of steepest 
descents and/or Polak-Ribere conjugate gradients minimization procedures [46-481 
for a specified number of steps or until the norm of the objective function (Eq. (8-4)) 
falls below a specified level. At the end of the optimization procedure a check is 
made as to whether the sampling density is high enough by considering an additional 
sample conformation at the mid-point of each interval used in the optimization (this 
is achieved by setting Nin, to 2Ninter + 1). A facility exists to automatically produce 
an initial set of moving conformations equally spaced on the line through Cartesian 
space which links two specified end points. Applications of the method to transitions 
involving a change in pucker angle for a pentulofuranose sugar and for a change the 
conformation of the substrate in the active site of D-xylose isomerase will be 
described below. In addition the method has been used to simulate a substantial con- 
formational transition of the ion-channel forming peptide gramicidin A, as 
described elsewhere [52]. 
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8.4 Applications 

8.4.1 A Pucker Angle Change in a-D-Xylulofuranose 

The pucker of five-membered rings can be completely described by a pucker-angle 
and displacement [53]. Using this description it is possible to produce "adiabatic" 
surfaces for pucker angle changes in sugars with furanose rings [31, 33, 341. The 
system provides an opportunity to apply the PEM and SPW procedures to a non- 
trivial problem with small dimensionality and to test the effect of changing the con- 
trol parameters on the results of simulation. The pentulofuranose monosaccharide 
a-D-xylulofuranose was modelled in an arbitrary conformation and energy 
minimized to yield the conformation shown in Figure 8-2. The Amber united atom 
energy function [54] was used with a dielectric constant of three and no non-bonded 
cut-offs. Starting from this conformation, restrained energy minimization [32] was 
used to produce an adiabatic energy profile. A restraint on the Cremer-Pople pucker 
angle 8 of the ring was added to the molecular potential energy function: 

where €I,,, is the target pucker angle and KO is the restraint constant (set to 
50 kcal/(mol- rad')). By adjusting the target pucker angle in 5" steps through 360" 

Figure 8-2. A stereographic picture showing the structures of the two conformations of a- 
D-xylulofuranose used to test the PEM procedure. Thick lines are used for the lower energy 
minimum which has a Cremer-Pople pucker angle of 224" (between the 'E and 'T, forms 
[31], labelled A in Figure (8-3) and thin lines show the 'E minimum with a pucker angle of 
33.5" (labelled B in Figure 8-3). 
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and applying energy minimization after each change an energy profile against pucker 
angle was obtained (Figure 8-3). This shows a second energy minimum with a ,E 
conformation [31] at 33.5”, which has a r.m.s. displacement of 0.98 A from the 
lower energy minimum. The second energy minimum conformation was then sub- 
jected to further energy minimization and the resulting structure is shown in 
Figure 8-2. Transition states are also found at 324” (potential energy 4.96 kcal/mol 
relative to start) and a higher energy peak at 124” (this part of the profile is not 
shown in the figure). 
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Figure 8-3. The energy profile obtained for the conformational change between two forms of 
a-D-xylulofuranose. The energy minima marked A and B are the conformations shown in 
Figure 8-2. The dotted line shows the “adiabatic” route. The solid line shows the result of ap- 
plying the PEM procedure with a power of 100, 3 moving conformations and 3 intermediate 
sampled points. Moving conformations are marked by circles. The dashed lines are the result 
of applying the SPW procedure. Short dashes mark the result of using a weak repulsion 
parameter (p = 2 kcal/mol) and longer dashes using stronger repulsion (p = 8 kcal/mol). 
Squares mark the moving conformations. 

The two energy minima where then used as fixed end points for the SPW and 
PEM techniques, which were required to find paths linking the two conformations. 
Information that the Cremer-Pople pucker angle of the ring provides a suitable reac- 
tion coordinate for the change was not used in either of the procedures. All runs used 
an initial set of moving conformations taken from a linear path through Cartesian 
space linking the two minima (this path has a peak energy of 34.8 kcal/mol relative 
to the lower energy minimum). The SPW technique was applied with the following 
parameter values (referring to Eqs. (8-6) to (8-9)), h = 2, y = 128 kcal/mol [45], the 
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rigid-body penalty function constant (2,’) was set to 128 kcal/(mol A’ a.m.u.’). 
One of two values for the repulsion constant (p) was used: a weak value of 
2 kcal/mol or a stronger one of 8 kcal/mol. 

Figure 8-3 shows the results of applying the PEM and SPW techniques with 3 
moving conformations. In general results are encouraging, both the PEM and SPW 
procedures converge to routes close to the lower energy transition state position 
found by adiabatic mapping. The SPW method, with a high repulsion parameter, 
results in a route which lies above the adiabatic surface. In contrast, the lower repul- 
sion parameter produces a route where two moving conformations lie on the 
adiabatic line but one has “slipped back” toward the lower energy minimum. The 
PEM procedure locates the saddle point and the conformations immediately adja- 
cent to it (the curvature around the saddle point is the same as the adiabatic result) 
but results in path with spiked artefacts in lower energy regions. It is not possible 
to immediately ascribe a value for the potential energy barrier of a conformational 
rearrangement, based on a SPW result as no sampled points are taken between mov- 
ing conformations. The SPW method can, however, produce an immediate approx- 
imation to the smooth overall path in contrast with the PEM approach where further 
smoothing runs are required. 

Table 8-1 shows the effect of changing the power, number of moving conforma- 
tions and number of sampled points taken. In general, it can be seen that the higher 
the value of the power used the more the PEM procedure concentrates on lowering 
the peak energy of path in comparison to the average energy. High values for the 
power result in an increase is computational cost it becomes necessary to recalculate 
some molecular potential energies to avoid floating point overflow in the calculation 
of the objective function (Eq. (8-4)). A power of 100 provides a reasonable com- 
promise - lower values result in paths which do not locate the transition state con- 
formation and larger values produce paths with greater average energies at a higher 
computational cost. Three moving conformations and three intermediate sample 
points are sufficient to sample the change. Unlike the SPW procedure the PEM pro- 
cedure is not particularly sensitive to the values taken for controlling parameter, pro- 
vided that the power and numbers of moving/sampled conformations are high 
enough, reasonable sampling of the saddle point is obtained. 

To obtain a smooth overall path the PEM descents procedure (discussed above) 
was applied from the transition state conformation found by PEM. The results are 
close to the route found by adiabatic mapping as shown in Figure 8-4. Interestingly, 
as discussed elsewhere [36], the steepest descents path from the transition state is 
quite distinct from the PEM descents or adiabatic routes. 
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Table 8-1. Applications of PEM/SPW procedures to a change in pucker angle in a-D-xylulo- 
furanose. 

(a) Effect of objective function power and comparison to SPWa 

Power (M) cpuc Objective functionb Maximum energyb Average energyb 

1000 1840 
300 1798 
1 00 1072 

30 984 
10 956 
3 1246 
1 1575 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

1: SPW strongd - 
1: SPW weakd - 
adiabatic - 

4.96 (4.97) 4.96 (4.96) 
4.96 (4.97) 4.95 (4.96) 
4.98 (5.02) 4.96 (4.96) 

-----------------------------------. 
5.13 (5.24) 4.97 (4.97) 
5.74 (6.13) 5.05 (5.05) 
9.08 (11.4) 5.36 (5.36) 

33.9 (68.4) 6.42 (6.42) 
86.1 5.27 (5.70) 
19.8 4.93 (6.56) - 4.96 

(3.92) 
(3.84) 
(3.75) 

(3.63) 
(3.40) 
(2.43) 
(2.17) 
(3.89) 
(3.59) 
- 

(b) Number of moving positions/intermediates requireda 

cpuc No. N i n m  Objective functione maximum 
moving energye 
positions 

440 1 3 6.31 (6.56) 6.25 (6.56) 

1072 3 3 4.98 (5.02) 4.96 (4.96) 
679 2 3 5.00 (5.03) 4.97 (4.97) 

784 4 3 4.99 (5.02) 4.95 (4.97) 
876 5 3 4.96 (5.03) 4.97 (4.97) 
770 3 1 4.94 (5.03) 4.91 (5.01) 
285 3 2 4.96 (5.01) 4.95 (5.01) 

1072 3 3 4.98 (5.02) 4.96 (4.96) 

1258 3 4 5.00 (5.03) 4.96 (4.96) 
1554 3 5 5.00 (5.04) 4.96 (4.96) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

________________________________________-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

a Conditions used: (a) 3 moving molecular configurations were considered; except for the 
SPW runs 3 intermediate sampled points were taken in each interval (Njnte, = 3). (b) Power 
of 100. Minimization was terminated when the root mean square objective function fell 
below 0.01 kcal/molA. 
All energies and function values are given in kcal/mol relative to the lower energy minimum 
(1 cal = 4.184 J). The figures in brackets give energy values for paths in which 7 in- 
termediates are taken for each interval. 
Reported seconds cpu (or equivalent) on a convex c220 (code is unvectorized). 
Spw restraints applied (as given by Eq. (8-6). The first results is for a route with a strong 
repulsion term (parameter p to 8 kcal/mol) the second for a weaker set (p = 2 kcal/mol). 
The figures in brackets give values for energies (in kcal/mol) with a additional sampled 
molecular configuration taken at the midpoint of each interval used in optimization. 
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Figure 8-4. Obtaining an overall smooth route for a pucker angle change in a-D-xylulofuran- 
ose. The PEM descents procedure (solid lines) is applied from the transition state position 
(marked with a circle) found in the run shown in Figure 8-3. For comparison the adiabatic 
route is marked with a dotted line. 

8.4.2 Conformation Change of the Substrate in the 
Active Site of D-Xylose Isomerase 

The enzyme D-xylose isomerase catalyzes the isomerization of the sugar D-xylose to 
its ketose form D-xylulose. The enzyme has an absolute requirement for the small 
divalent metal ions: Mg2+, Co2+ or Mn2+ [ 5 5 ] .  A reaction mechanism has been 
proposed based on X-ray crystal structures of the Arthobacter enzyme with various 
substrates, inhibitors and metal ions bound [56] and a similar mechanism has been 
detailed based on high resolution crystal structures of the enzyme from Streptomyces 
rubiginosus [57]. The initial stages of the mechanism involve the substrate binding 
in an a-D-xylulofuranose form (whose binding conformation is assumed to resemble 
that determined for the inhibitor 5-thio-a-~-glucose). The substrate is then ring- 
opened by a base-catalyzed mechanism involving an active site histidine residue. The 
substrate subsequently undergoes a conformational rearrangement from a ring- 
opened pseudo-cyclic (pC) conformation to the experimentally observed extended 
open chain (eoc) form. 

This conformational rearrangement was modelled in a previous study by a reac- 
tion coordinate method [32, 381. This exploited the alteration during the rearrange- 
ment in the co-ordination of the substrate to a divalent metal ion found in the active 
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site. This metal ion is coordinated by atoms 0 2  and 0 4  of the substrate in the eoc 
form. In contrast in the cyclic and pseudo-cyclic forms of the substrate, atoms 0 3  
and 0 4  coordinate the ion (Figure 8-5). Starting from the eoc model, semi-harmonic 
restraint terms on the distances between the metal ion and the substrate’s ligating ox- 
ygen atoms were added to the molecular potential energy function. By adjusting the 
restraint distances in small steps and applying energy minimization after each change 
the eoc model was gradually forced to a form in which atoms 0 3  and 0 4  coordinate 
the metal ion. 

Problems were found with this reaction coordinate approach. The end point of 
the distance restraints procedure was a pseudo-cyclic form (designated pC2) distinct 
from the lower energy pseudo-cyclic form pC1. To link the two positions it was 
necessary to apply additional restraints and minimization. Attempts to apply the 
procedure in reverse (starting from a pseudo-cyclic form and forcing it to adopt 
02 /04  co-ordination to the metal ion) did not produce reasonable results [38]. The 
reaction coordinate method also requires considerable manual input in identifying 
suitable coordinates, plotting data and checking results. 

The PEM procedure was applied using positions for the eoc, pC1 and pC2 forms 
determined previously [32, 381. All residues with an atom within 15 A of the cyclic 
conformation of the substrate where included in the models. Most of the enzyme was 
kept fixed with only amino acid side-chain atoms with any atom within 5 A of the 
substrate allowed flexibility (Figure 8-5). In addition to the substrate and protein 
atoms, the model included the two divalent metal ions in the active site and a water 
molecule found coordinated to the metal ion in site [2]. The models had a total of 
105 moving atoms with 1481 kept fixed. The Amber united atom energy function [54] 
was used with the exception of the metal ion/ligand interactions which were 
represented by the potential of Dietz, Reide and Heinzinger [58]. As no explicit 
representation of solvent was made, an implicit treatment by a dielectric constant of 
three was used [32, 381. 

The procedure was initially applied to generate a reaction path linking the eoc 
form and the higher energy pseudocyclic form (pC2). An initial set of three moving 
conformations was taken from the line through Cartesian space joining the end 
points. The power M in the objective function (Eq. (8-4)) was set to 100, a value 
found to be reasonable in the previous section. At the end of the minimization a new 
run was started from the optimized result with an additional moving conformation 
at the peak energy position found. This process was repeated until no further drop 
in the peak energy of the path was obtained (Table 8-2). 

The final path had a peak energy of 9.90 kcal/mol (relative to the eoc form) 
comparing favorably with the value of 11.0 kcal/mol obtained by the previous reac- 
tion coordinate study. The improvement is due to better optimization of the peak 
energy rather than the location of a distinct path. The closest approach of the new 
path to the peak energy position obtained in the reaction coordinate study is 
0.17 A r. m. s. 
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Figure 8-5. A stereographic picture comparing different energy minima for the substrate and 
active-site protein atoms in D-xylose isomerase. The substrate is marked by thick lines. Only 
protein atoms allowed to move during the simulation are shown; each Cp atom is labelled with 
the one letter code for the residue. The two divalent metal ions found in the active site are 
labelled “Ml” and “M2”. The substrate adopts an eoc conformation in (a), (b) shows the pC1 
form and (c) the new low energy intermediate form. 
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Table 8-2. Progress of PEM procedure for the simulation of a conformational rearrangement 
of D-xylose in D-xylose isomerase. 

No. moving positions Steps c. g. minimizationa Objective function Maximum energyb 

eoc + pC2 

3 500sd + 345 11.36 11.21 (11.21) 

5 100 10.12 9.97 (9.97) 
6 4 10.16 9.95 (9.95) 
7* 131 10.07 9.91 (9.91) 
8* 40 10.10 9.90 (9.90) 
12* 6 10.15 9.90 (9.90) 
eoc-pC1 (1) 

4 215 10.32 10.15 (10.21) 

3 500sd + 433 16.48 16.30 (16.48) 
4 346 15.17 14.94 (14.99) 
5 106 14.91 14.73 (14.73) 
6 41 14.88 14.70 (14.70) 
7 40 14.89 14.68 (14.69) 
8* 71 14.88 14.69 (14.69) 
12* 70 14.89 14.69 (14.69) 
eoc+pCl (2) 
3 600sd + 563 14.83 14.66 (15.14) 
4 376 11.68 11.54 (11.90) 
5 348 10.45 10.33 (10.38) 
6 164 10.18 10.04 (10.06) 
7 51 10.08 9.91 (9.91) 
8* 89 10.08 9.90 (9.90) 
9* 1 10.13 9.90 (9.90) 
13* 38 10.18 9.89 (9.89) 
Ref. [32] 11.01 

a c. g. conjugate gradients, s. d. steepest descents. 
Energies in kcal/mol relative to the lower energy minimum (eoc). Three intermediate sample 
points were taken in each interval (Ninte, = 3). The figures given in brackets are a check on 
the result with N,,, set to 7. Minimization was continued until the r.m.s. objective 
derivative fell below 0.03 kcal/(molA) except for the runs marked * where a 
0.01 kcal/(molA) limit was used. 
(1) Path obtained starting from linearly interpolated route in Cartesian space. 
(2) Path obtained starting from 3*pC2 intermediate (see text of details). 

The procedure was then applied to find a path linking the eoc and pC1 conforma- 
tions. Once again the initial path was set to a series of conformations taken from 
the line through Cartesian space. The final result of the procedure was a path with 
a peak energy of 14.69 kcal/mol relative to the eoc form. The result shows that the 
PEM method in common with all optimization procedures will find the optimum 
route local to the starting position. To show this a further trial was undertaken to 
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link the eoc and pC1 conformations. The starting path was set to three copies of the 
pC2 conformation. Table 8-2 shows that this run converged to the same result as the 
eoc to pC2 trial, clearly demonstrating the dependence of the result on the initial set 
of moving positions taken. This dependence could be reduced by the use of a more 
powerful optimization technique such as simulated annealing [49] - Table 8-2 
shows that the path with the higher peak energy has a higher objective function. It 
is interesting to note that the final path does not approach the pC2 conforma- 
tion - the closest position is r.m. s. 0.156 A with atom H2 being over l A from its 
position in pC2. 

Figure 8-6 shows the distinction between the two routes obtained for the transi- 
tion between the eoc and pC1 forms. The principle difference between the paths is 
the behavior of the hydroxyl moiety H3-03. On the higher energy path this group 
turns and points toward the divalent metal ion creating an unfavorable .interaction. 
In contrast the lower energy route has the dihedral angle 03-C3 changing in the op- 
posite sense and the interaction between the hydroxyl group and the metal ion never 
becomes unfavorable. 

I & M’ 
I 

$# M1 

Figure 8-6. A comparison of the routes taken by substrate atoms in the different paths ob- 
tained for the conformational change between the eoc (dark lines) and pC1 (open lines) forms 
in D-xylose isomerase. Part (a) shows the routes for the higher energy path obtained from 
linearly interpolated starting conformations and (b) shows the lower energy path obtained by 
using the pC2 energy minimum for the starting conformations. In each case the transition 
state conformation is marked by grey lines and the routes through space taken by hydrogen 
and oxygen atoms are shown by thin and dashed lines respectively. 
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A smooth overall route was obtained based on the low energy eoc to pC1 path 
using a predecessor of the PEM descents method described above (Figure 8-7c). The 
procedure differed from the PEM descents method in that runs were started 
manually and more than one intermediate position was accepted. Once the in- 
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I I I I I I I I I -  
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0 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

running r m s  displacement in %, 

Figure 8-7. Graphs showing the final energy profiles for the simulation of a conformational 
rearrangement between the eoc and pC1 forms of D-xylose in D-xylose isomerase. In each case 
the abscissa is the running r. m. s. displacement of the substrate along the path and the or- 
dinate is the potential energy of the system relative the eoc form. The running r. m. s. displace- 
ment is an indicator of the distance moved by the substrate and is defined for position number 
n by: n 

C rmsi-iii , 

where rmsi/i-l is the r. m. s. atomic displacement of substrate atoms between position i and 
i + 1. Graph (a) shows the results of the reaction coordinate methods presented by Smart et 
al. 1992 [32]. The final result of the application of the PEM method with eight moving confor- 
mations is shown as (b). This route was smoothed by PEM descents method to yield the result 
shown in (c). 

i=2 
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termediates marked “A” and “B” were identified further PEM runs started to con- 
nect them. Small artefacts in the low energy regions of the path were accepted. A 
comparison between the overall route (Figure 8-7c) and the initial unsmoothed PEM 
path (Figure 8-7 b) shows an important feature of the PEM technique. The initial 
path is very much shorter than the final result. By initially concentrating on finding 
a path through the transition state rather than the overall intrinsic reaction coor- 
dinate, the method reduces the size of any problem enormously. 

The overall optimal route found which links the eoc and pC1 forms found here 
(Figure 8-7c) differs markedly from the results previously found. As well as having 
a markedly smaller peak energy the route goes through a new low energy in- 
termediate (marked “B”). This form has a slightly lower energy than pC1 and differs 
in the position of atoms 0 1  and H2 as shown in Figure 8-5. 

Table 8-3 compares the relative potential energies of important positions found 
in this study and previously. The estimate of the energy barrier to the rearrangement 
of the substrate’s coordination to the metal ion has been reduced to 7.2 kcal/mol. 
Comparison with the Arrhenius activation for the enzyme reaction of 14.6 kcal/mol 
[59] adds weight to the identification that the transition is unlikely to be rate-deter- 
mining [32]. 

The potential energy function used to date to simulate the rearrangement takes 
a rather inconsistent approach mixing the empirically derived Amber potential 
energy function with the Mg2+ representation of Dietz et al. [58] derived by quan- 
tum mechanical calculation. Aquist [60] has derived a consistent set of van der Waals 
radii and well depth for the alkali and alkali earth ions using a fit to the free energy 
of solvation for the ion. Energy minimization and PEM was used to repeat the 
simulation of the conformational transition between the eoc and pC1 forms using 
the Aqvist parameters for Mg2+ rather than the representation of Dietz et al. [58]. 

Table 8-3. Conformational rearrangement of substrate in D-xylose isomerase: potential 
energiesa of important forms. 

Old results b,d New resultsd New parameters 

PC1 3.1 
4.8 PC2 

New intermediate 
Lowest Peak 11.0 
Barrier 0 3  * 02‘ 7.9 

- 
(3.1) 
(4.8) 
2.7 
9.9 
7.2 

1.3 
5.0 
3.2 
8.3 
7.0 

Potential energy in kcal/mol (1 cal = 4.184 J), relative to the eoc model. 
Calculated by the reaction co-ordinate methods presented by Smart, Akins & Blow [32]. 
The potential energy barrier for a conformational rearrangement between substrate with 
atoms 0 3  and 0 4  co-ordinate to metal ion [l] and an 02 /04  co-ordinate form. 
Values calculated in the first two columns use the parametrization of problem as presented 
by Smart, Akins & Blow [32], whereas new parameters use Mg2+ representation due to 
Aqvist [60]. 
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The results, shown in Table 8-3, show that the energy of individual forms changes 
by up to 2 kcal/mol but the energy barrier remains around 7 kcal/mol. The con- 
sistency between the results using a different representation for the metal ion is en- 
couraging. 

8.5 Conclusions : Potential Developments 

The PEM method has been shown to be a robust and powerful technique for finding 
reaction paths for conformational changes in macromolecules. It has advantages 
over the SPW method (the only comparable technique), in that sampling is biased 
towards high energy regions of the path (thus ensuring that the transition state is 
located), the continuity of the final result is assured and that the result is not depen- 
dent on the values taken for restraint parameters. 

The implementation of the PEM method presented here suffers from the problem 
of computational efficiency. This is in part due to the fact that the energy and force 
calculation routines in TIC have not been adjusted for maximum speed, for example 
an atom based non-bonded cut-off procedure is used instead of the more efficient 
group based formalism and the code has not been vectorized. The PEM method was 
also designed with robustness rather than efficiency in mind, The present procedure 
takes a specified number of equally spaced sample conformations between each pair 
of moving points but this could be changed so that the routine occasionally adjusts 
the spacing to ensure the peak energy position of each interval is sampled. 

As shown in the D-xylose isomerase example, the PEM procedure can converge 
to different paths depending on the starting set of conformations. It would be very 
desirable for the method to always locate the path with the lowest peak energy. This 
would require that the procedure should find the global minimum of the objective 
function: a ubiquitous problem [48]. There are two partial solutions: to start 
minimization from different starting conformations (see below) and simulated an- 
nealing [49]. The molecular dynamics simulated annealing procedure has been ap- 
plied in a variant of SPW method [42] and could be expected to be useful in minimiz- 
ing the PEM objective function - allowing the method to avoid being trapped in 
local minima. 

An important potential improvement to the method would be to apply the pro- 
cedure in dihedral angle coordinate space. This would require the molecular potential 
energy and force functions be calculable in terms of dihedral angle variables [61]. 
This approach would result in several advantages compared to the present applica- 
tion in Cartesian space. Conformational change is clearly more naturally represented 
in internal coordinate space because of the division between “soft” (dihedral angles) 
and “hard” (bond lengths and angles) variables. This would allow the use of fewer 
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moving conformations and intermediates to represent a conformational change, in 
comparison to the Cartesian application where small atomic deviations produce 
large increases in bond energy. Secondly, the use of dihedral angle space allows the 
description of the conformation of a molecule with approximately one-eighth the 
number of independent variables. Finally, the use of dihedral space would enable 
more reasonable starting conformations to be generated. Different starting confor- 
mations could be modelled by trying alternative possibilities for dihedral angles 
which change markedly between the fixed end points. Such a method has been used 
by Ech-Cherif El-Kettani and Durup [42] to generate initial routes, before applying 
a variant of the SPW procedure in Cartesian space. For the reasons set out, an ap- 
plication of the PEM method in dihedral angle space can be expected to be very 
much more efficient than the present application and should allow simulation of in- 
teresting conformational transitions of macromolecules. 

8.6 Summary 

A new method for the generation of reaction coordinates for conformational transi- 
tions in large molecular systems is presented. The path energy mimimization (PEM) 
technique optimizes the peak energy of a quasi-continuous route through conforma- 
tional space between two given minima: locating the transition state and the optimal 
vector through this conformation. The method produces a series of conformations 
which effectively define a reaction coordinate for the change. A transition involving 
a pucker angle change for the sugar a-D-xylulofuranose is used to test the procedure. 
The results are compared with those obtained by both adiabatic mapping and the 
Self Penalty Walk procedure developed by Elber and co-workers. The method is ap- 
plied to recalculate the energy barrier for a conformational rearrangement of the 
substrate in the active site of D-xylose isomerase, where it is shown to outperform 
an earlier adiabatic mapping study. Potential improvements to the method were 
discussed. 
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